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This thesis grows out of a desire to understand, in building science terms, the environmental
features of traditional building design practices on Yogyakarta Special Region (Indonesia). The
construction of traditional dwellings conforms to a set of rules, determining both the form and
process of construction.
The thesis describes tests of a number of factors related to traditional Javanese buildings for
their effect on thermal comfort and air flow, isolating those design aspects and analysing them
through contemporary techniques.
Having proposed a scientific rationale behind traditional customs, two building styles, Joglo and
Limasan are analysed. These styles are shown to relate to traditional numerological systems
Qtetungan; i.e. sri and kitri), which have governed the specific details of domestic construction,
and to the scale and siting of structures within the designated traditional guidelines. For
comparison, simple hip-roofed dwelling (not applying Javanese style, petungan, and materials),
representing cunent practices, were modelled.
A commercial Computational Fluid Dynamics program was used as the principal research tool,
testing thermal comfort through computer simulation.
The main conclusion reached by this thesis is that traditionally designed Javanese architecture is
thermally comfortable in a hot humid climate, more so than the simple hip-roofed dwelling.
Literature studies reveal that modern building science ideas on thermal comfort in hot humid
climates had been applied instinctively in traditional Javanese architecture. Computer
simulation confirms them as thermally comfortable.
Differences in style, petungan values, and scale were found to affect thermal comfort slightly,
through their effects on the aerodynamic and thermal performance of the buildings. On the
other hand, factors relating to materials have a significant effect on thermal comfort. The high
porosity of traditional clay tile roof systems has provided Javanese buildings with a continuous
ventilated roof, which is superior to corrugated steel from the point of view of ventilation of the
dwellings.
In addition, CFD modelling has proved to be a valid means of testing airflow within and around
buildings. However, calibration is needed to ensure the CFD program performs accurately and
reliably. Simplification of data input is also recommended to minimise complication in the
simulation without necessarily sacrificing the accuracy of the results. Further applications and
current limitations of CFD technology are discussed.
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surface area (m2)
pressure coefficient
respiratory convective heat exchange (Wm')
evaporative heaj exchange at the skin, when the person experiences a sensation of
neutrality (Wm')
respiratory evaporative heat exchange (Wm')
rorfu"e (or film) conductance (Wm2"C)
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g gravitation (m/s')
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/ solar radiation intensity (Wm')
Lr clothing insulation 1m2uc /W1
K turbulent kinetic energy im2/s2 or J/kg)
L reference length (m)^
M metabolic rate (Wm')
P static pressure (Pa or N/m')
Po reference pressure (Pa or N/m')
Pr Prandtl number; it is a dimensionless number being the ratio of the kinematic viscosity
of a fluid to its thermal diffusivity used in modelling free convection flow.
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Predicted Mean Vote
Predicted Percentage of Dissatisfied (Vo)
humidity, partial water vapour pressure (Pa)
conduction heat flow rate (W)
Rayleigh number; it is the product of Grashof and Prandtl numbers.
air to air resistance (m2ocnv)
roughness height (m)
surface temperature (K or'C)
skin temperature (oC)
air temperature ("C)
clothing surface temperature (oC)
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w' velocity fluctuations (m/s)
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V6 wind speed at the height of a given point (m/s)
Vur gradient speed, the wind speed at the height of boundary layer (m/s)
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Ander, king post
atap kampung, gable roof, pitched roof
atap limasan, hipped roof
atap panggang pe, mono pitched roof, skillion roof
atap tajug, pyramid roof
b landar pamanj ang, long beam
blandar parryelak, short beam
boundary layers, the layer of fluid in the immediate vicinity of a bounding surface; Inaerodynamics the boundary-layer thickness is measured from the surface to an arbiirarily chosenpoint, e.g., where the velocity is 99 percent of the stream verocity.dudur,hip
dalem, also called omah buri,a house or building to live in
gandhok, pavilion
Suru sector' the inner-most sector of a Javanese building; it is bounde d by saka gurukawruh kalang, traditionar knowredge of Javanese archiiecture
laminarflow, flow in which layers or nuia move smoothly over or alongside adjacent layerslongkangan, courts, a nturow space between buildings
Modern scientific aspects, things that relate to and -can be explained by formal sciences whichare based on theoretical and analytical approaches; from the Indonesian view point, modernsciences often mean sciences developed by western nations.
molo, ndge
omah, a house complex, in Javanese term omah is a house comptex containing some buildingsor rlasses (for pawon, gandhok, rice barn, pet stalls, etc.). Dalem or omah buii isa building tohouse a family.
omah buri, (see dalem)
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1. rNrRoDucrroN
l.l Background
The basic aim of this research was to explore the passive thermal comfort performance of
traditional Javanese residential buildings using a computer progmm as the main research tool.
The approach methodology addressed architectural, building science and computing issues.
These three issues revealed a range of dichotomies: old-new, traditional-modem, eastern-
western, illogical-logical, metaphysical-real, and simple-sophisticated. These dichotomies cannot
be avoided' as one of the objectives of the research is to link traditional - mystical - ideas of
Javanese architecture to western 
- 
analytical - building science. The goal is to find n interface
between vernacular architectural technology and modem (western) technology, allowing the
survival of local architectural style and its growth into a future increasingly oriented to hi-tech
modern life.
The physical aspects of Javanese architecture demand explanation quantitatively, not
merely in the terms of traditional spiritual qualitative interpretations. with ventilation
development, for example, to understand the Javanese building aerodynamics and heat transfer
analytically (or scientifically) is important. Having this knowledge, developmenr and
improvement can be made in a clear (transparenf) way.
The present situation of architecture, building science, and computing in Indonesia has
both prompted and enabled this research. In the following pages the background to three
questions is developed as a rationale for the research:
o The architectural issue: Why is learning from vernacular architecture important?
r The building science issue: why is scientific study of passive thermal comfort in vernacular
architecture important?
o The computing issue: Why does using a computational fluid dynamic program as the research
tool give benefits? Why is optimising the data input important?
1.1.1 Architectural Issues
over the last ten years, Indonesia has experienced a fantastic growth in building construction.
New buildings with new architectural styles and technologies are being constructed. criticisms
occur' These new buildings are attacked for lacking a relationship to Indonesian cultural or
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climate conditions. Calls for more down to earth designs, based on the local vernacular
architectural heritage, have gradually increased.
Eko Budihardjo, an Indonesian architect and well-known critic, clearly states that if we
are involved in the development of contemporary Indonesian architecture, we should not ignore
old ideas and traditional forms.l We should reinterpret them into modern idioms so that the old
and new blend in complete harmony. Modernisation, innovation and other developments are
important' However, people should not be uprooted from their past. Budihardjo states that while
the architectural heritage of developing countries might not be as grandiose as those of
developed countries, the buildings are still well adapted to traditional living patterns and the
local environment-2 Given the often vast architectural heritage in developing countries, this
assertion may seem misleading. The architectural beauty of heritage architecture is not only
found in massive buildings, such as the great temples of Borobudur and prambanan in Java. but
also in smaller scale buildings, such as traditional houses.
Hasan Fathy, a prominent Egyptian architect, also believes that the architectural work of
earlier generations is important.s He wonders why modern tropical architecture uses large glass
wallsa and recalls' in comparison, the superb aerodynamic performance of a rnadyafa(Egyptian
traditional architecture). 5
Whether vemacular architecture is thermally comfortable remains arguable. Rapoport
says:
"Lifestyle, beliefs, identity and otherfactors - together - may be more powerfur
than climatic ones in the creqtion of built form.,,6
Roxana Waterson, who extensively examined the anthropology of architecture of South-East
Asia, and particularly of Indonesia, writes:
"The great variety of forms to be found in ecorogicaily simirar regions of
south-east Asia is stfficient to suggest rhat crimate, geography, or mnteriars
only dictate the outside timits to architecture design, without at all
determining the end results.,,7
climate is not always the main consideration. As a result, one cannot expect vernacutar
architecture to be always climatically well adjusted or always superior to modern architecture. A
recent study by Sharples and Malama, on traditional Zambian dwellings found that in cool
seasons they are less comfortable than new low-cost public housing.s
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Despite this ambiguity, it is still worth trying to learn more from vernacular architecfure.
Nonnan Pressman writes:
"The benefits of designing with nature are not only practical but also aesthetic and
sensory"" Physical environment affects behaviour and cultural norms....to ignore
climates, particularly under harsh conditions, would certainly be unwise. Most
vernacalar design solutions have been extremely sensitive to ecological context and
much can be learnedfrom them."e
Budihardjo supports this:
"lt is quite true that we could learn much from our ancestors of how to create a
harmonious and enjoyable human environment to live in.,,to
Zulficar Fathy states:
"There is much to learn from the experience of earlier generations, gathered
by centuries of ffial and error, before we seek to discard this legacy for the
often-illusory promise of sorutions imponedfrom the western worrd.,,tl
Dumangay, who writes on the architectural heritage of South-East Asia, notes domestic
architectural heritage to be well adapted to the landscape. This gives it personality. It is good for
young architects to turn back to old forms and adapt them to the needs of modern life. only by
doing this can people retain the distinctive character of regions and avoid uniformitv.12
Xia also states the importance of understanding vernacular architecture in forming a
better base for modern architecture:
"Local traditional architecture is the most adequate and suitable answer to the
requirements of environmental and energy consumption need. It is necessary
to create a new architecture perspective for the next century. A deeper
understanding of climate and natural components inside existing historical
contexts is helpful in enhancing ecological awareness in modern building
design."t3
Indonesia is rich in architectural heritage. It has many ethnic groups (300 ethnic groups
with 583 regional languages and dialects)ra which have developed their own architectural
inflections' one of them is Javanese architecture, which evolved into unique styles guided by
complicated rules called petungan (Javanese numerology). There have been many atpmpts to
conserve this architectural practice' While a number of designers have been successful in
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translating Javanese architecture into modern buildings, they lack deep understanding of the
philosophy behind Javanese architecture. They are thus constrained to merely recalling styles in
ways inappropriate to the modem situation. Despite extensive discussions on Javanese
architecture, there remain many interesting aspects worth exploring. prijotomo, an expert in this
field, likens Javanese architecture to a well that will never dry up.15
Key point: By learning and taking into account what vernacular architectures have achieved,
we can develop our modern architectures in a better way, culturally and environmentalh.
1.1.2 Buildings Science Issues
Most of Indonesia's new buildings consume high amounts of energy in equipment to keep
occupants comfortable. This has serious resource implications, as Indonesia transforms from an
oil exporting into an oil importing country (projected to occur around 2005). It has even led to
the controvenial decision by the lndonesian government to build a nuclear power plant in Muria,
East Java'16 People have begun to recognise the need for energy-efficient buildings and recognise
the ability of local architecture to provide thermal comfort without using non-renewable energy.
Modernisation and globalisation have contributed to architectural chaos in Indonesia.
Budihardjo has expressed this:
"Newly industrialisittg countries have tended to embrace western culture as a
sign of progress and grasped almost anything western without further
consideration."tT
Traditional Javanese architecture has suffered from
modernisation. Dawson describes his experience:
the society's readiness to accept
"The aspiration of the many poor rural Javanese is to imitate the tifestyle of
the Jakarta elite that they see on the television everyday.
"In Java, the traditional house is regarded as an objecr of interest, to be
looked upon and perhaps atrmired, but not to be imitated. The future ries
elsewhere."lS
In terms of building science, this attitude (seeing foreign technologies as symbols of a
higher status) has led to the inappropriate application of new foreign technologies to local
conditions, causing comfort problems in new buildings. Failure to understand the local climate
and architecture coupled with over-eagerness in applying modern technologies have introduced
not only environmental problems in buildings but also an architectural identity crisis.
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Indigenous people, in contrast, have developed a vernacular architecture over a long
time' Local architecture results from a long process of trial and error. Its compatibility with the
local climate and ability to create the thermal comfort required by occupants has stood the test of
time' Rudofsky writes that many of the so-called primitive solutions of vemacular architecture
have anticipated the cumbersome technology invented in recent years (air conditioning, light
control, etc'). re Frank Lloyd wright encourages his students to enjoy the healthy world of
primitive building merhods. 20
Achieving indoor thermal comfort naturally (or passively) is not only worthwhile for
energy and environment preservation but also for human well-being. Man should not be
separated from nature' Richard Neutra2r states that the physical environment will prove more
harmful to man each time we move farther away from a balanced integration with nature.
Bansal's words are also useful:
"Manv examples of ancient architecture have special design features that
provide comfortable living conditions, without expenditure on conventional
energy Eources. The entire history of sheher engineering reveals an
unremitting effort by mankind to achieve as high a degree of indoor comfort as
possible.
"A large number of these proven concepts of natural climatic control have
been forgotten in the design of buildings today, but the depreting fuel suppries
(needed for heating and cooling), the general concern for the environmental
degradation and growing heatth problems resulting from modern buildings
(sick building syndrome) have led to a renewed interest in building designs,
that provide comfort mainly by natural means.,,22
In Indonesia, traditionally developed rules of vernacular architecture are not
scientifically documented. The blue print is usually taught verbally through generations and
underpins some.s./Perstitious order. For indigenous people, vernacular architecture is considered
dharma' a social obligation engendering complete harmony between man, nature, the built
environment, and God'23 Indonesian life is full of religious activities and rituals.24 Metaphysical
symbolism is important to vernacular architecture and therein lies the wisdom of its designs.
For example, although the features of Javanese architecture which aid the creation of
comfort have long been discussed, only very qualitative and simplified explanations of these
phenomenon can be given by Indonesian architects. They have not developed lndonesian
building science to a level that would enable architects to analyse locat buildings scientifically.
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The principles underlying the indoor thermal environmental performance of traditional Javanese
architecture are technically unexplained. However, before dismissing traditional Javanese rules
as irrational, it is worth noting Sukadana's argument on what is called logical thinking.2s
Rational thinking is a process of thinking using a certain logic. considering that there are various
kinds of logic and that they are only true under certain agreements, then what is considered true
for one logic is not necessarily true for another. Various cultures from differing societies
developed logic according to their diverse philosophical and epistemological backgrounds. The
truth of a cultural product can only be justified based on the truth-values within that society. This
is the concept of cultural relativism. Therefore, traditional Javanese architectural rules that are
scientifically unexplained are not necessarily superstitious. It may simply be a matter of
expressing logical thoughts in a different way.
Some scholars suspect the origin of the problem in tropical architecture (including
building science) to lie in education. Most nations in the tropical climatic zones are developing
countries' Johan Silas, a lecturer and highly respected Indonesian architect, points out that there
is something wrong in architectural education.26 owusu Addo says most of students in these
countries are unable to travel, limiting their points of reference.tt Th"y can only refer to local
buildings, which are sometimes poorly designed. Most of the curricula in architectural education
are adapted from western countries (particularly Great Britain and America), which have very
different cultural and environmental backgrounds.
It seems that most Indonesian architects do not understand tropical architecture
scientifically' Thus difficulties arise when they adapt vernacular tropical architecture to new
styles' Indonesia furnishes many examples where people fail in applying modern technology,
such as when an air conditioning system is installed in a traditional style building. A study by
Karyono revealed that adopting the current ASHRAE standard for Jakarta would make people
uncomfortably cool and waste energy.tt His paper calls for a greater understanding of the true
local comfort range- An earlier report by Berger warned that the prediction of thermal comfort
based on commonly established procedures (which were based on studies in cold climate
countries) might lead to errors when applied to tropical humid conditions.2e
An attempt to explain the environmental performance of Javanese architecture has been
made by Setiadarma using an open-circuit wind tunnel at the School of Architecture, University
of southern califomia.3o He found that the configurations of Javanese traditional buildings have
enabled occupants to benefit from airflow. His findings are an important indication that Javanese
vernaculat architecture, to some degree, provides comfort (in this case through the optimisation
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of wind flow) with a scientific basis. Such an approach is important, as Hasan Fathy writes:
"The phenomena of the micro-climate must be analysed and new building
materials, methods, and designs must be tested until the complex relationships
among buildings, micro-climate, and human being(s) are fully understood....
Another science to which architecture is indebted is aerodynamics.,,ll
Key point: By clearly understanding the scientific aspects of the relation between traditional
architectural rules and passive thermal comfort, one can quantitatively link the potential of
traditional design to the provision of passive thermal comfort in modern architectural designs.
f .1.3 Computer Issues
The architectural curricula and financial capability of most universities may be a significant
hindrance in the development of rndonesian building science. Although they address building
technology, most universities only include a small amount of building science in their curricula.
Experts are scarce; appropriately equipped laboratories are unavailable. Fornrnately, powerful
computers have become increasingly available at lower prices. Building science teaching can
benefit from this.
Evaluation of thermal comfort involves assessment of at least six factors: human activity
levels, thermal resistance of clothing, air temperature, mean radiant temperature, air velocity and
vapour pressure in ambient air.32 Since passive ventilation within buildings involves dealing with
natural air movements caused by buoyancy and/or induction due to outdoor air movements, the
mechanism of the process is very complicated. Air movements are very sensitive to building
form details33 and are affected by radiation from walls.
Air flows like a fluid, with laminar, transitional, and turbulent flows. Justifying whether
values (air temperature, velocity, humidity, etc.) at a particular location in a building create
thermal comfort is not easy. Manually calculating those values at every point within a building is
almost impossible. One way to analyse ventilation performance of buildings is by using
computational fluid dynamics (cFD) programs, made feasible by the present generation of
powerful computers. cFD programs, based on a finite volume method, enable easier calculation
and produce useful graphical results. The results are simpler to interpret as they contain not only
numerical velocity values, but also graphical information on air distribution patterns.
The idea of using a computer program as
comfort standards for people living in tropical
a research tool is feasible because thermal
climates are already well developed and
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documented (e.g., Lippsmeier,-ta Koenigsberger,3s and Kukreja36). As a result, architects can
begin by reviewing these comfort standards, and checking through computer simulation whether
their building designs generate conditions matching those standards. The use of cFD programs
should enable architects and building scientists anywhere to study the ventilation performance of
buildings in any climate, provided the relevant meteorological data are available.
Considerable research has been conducted in calibrating and validating the presently
sophisticated cFD programs to establish their reliability in simulating building ventilation.
However, experts warn of the potential for false results caused by data input difficulties (or
simplification). DepeckerlT using the commercial CFD program sTAR-cD, stressed the need for
researchers to use CFD programs carefully, especially those not designed for complex buildings.
Errors in the modelling process can result from a poor fit between the mathematical model and
physical object.
Krafthefer concluded that additional efforts are needed to include the effects of wall heat
conduction, wall thermal mass, radiation heat exchanges, etc.3s Using FLUENT v.3.01,he found
that at low air velocities (in typical interior spaces), wall-fluid coupling models do not give
correct values for the wall-air heat transfer coefficient. Specified wall heat flux boundary
conditions were used as wall conduction and heat capacity could not be explicitly modelled. A
study by Clifford, Everitt, clarke, and Riffat also underlines the need to use CFD codes
carefully'3e They found that in the case of single-sided ventilation, even for the simplest
geometry, CFD could produce misleading results.
Barczzi,Imbabi, Nobile and Sousa used their own CFD codes.{ They underlined the
importance of the scaling effect on some non-dimensional numbers when conducting research on
the Nigerian Roof chimney. Although this effecr is particularly crucial in scaled physical
models, careful attention should also be paid to this aspect of computer modelling, if seeking
reliable results.
In the 1980s, personal computers became popular even though their capabilities
remained very limited. Few professionals (architects and building scientists) used computer
programs effectively at an early design stage, where any changes could then be made at a lower
cost'ar Concerned with the unpopularity of computer aided design software, Sonderegger wrore
an article in 1985 exploring the characteristics required of better buitding design software.a2 He
Iisted these properties: high accuracy, versatility, speed, reproducability, and ease of use. Rather
pessimistically, Boutet compared wind tunnels to computer software.a3 He still believed in the
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superiority of wind tunnels, being more cost-beneficial, exploring a large number of factors and
variables (which neither mathematics nor computers can do), were more sensitive to details, and
produced reasonably accurate air movement patterns. However, that was in the 1980s. Today, it
is not difficult to find building computer aided design software with the features listed by
Sandergger, thanks to more powerful computers and graphics user interface development.
Intensive development and validation of CFD software by computational fluid
dynamicists (such as Awbi€ and Bakeras) show the high potential of these programs to explore,
analyse and predict buildings' environmental performance. These programs offer low operational
costs, without high labour and time commitments, high levels of modelling flexibility, accuracy,
precision, and can produce various kinds of results simultaneously (air temperature, velocity,
humidity, pressure, pattern, etc.).
However, unlike the machines, buildings contain many poorly defined surfaces due to
the heterogeneity of materials, use of complicated forms, etc. As a result, transferring real
buildings' characteristics into computer codes is a very critical task. This is particularly true in
analysis of an existing building. Replicating the existing building in a computer model, both
comprehensivety and precisely, is very difficult and can easily undermine the basic premises of
using the computer for time, cost, and labour efficiency. On the other hand, over-simplifying the
model can lead to false results. Hence, a balanced solution to this problem needs to be found.
Key point: By using a computational fluid dynamics program as a tool in building design
research one can more ecanomicallv obtain near realistic simulations.
In conclusion, there seems to be a missing link between Javanese building
environmental design and modem building sciences. The lack of quantitative and scientific
explanations has made Javanese building environmental performance difficult to measure in a
systematic way. Applying Javanese principles to modern buildings is often uncertain and usually
influenced by the builders' romantic ideals of comfortable old Javanese buildings. This research
could be considered as a first step in explaining Javanese building environmental design,
particularly its aerodynamics and thermal performance. The use of a CFD program as the main
research tool is a significant advance from the currently under-developed lndonesian building
science to the high technology of modern building sciences. Philosophically, this research aspires
to a national architectural dignity and integrity, an Indonesian architecture deep-rooted in local
architectural concepts with scientifically explainable environmental designs.
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1.2 The Hypothesis and The Research Question
If architectural products represent a human response to environmental challenges, they should be
developed and adapted to the climate in such a way that they become comfortable places to live.
Javanese architecture, as a representation of Javanese life and a well-established culture, should
be governed by the constraints which make its architectural products (residential buildings, in
this case) environmentally comfortable places to inhabit.
The hypothesis: Traditional Javanese architectural practices are well founded and can be
analysed, evaluated, and developed using scientific methods. The environmental performance
(specifically thermal performance) of Javanese buildings is manifested physically in their
construction, and thus should be explainable quantitatively using well-documented theories of
aerodynamics and heat transfer.
Main question:
o How do Javanese building designs contribute to thermal comfort performance?
Subsidiary Questions:
o What is the relationship between the unique forms of Javanese architecture and thermal
comfort?
o What is the relationship between the unique materials of Javanese architecture and thermal
comfort?
o What modelling simplifications can be made without sacrificing the accuracy of the
performance predictions based on these models?
1.3 Aims and Objectives
As mentioned at the outset, this research aims to explore the thermal comfort performance of
Javanese residential buildings, using a computer simulation progmm.
To achieve this aim, the research targets seven principal objectives, divided into two groups:
. Development of a thorough understanding of Javanese building designs in relation to
thermal comfort.
L Reviewing and summarising the physical and non-physical aspects of the Yogyakarta
Special Region which might influence the environmental design of Javanese building.
2. Exploring Javanese architecture and, in particular, the design of Javanese residential
buildings.
3. Exploring the relationship between Javanese architecture and thermal comfort, including
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reviewing thermal comfort issues in warm humid climates and how Javanese building
designs are respond to those issues.
o Modelling the role of aerodynamic and thermal performances of Javanese buildings to
indoor thermal comfort using a computational fruid dynamic program.
I ' Calibrating the aerodynamic and thermal simulation capabiliries of the computational fluid
dynamic program.
2- simulating the aerodynamic performance of Javanese buildings.
3. Simulating the thermal performance of Javanese buildings.
4' Relating the aerodynamic and thermal performance of Javanese buildings to their indoor
thermal comfort.
1.4 Limitations
Javanese architecture styles can be classified within five groups: Tajug, Joglo, Limasan,
Kampung and Panggang Pe. Each group has many variants. Their dimensions are dictated by
petungan (Javanese numerology). one of the most conventional petungan is called the four-five
method: sri, kitri, gana, Iiyu, and pokah. To avoid an unmanageable experiment (there being
simply too many variants of Javanese buildings), this research focuses on the basic form af Joglo
and Limasan styles, which are found in Prijotomo's book.6 Those two styles are useful as they
are applied mainly to residenrial buildings.
The research cross-combines two types of Javanese buildings (ie. Joglo and Limasan) and
w'to petungan values (ie' sri and kiti). The terms of Joglo kitri, loglo sri, Limasan sri, and
Limasan kitri are used exclusively in this research to simplify identification, and do not exist
beyond these pages- Joglo kitri, for example, means aJoglo style with the petunga2 value of
kitri.
The study focuses on the environmental performance (ie. aerodynamic and thermal) of the
Joglo and Limasan styles in relation to indoor thermal comfort. While this research is based
primarily on the analytical and numerical approach (using a CFD program), philosophical
concepts are unavoidable, and thus described in brief to present the Javanese people's way of
thinking.
1.5 Synopsis
This report follows a linear procedure of discussion, from the background to the conclusion. The
overall research design is presented in Chapter Two.
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To clarify the research process in achieving its aim and objectives, the thesis is
structured as follows:
Chapter One backgrounds the need for this research, stating aims, objectives and the overall
structure of the thesis.
chapter rr'vo establishes the research design, describing the general pracedural aspects of the
research as a whole.
chapter Three descnbes and discusses both physical and non-physical aspects of the yogyakarta
Special Region' It reveals the unique relationship between climate, culture, people, and
architecture.
Chapter Four explores Javanese architecture in general.
Chapter Five explores Javanese residential buildings.
Chapter,Sr.r discusses the theoretical approaches to the link between Javanese architecture and
thermal c omfort performance.
Chapter 
'Seven explores the potential of computational fluid dynamics software to analyse and
develop the indoor thermal performance of Javanese residential building.
Chapter Elglzt discusses the CFD program calibration.
chapter Ndrze discusses the results of experiments designed to discover the scientific explanation
of Javanese traditional architecture orders in relation to its aerodynamic performance.
Chapter len discusses the results of experiments designed to discover the scientific explanation
of Javanese traditional architecture orders in relation to its indoor thermal comfort performance.
Chapter Eleven lists the general conclusions and recommendations of the thesis
Appendix A contains field data on the ten Javanese buildings studied.
Appendix 
'B contains a list of experiment equipment, examples of input data for computational
fluid dynamics program, and a survey of available CFD programs.
As a by-product of the research, this document includes the first comprehensive
explanation of the environmental performance of Javanese buildings (see Chapter Six in
particular).
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)ao RBSEARCH DESIGN
2.1 Introduction
This chapter discusses the research design. It provides a general scheme for all the activities
carried our during this project, their interrelationships and the thoughts which led to them.
Beginning with an overview, then moving to a brief description of the experiments, the
discussion is advanced by a description of research procedures and preparations; and followed by
the method of analysis and assessment.
2.2 Overview
As mentioned in Chapter One, the main objective of this research is to discover the contribution
of Javanese building design factors to thermal comfort performance. Since the research relies on
a CFD program, the main problem thus can be restated as to discover how Javanese buiWing
designs manipulate outdoor conditions to create what Javanese people sense as a thermally
comfortable indoor atmosphere, using a CFD program. By extension, the experiment consists
of three things: the environmental performance of Javanese buildings as the case study, the CFD
program as the research tool, and the tool results as an explanation of the case study. Graphically,
it is explained by Figure 2-1.
The case study involves four determinant groups:
r Outdoor conditions as the stimuli or challenge generator; this includes climate,
topography, and vegetation.
o Javanese building as the filter or converter between outdoor and indoor conditions; this
includes style, numerology, and materials.
o Indoor conditions as a result of Javanese building filtering of the outdoor condition; this
includes indoor air temperature, air velocity, mean radiant temperature, and humidity.
o Occupants as the sensors of the thermal comfort level of the resulted indoor condition; this
includes activities and clothing.
These four groups are all within a Javanese context. Thus, outdoor conditions are the context
within which Javanese buildings exist, specifically the Yogyakarta Special Region. The
occupants have their own culture influencing their lifestyle, Javanese culture. Javanese buildings
have unique architectural styles. The indoor conditions are the result of Javanese building
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designs manipulating the outdoor conditions which are sensed by Javanese.
Ihe o)qefttunt Themlffitoi portmE
Figure 2-1 Sketch of the relationships between the case study,
tool and experiment.
l-"*."*,ro'r'},l
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For clarity, detailed discussion of these four groups is presented as follows (see also sub-
Chapter 1.5 Synopsis):
o The outdoor conditions of Yogyakarta Special Region are discussed in Chapter Three, which
includes physical and non-physical aspects.
o Javanese buildings are discussed in three separate chapters. chapter Four reviews Javanese
archilecture in general; chapter Five focuses on Javanese residential buildings and their
occuPants; Chapter Six discusses theoretical approaches which link Javanese building design
to thermal comfort.
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The tool, a CFD program, involves two aspects: potential and reliability. For clarity, they are
discussed separately in two chapters.
e The potential of the CFD program to be used as the research tool is discussed in chapter
Seven.
o The reliability of the cFD program results is confirmed through aerodynamic and thermal
calibration as discussed in Chapter Eight.
The core of the research is the two main experiments in which the tool is used to explain the
case study. This presents two fields of information: the experiments and the final findings or
conclusion. Again, those are presented separately.
The main experiments are considered in individual chapters: Chapter Nine for aerodynamics
experiments and Chapter Ten for thermal comfort experiments.
The overall findings are presented as conclusions in chapter Ereven.
-'t}{27Xn\-
Figure 2'2 Sketch of the case study. It involves the outdoor conditions of yogyakarra Special Region,Javanese buildings" indoor conditions and Javanese.
The main problem in reaching the research objective is how to design the research to
produce unbiased results. Incorrect dat4 improper tools, and poorly conducted experiments
generate distorted results. To simplify, the primary issue can be condensed into:
o The case study problems
o Failure to identify local characteristics of outdoor conditions, for example, blindty
applying general warm humid climate characteristics as found in textbooks, to
Yogyakarta Special Region, presents a biased evaluation. Traditional Javanese buildings
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developed uniquely within their own local environment. Thus, evaluation as to their
environmental performance should account for the local context.
r Failure to account for the uniqueness of Javanese buildings prevents the discovery of the
contribution of traditional Javanese building designs to thermal comfort. Javanese
building designs combine unique factors such as style, numerology, and materials. This
combination creates the buildings' unique physical properties (including geomerry,
dimension, and material properties) which determine their environmental performance.
A thorough understanding of Javanese building designs, and particularly their effects on
physical properties, is important in identifying the major and minor contributors to the
buildings' environmental performance, and focuses the research to the uniqueness of
Javanese building designs.
o Lack of understanding of Javanese behaviour can prejudice the evaluation of thermal
comfort. Javanese buildings were developed and occupied by Javanese who have their
own lifestyle (including activities and clothing). An objective thermal comfort evaluation
should operate within the context of Javanese lifestyle rather than within westem
comfort standards.
The tool problems
o Poor understanding of the characteristics of the tool. This leads to incorrect results
through improper use of the tool (including incorrect problem formulation, and solution
methods)' Every computer program is designed specifically for certain purposes. In the
case of a CFD program, it is designed to solve fluid flow problems. Its reliability
depends on the accuracy of data inputted, and the sophistication of the solution method.
It is virtual' and has both limited and unlimited capabilities, which should be recognised
for its proper use. Calibration is a suitable way to determine these limitations. Its users
can thus adjust the program and obtain its best performance by minimising and
maximising its negative and positive potentials.
r The experiment problems
o Unsystematic procedures are inefficient and lack control over the experiment (teading to
experiment disorientation). In the tests, well-defined case studies are inputted into a
properly adjusted tool and clear procedures arc followed (in the right direction of the
research)' A good process is also important for rapidly recognising errors (or error
potential), and repairing them, while avoiding research disorientation. Eventually, the
efficiency of the experiments is enhanced.
To minimise these problems, the research details the case study, reviews and calibrates the
research tool, and prepares a systematic procedure for experimentation. Thus, chapters Two to
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Six are dedicated to a thorough understanding of the case study. Chapter Seven explores the
potential of the tool, while chapter Eight reports the tool calibration to ensure its accuracy; the
following sub-chapters (sub-chapter 2.3 onwards) are used to build a frame-work for high quality
experiments, the details of which are reported in chapter Nine and ren.
2.3 Experiment
This research consists of three experiments:
r Calibration of the experimental tool. This experiment calibrates the commercial CFD
software (ie. CFD-ACE) using data from wind tunnel experiments, field measurements, and
other CFD experiments. Two situations were studied: the capabilities of the software to
simulate aerodynamics and heat transfer (thermal) in the building context. This experiment
observed the software's validity, accuracy, and data input optimisation.
r Simulation of the aerodynamics performance of Javanese buildings. This experiment
studied the aerodynamics of Javanese building models. It focuses on the external airflows
around Javanese buildings.
o Simulation of the thermal performance of Javanese buildings. This experiment studied
the thermal comfort within Javanese buildings.
The experiments of aerodynamics and thermal performance of Javanese buildings are
deliberately separated to reduce complex computation.
The experiments apply a simulation method by using a CFD program. In this method,
traditional Javanese buildings are transposed into computer models. Their aerodynamic and
thermal performance under the normal (average) outdoor conditions of yogyakarta special
Region are simulated. The characteristics of the resultant indoor air measurements are assessed
using P'o' Fanger's thermal comfort standards, which have been set for Javanese conditions.
Various simulations are conducted, based on given scenarios.
2.4 Procedures
The overall research design is illustrated in Figure 2-3 which shows the steps of the research. The
project's steps can be categorised into either main procedure or smaller sub-procedures. The
main procedure is linear. It reflects the abstract research concerns and general activities from
beginning to end. The first three stages in the main procedure (theoretical and literature
development, data collection, and data classification) are an integrated stage of the research basis,
identifying any problems relating to the thermal performance of Javanese buildings. These three
stages are intended to be independent of the subsequent stages, and able to operate as a discrete
reference' Having these three stages completed allow the next to concentrate on different
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subjects, specifically computationat fluid dynamics and Javanese building environmental
performance simulation' A sub-procedure guides an individual experiment, and depends on the
subject under examination' This procedure is cyclic or repetitive until useful results can be
derived. It is important to localise these individual experiments to maintain independence from
the primary procedure. Experiments for calibration and for Javanese building environmental
performance use local sub-procedures.
In general the main procedure consisted of eight stages:
Theoretical and literature development. A study and discussion of literature which
addresses topics used as the basic theory of this research: local climates, building
aerodynamics, building heat transfer, building ventilation, and thermal comfort. It provides
an understanding of aspects loosely relating to building environmental performance, to
baring any inter-relationship:rmong them and focussing the issues.
Data collection. At this stage, primary (on-site measurements) and secondary data
(literature) of Javanese architecture and its environment (Yogyakarta Special Region) were
collected' Javanese architecture is the main subject ofthis research. This phase seeks a broad
understanding of traditional Javanese building, its surroundings climate, thermal
performance and occupants, to avoid misleading interpretation. It is, in other words, designed
to understand Javanese building environmental performance in its context.
Data classification. Data is grouped for use in computer modelling and scenario
development.
Preparation. This transition links the physical (real world) to virtual (computer) objects,
located between the traditional methods of study using pen and paper and the highly
computerised method of computational fluid dynamics (CFD). From this stage, CFD codes
are studied more intensively' The aim was to understand how to reproduce the real world
phenomena (ie. building aerodynamic and thermal performance) with a computer program
(ie. the CFD program).
Experiment for software calibration and optimised input data. This first experiment was
intended mainly to calibrate the CFD program for building aerodynamic and thermal
simulation so that it may be used confidently for the main experiment. The calibration also
determines the optimum input to generate the best results within the CFD program to give
the best results.
Experiment for Javanese building environmental performance. As the main experiment
and core of the research, the environmental performance (ie. aerodynamic and thermal
performance) of Javanese buildings was explored and related to thermal comfon.
Final conclusion. The last evaluation before concluding in the output statement.
2.
J.
4.
5.
6.
7.
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8. Output. The research aims to measure the thermal performance of Javanese architecture,
input data optimisation, and recommend a path for development.
2.4.1 Sub-procedureforCalibration
o Selecting the case study to be modelled. At this step, a survey of texts is conducted to source
reference models for aerodynamic and thermal calibration. The models consist of a real
building, wind tunnel models, and CFD models with reasonable data (including the models'
geometry, environmental conditions, and the setting of the CFD program).
o Defining the flow domain and boundary conditions. A CFD program simulates fluid flow
within a defined domain. For external airflow simulation around buildings, the domain
represents a limited volume of the external environment. The flow domain and its boundary
condition should be defined in such a way to obtain realistic external wind flow, including
the application of atmospheric boundary layer, and control of the direction of airflow. This
definition should be based on the same data with reference models to make them
comparable.
r Defining the flow properties (air temperature, humidity, density, velocity, viscosity, etc.).
Definition of flow properties should be based on the reference model data, in order to make a
fair comparison.
o Geometry construction. The reference models are replicated with the CFD progrcm.
e Experiment for aerodynamic calibration. Using the models, the CFD program's aerodynamic
capability is explored. This includes the adjustment to the flow domain, as well as the
selection of flow solution methods.
r Experiment for thermal calibration.
. Post-processing. The CFD numerical results are converted into graphics to enhance their
readability.
o Analysis. The CFD results are compared to the references and analysed to find the ideal
setting of the program which is detected by its closest agreement with the field data (or CFD
benchmarks).
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2-4-2 sub-procedure for Experiment of Javanese Building Aerodynamics
I Selecting the Javanese buildings to be modelled. Selection of the Javanese building models
is based on the discussion of Javanese building designs. In selecting a limited number of
Javanese buildings, relevant to thermal comfort discussion, unmanageable experiments
caused by too many variables can be avoided.
o Defining the flow domain and boundary conditions. Flow domain and boundary conditions
are defined according to the discussion of outdoor conditions of Yogyakana Special Region.
This ensures the models are tested under locar conditions.
r Defining the flow properties (air temperature, humidity, density, velocity, etc.). FIow
properties are defined as the real conditions in yogyakarta special Region.
Geometry construction. The computer model of Javanese buildings is constructed, based on
the discussion of Javanese building designs, including style, numerology, and scales. The
models' complexity compromises between computational difficulty and the expected results.
Complicated models significantly increase computational problems without guaranteeing to
produce more realistic airflow.
Experiment for external airflow. Airflow around Javanese building models is simulated.
Post-processing. The numerical results of the CFD program are converted into graphics.
Analysis. The aerodynamic performance of the Javanese buitding models, which includes
airflow patterns around them and pressure coefficients on their surfaces, are analysed and
compared.
2.4.3 Sub-procedure for Experiment of Javanese Building Thermal performance
r Studying the effect of solar radiation on the clay tiles' temperatures. This is to find the
temperature of roof surfaces under yogyakarta Special Region's conditions.
Selecting the Javanese buildings to be modelled. The selected models are simply the interior
parts of the models used in the experiment for aerodynamic performance.
Defining the flow domain and boundary conditions. Unlike the experiment for aerodynamic
performance, in this procedure the flow domain is simply defined by the geometry of the
buildings' The boundary conditions are defined based on discussions of the Javanese
buildings and the results of solar radiation effect on the clay tiles study.
Defining the flow properties (air temperature, humidity, density, verocity, etc.). The flow
properties are defined based on the discussion of Javanese buildings.
Geometry construction. The computer models of Javanese buildings' interiors are
constructed. This includes modelling of traditional roof materials.
Experiment for thermal performance simulation. The indoor air of Javanese buildings is
simulated, and the effect of warm surfaces tested against it.
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Post-processing. The numerical results of CFD program are converted into graphics
Analysis. The indoor air conditions of the Javanese building models are evaluated and
compared to each other' This includes comparisons of air temperatures, air velocities, mean
radiant temperatures, and airflow patterns. A comprehensive evaluation of thermal comfort
performance is conducted using Fanger's comfort standards.
2.5 Preparation
Always conducting a pilot study and evaluating its procedure and results aids efficiency.
unrelated data can be identified and omitted in advance. conversely, any data of possible future
benefit can be allocated, even if uncollected. In this research, the preparation for each experiment
is guided by findings revealed through the preceding literazure study.
The research followed these preparatory steps:
A preliminary observation to roughly identify problems in Javanese buildings. The relevant
problems in Javanese buildings are identified and compiled through study of written works,
field observation, and discussion with experts.
A preliminary study on the potential of computational fluid dynamics to solve the
aerodynamic and thermal problems of Javanese building. This makes sure that CFD
programs have the potential to be used as a research tool in building environment
experiments. It is important to determine the potential use of the research tool in advance,
since every utility (whether it is software or hardware) has specific characteristics,
requirements, and capabilities. A preliminary study of the CFD program is important to
quickly identify its advantages and disadvantages.
Studying existing texts to focus and localise the problems. This isolates the most relevant
issues in Javanese building environmental designs which might be studied using CFD
progmm.
Defining the research goals. These are specified to provide the project with clear direction.
Constructing the flow chart. This prepares the path of the research so that it can be kept in
the right direction, as shown by Figure 2_3.
2.6 Analysis and Assessments
In general, for analysis and assessment, these research principles apply:
o Qualitative analysis for secondary problems. These include issues that should be
accounted for, but should not be the major consideration. Petungan is full of philosophy and
not be easily linked to thermal comfort scenarios. To determine the relevance of a
philosophical thought to thermal comfort, a logical qualitative analysis is conducted. This
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usually precedes a quantitative analysis.
Quantitative analysis for simple problems. People demand different indoor air conditions
to keep comfortable, depending on their activities. In many cases, recreation and behaviour
are culturally determined. This kind of relationship is discussed quantitatively and checked
using the ASHRAE Thermal Comfort Program.
Comparison with previous studies sourced in research reports for complicated
numerical problems. Computational fluid dynamics codes involve complex mathematics'
Since this research focuses on the application of computational fluid dynamics codes, any
issues raised by the numerical are referred to the relevant experts or, if appropriate, compared
to results found in other research reports.
Comparison with real world conditions. Rather than simply adjusting the computer
simulation to imitate real conditions, it quickly identifies suspicious or strange results that
may indicate the existence of flaws. These flaws can be caused by various problems from
false data input to improper computer programming configuration.
r Statistical. Statistical analysis is used particularly for interpreting weather data. In this
research SYSTAT version 5 and Corel Quattro Pro 8 software are used.
2.6.1 Analysis and Assessment of the Experiment for Calibration
To calibrate the program, the results of experiments using CFD-ACE were compared to other
experiments. The reliability of the results was determined, and input adjusted to produce results
reflecting real situations. The graphic comparison used Corel Quattro Pro 8 spreadsheet software.
The aerodynamics and thermal calibrations used, respectively, Pressure Coefficients (Co) and
non-dimen sional i sed temperature as parameters.
The aerodynamic calibration compared twelve sets of data: field datar, Selvam's wind
tunnel experiments2, Selvam's CFD experiments, Opus's wind tunnel3, and eight sets of CFD-
ACE results from eight different experiments.
For the thermal calibration, eight sets of data were compared: Davis's rwo-dimensional
experimenta, Baker's three-dimensional experiments and six sets of CFD-ACE results from six
different experiments.
The tolerance range can be derived from Selvam's report. He confidently states that his
CFD experiment has a good agreement with the field data. Another CFD expert, Paterson,
supports this.6 Selvam allows up to 7Vo deviation for the average windward Co difference
between his CFD calculation and the real condition.t In a separate case study, another CFD
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expert' Shao, accepts20Vo tolerance for a good agreement between his CFD codes, Co results
and field data.8
Expecting a complete match between CFD results and field data is not only difficult but
also misleading' Airflows around and inside buildings are turbulent and always changing with
time' Therefore, any measurements of airflow variables are generally noted as aveftrge values.
CFD programs' on the other hand, tend to calculate the flow based on a particular set of steady
state condition. Thus, a certain degree of deviation (between CFD results and the field data) can
be tolerated.
2.6.2 Analysis and Assessment of the Experiment for Javanese Building Aerodynamic
Performance
The aerodynamic performance of Javanese buildings is analysed based on the air{low patterns
around the buildings and the resultant Pressure Coefficient (Co) on their surfaces. The pressure
coefficient differences (ACo) on the surfaces will affect the ventilation potential of the buildings.
2.6.3 Analysis and Assessment of the
Comfort Performance
Experiment for Javanese Building Thermal
Fanger's comfort equations consider all indoor atmospheric and human conditions. Their
comprehensiveness makes them a good assessment tool. Moreover, already in the form of
equations, they are easier to integrate with CFD software, unlike graphically presented comfort
standards such as psychrometric and biometric charts.
Fanger's equations generate two values: PMV (Predicted Mean Vote) and ppD (predicted
Percentage of Dissatisfied). Both offer straightforward senses of how comfortable a room is.
PMV is scaled to predict thermal sensation votes on a seven-point scale hot, warm, slightly
wLrm' neutral, slightly cool, cool, cold. PPD is the percentage of people who vote. On the pMV
scale 
-3, -2, +2, +3 indicates thermal dissatisfaction.
Fanger's equations are assumed racially independent. Therefore, neutral in the pMV
scale will also apply to Javanese people. However, since Fanger's comfort equations incorporate
a wide range of parameters (such as the temperature of human core and the skin area) those
equations might be fine-tuned to Javanese people. Chapter One suggested that apptlng a
western originated comfort standard to Indonesian conditions might lead to incorrect
conclusions. In this experiment, fine-tuning was omitted as it was sufficient to simulate cultural
difference by adjusting such variables as clothing and metabolic rate (activity). Moreover,
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preliminary study using the PMV equation to evaluate a scenario of ordinary comfort condition
in Yogyakarta found the equation indicated a location close to 0, or neutral. (See example in
Appendix A.) Thus, what Javanese people consider comfortable corresponds to the pMV scale.
Fanger's comfort equations had already been modified to combine air temperature caused by
convection and radiation from the warm roof.
2.7 Interpreting Results and Evaluation
Most results will be presented and interpreted graphically. Evaluation during interpretation is
guided by logic informed by analysis and assessment. Any unexplained results should encourage
repetition of the experiments.
Graphical presentations' plots and linear probes, are used to analyse results. plots are defined
in vertical, horizontal sections (cutting planes), or any defined surfaces. A linear probe shows the
values at points (locations) in a line.
r Vector plots. These plots show the airflow patterns around and within the models, including
wake formations and stagnation locations.
r Pressure Coefficient (Co) ptots. Pressure coefficient plots describe the positive and negative
Co relative to the pressure reference. These plots are usefrrl in identifying the directions of the
air (in or out) at certain locations. They are also used to calculate the ventilation potential.
r velocity (V) plots and linear probes. Velocity plots allow for easy visual detection of low
and high air velocity as well as stagnant locations. The velocity variabte is used in the
comfort equations to calculate the comfort level of a given location.
o Temperature (T) plots and linear probes. Temperature plots make the study of air
temperature distribution easy. These plots show warmer and cooler locations within the
house caused by radiation and convection heat transfer from the warm roofs. Temperature
variables are used in Fanger's equations to calculate the comfort s[atus of a given location.
o Predicted Mean Vote (PMV) and Predicted Percentage of Dissatisfied (ppD) plots and linear
probes' PMV and PPD plots directly indicate levels of comfort in places inside buildings
based on Fanger's equations.
2.8 Scenarios
Different scenarios are used to construct systematic models of the environment inside and outside
Javanese buildings. This makes sure that the building aerodynamic and thermal performance is
only evaluated under the same environment characteristics and occupants' requirements as the
original condition of the Javanese buildings. It is intended that these scenarios avoid biased
interpretations. Data to generate the scenarios are based on:
o for occupants' behaviours: study of literature and interviews with experts.
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for climate characteristics: statistical interpretation of climatic data.
for the simplified model of Javanese building: study of literature, interviews with expens,
and field measurements.
2.9 Summary
r This research consists of three main sections: the case study (Javanese buildings), the tool (a
CFD program), and the experiments (of thermal comfort performance). The experiments act
as the processes in which the tool is systematically used to explain the case study.
o All three sections contain problems, potentially leading to biased results. Careful and derailed
study of those problems should eliminate any bias.
This research is a linear process consisting of a general procedure (the main procedure) and
sub-procedures' The procedure has been designed to cut a clear research path from the very
beginning to the end goals.
By preparing, in detail, the steps of every experiment, problems could be anticipated and
localised. Any deviation could be detected and the research redirected to the original path.
The following chapter (chapter Three) discusses the Yogyakarta special Region, where Javanese
buildings evolved.
Endnotes
' Data from Texas Technology Experimental building, Texas Tech University, Lubbock, Texas.
t Selvam, R.P., Computation of Pressure on Texas Tech Buildinq, Journal of Wind Engineering andIndustrial Aerodynamic s, 4 | 44 (t 9gZ), pp. | 619 _ | 627 .
'A wind tunnel at the Opus International Consultants' Laboratory, Lower Hutt, New Znaland.
owil|iams,P.T',Baker,A.J.,Kelso,R.M.'t996,
The continuity constraint Finite Element Method foi Three-DimeiJoill IncornoressibGTtild 
"oin ASHRAE Transactions, vol.l00, part l.
'Ibia.
6 Discussion through the internet.
7 Sefvam, loc.cit., pp. 1619-1627
E 
shao, L', sharples, s',-wg9, I'c.. Buildins Pres$ure coefficient: Application of rhree-dimensional cFD)Methods to Prediction, Building service Engineering R"r"-"hE;i;ogy, vol.l3 (lggz),no.2, pp.l07-
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3 .'OGYAKARTA SPECIAL REGION
3.1 Introduction
The environrnental performance of a building is closely related to its physical and cultural
settings. Javanese architecture evolved within the environment of the yogyakarta special
Region. Thus, an understanding of the environmental characteristics of this region is important
in discussing the thermal performance of Javanese architecture.
This chapter describes the physical and cultural features of Yogyakarta Special Region,
and of the locations where Javanese architecture was studied. A brief description of the
environments where Javanese architecture developed is also given. From that description, it
continues into a detailed discussion of the region's climatic conditions. General explanation of
the population, housing and culture of Yogyakarta Special Region are supplied, briefly
illustrating life in Yogyakarta.
The sub-chapter discussing climate (sub-chapter 3.4) uses data from the Meteorology
and Geophysics office.r The weather station is situated at Adisucipto airport, at 2o47, south
latitude and 110"26'east longitude, and 106.75m above sea level. Data was compiled from
January l98l to December 1994. This data is then combined with field measuremenrs,
conducted from 15 October | 996 to 13 January 1997, and interpreted accordingly. Field
measurements were conducted at the ten sites where Javanese building were being observed.
Selection of the ten buildings to be studied was based on accessibility, condition of the
buildings, and a trade-off with the limited time available.
3.2 Region
The Yogyakarta special Region is the second smallest province in Indonesia, after Jakarta. (see
Figure 3-l) It is only 0.177a of the total area of Indonesia and consists of yogyakarta
Municipality (or simply called Yogyakarta) and four surrounding regencies: sleman, Bantul,
Kulon Progo, and Gunung Kidul. It was declared a special region after Indonesian
independence, under an agreement befween the new government of the Republic of Indonesia
and the Yogyakarta Sultanate.
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The Yogyakarta Special Region is in Java, and bounded by a triangle with Mount
Merapi (2911 m above sea level, and one of the most active volcanoes in the world) at its apex,
and the Indian ocean beaches as its base (Figure 3-2). The Yogyakarta Special Region is
bordered by Wonogiri Regency in the southeast, Klaten Regency in the northeast, Magelang
Regency in the northeast, Purworejo Regency in the southwest, and the Indian Ocean in the
south
Yogyakarta Special Region is 3,185.80 km2 in area and spans betweenTo33'and gol5,
south latitude and between I l0 o0'and I l0 "50'east longitude. It consists of:
r Yogyarkarta municipality (32.50 km2, l4 districts)
o Sleman regency (574.52. kmz, l7 districts)
e Bantul regency (506.85 kmz , l7 districts)
e Gunung Kidul regency (1,4g5.36 km2, l5 districts)
o Kulon Progo regency (596.29 l<nrz , lzdistricts)
3.3 Urban, Suburban and Rural
The capital of Yogyakarta Special Region is Yogyakarta Municipality, centrally situated in the
region' This city is growing as a centre of modern private businesses and governmental activities.
However, like other rapidly developing cities in lndonesia, Yogyakarta is characterised by many
kampongs (city villages, high-density residential areas within the city) with relatively poor
building conditions (constructionally, environmentally and aesthetically). The juxtaposition of
new modern buildings and poor buitdings creates an ironic architectural landscape in
Yogyakarta.
As demand for housing increases, developers build housing estates out of the city. These
new resettlements have broadened the distribution of the city's activities and encouraged the
development of suburban areas. In contrast, rural areas are growing slowly.
Typically, the Indonesian urban scene mixes poor buildings with new ones. The average
rural dwelling is untouched by modern development. The Javanese architectural orders can still
be seen in many of them. However, most are in varying stages of dilapidation, as owners often
cannot afford the high maintenance costs.
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3.4 Topography
Most of the land in Yogyakarta Special Region
is fertile due to Mount Merapi, abundant rains,
and rivers. Rice fields dominate the tandscape
in both suburban and rural areas. The northern
part of the region is dominated by its highest
point, Mount Merapi. This volcano and its
surrounding hills form the higher land of the
Yogyakarra Special Region. Mount Merapi is
considered a dangerous volcano, having
..1i,ETis I i*tli
:.,i;iii
Figure 3-3 The Yogyakarta downtown with colonial
buildings, heritage of Dutch colonialism.
claimed lives by its hot clouds and cold lahars. However, it stimulates greenery and water springs. The
eastern part of the region consists of hitly lands forming a long hill that ends as a cliff coast at the
Indian ocean. Formed by gypsum hills, it is dry (very few water resources) and lacks plants. The
western part of the region is hilly. Hills extend from northwest to the south and form an alluvial coastal
plain' The middle part of the region is a narrow valley; Yogyakarta is located in this area.
The Javanese buildings being studied in this research are situated within yogyakarta and
Sleman regency. Yogyakarta has an average altitude of 144 m above sea level. With its retatively high
altitude and the flows of three rivers through the city (Winongo, Code, and Gajah Wong) yogyakarta is
never flooded' Sleman regency has altitudes from 130 m to 1,200 m above sea level. The region has no
swamps.
3.5 Climate
While the climate of Yogyakarta Special Region is generally warm and humid, it can vary from place
to place' This sub-section discusses wind direction and velocities, rain and humidity, air temperatures,
and solar radiation.
3.5.1 Wind Directions and Velocities
According to global yearly air movement, the main wind direction for the southern hemisphere should
be from northwest to southeast during the rainy season (between April and september), and southeast
to northwest during the dry season. However, data from the Meteorology office show only three
dominant wind directions: 240o,210o, and 180o. The data, described in Figure 3-4, does not describe a
pattern of wind following an alternating linear cycle from the northwest to the southeast. Rather, it
mostly moves from the southwest to the northeast. This is contrary to the common belief that wind
flows in alternately changing directions on a southeast to northwest axis. Data shows that wind flows in
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almost the same direction all year. The 240' wind is the most frequent monthly wind direction,
occurring 34 of 84 months (This being the number of months from January l98l to December l9g7).
The most frequent monthly average wind speed, 7 knots (12.97 km/h or 3.6 m/s) occurs zl of g4
months.
Wind speeds vary. In warm humid regions, calm hot days frequently contribute to thermal
discomfort. During the monsoon the wind speed in these regions has reach a world record high of l0g
km/h'3 However, data from Meteorology office show that in Yogyakarta the wind speed average 6.g6
knots (12.7 km/tr or 3.53 m/s) with average high and low wind speeds of l0 knors (1g.53 km/h or 5.15
mis) and 3 knots (5.56 km/h or 1.55 m/s) respectively. In Yogyakarta, the windiest day ever recorded, 5
November 1986, wind only reached 2g knots (5l.gg km/tr or 14.42 ntsi.
There is no obvious correlation between wind direction and its velocity. Figure 3-5 shows an
apparent tendency for wind velocities to cycle annually. Despite the difficulty in precisely defining the
cycle on a monthly basis, Derember, January and February appear to be the windiest months. During
these months wind directions fall between lg0 and 240 ".
For architectural design purposes, an average wind speed of 3.53 m/s is useful. However, it
should be noted that the measurements which determined this figure were taken in an open area of
Adisucipto Yogyakarta airport. Methods for adjusting this speed for urban and sub-urban areas can be
found in many references such as those written by Aynsleya and Koenigsberger.5 Atmospheric
boundary layers for these areas are different. Methods used to draw atmospheric boundary layers can
be found in Aynsley6 and Etheridge.T Considering that Javanese architecture was developed long ago,
when plants and rice fields dominated the environment, a boundary layer of open country with low
scrub or scattered tress, area category 2, canjustifiably be applied.
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Figure 3-15 Correlations between climatic factors. An inclining line means both variables have the sameincrease and decrease direction. A declining line means both variables have opposite direction ofincrease anddecrease' The steeper the line the stronger the correlation is. For example, it can Ue graphically seen that the
sunshine has a strong correlation with maximum air temperature. Longer sunshine hours resuli in a higher
maximum air temperature. But, more rainfall means lower maximum ui, t".p"ruture. (AllrAvE 
= Average airtemperaturc; AIRTMAX 
= maximum afu temp€rature; AIRTMN 
= minimum air temperaturel RAINFALL = rainfall; suNSHINE =sunshine; HUMAV 
= average humidity;-AlRVELA = average air velocity; DIRECTi = averirge wind direction; HUMID0T 
= humidity at ?a'm'; HUMIDI3 
= humidity at I p^m.; HUMIDIS = humidity at 6 p.m.; AIRTT = air temperarure at 7 a,m.; AIRTI3 = air remperarure ar lp.m.; AlRTlS 
= air temperature at 6 p.m.; PRESS = air prcssure)
Considering that Javanese buildings traditionally face south (or north), identification of a
single dominant wind direction of 240o is important- According to Kukrej4 wind blowing
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obliquely into openings can still be effective in encouraging indoor air movement.s A recent
study by Kindangen, Ktauss, and Depecker on the effect of various types of roofs on the indoor
wind velociry, found that incident wind of 30o still induced good indoor velocity although a wind
direction normal to the openings creates the best indoor air movement.e
3.5.2 Rain and Humidity
Monthly average rainfalls are low. However, 60mm rainfall in a single day is not entirely
uncommon. A linear fitting of the rainfall graph based on data collected by Biro Meteorologi -
Dinas Navigasi Udara - Tentara Nasional Indonesia - Angkatan Udara (meteorology office
within the Indonesian Air Force) from January l98l to December 1994 shows that rainfall tends
to decrease from l3 to 5 mm/month. Average monrhly relative humidity is high.
Figure 3-6 shows that relative humidity starts declining around March and reaches the
lowest point around october before rising again. Maximum and minimum average monthly
relative humidity readings are 88vo and Tlvo respectively. Figure 3-7 shows a linear fitting of the
average humidity recorded from January l98l to December lgg4.It demonstrates that over 14
years, the average monthly relative humidity has decreased by 2.5Vo, from B2.5Vo to g17o.
Annual cycles are evidenced from Figure 3-9 to Figure 3-ll. Although rainfall exists
throughout the year, as it tends to warm-humid climatic regions, it generally has a specific
pattem' March appears to be the wettest month, whereas August is the driest month. The average
monthly maximum and minimum were 25 and 0 mm/month. There is a significant conelation
between relative humidity and rainfall. (See Figure 3-15.) Higher rainfalls relate to higher
relative humidity. According to data from Meteorology Office relative humidity of 99Vo was
found on I December l98l at 07:00. The relative humidity of 24Vo was found on lZ October
l99l at 13:00.
Evidence of a daily cycle of relative humidity in Yogyakarta can be seen in Figure 3-12
and Figure 3-13' These graphs were taken from Demangan, Yogyakarta. Early morning usually
has the most humid air whereas around noon is usually the least humid. In the aftemoon the
humidity rises again. In both figures, the difference between high and low relative humidity
within 24 hours was 37Vo.
3.5.3 Air Temperatures
The air temperature in Yogyakarta Special Region varies between 20"C and 34oC, depending on
the location. In general, the average air temperature becomes lower as one moves from south to
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north. The coolest air temperatures can be found around Kaliurang and pakem (l go to 26. C). ln
Yogyakarta, the air temperature falls between 27oC and 34"C. In Yogyakarta, extreme maximum
and minimum air temperatures were measu red at 37 .4oC on 7 November 1993 and I 6. I oC on 20
August I 982, respectively.
Data from January l98l to December 1994 shows a small increase (0.5"C) in air
temperature. The average monthly maximum, monthly average and average monthly minimum
air temperature rise, respectively, from 31 to 31.5"C, from 26 to 27.S'Cand from 23 to Z3.S"C.
Three illustrations of the yearly cycle of air temperatures can be seen from Figure 3-9,
Figure 3-10 and Figure 3-ll. The air temperarures start declining in May, reach their lowest
point in August, incline to their peak around November, drop toward December and up again
toward May. This phenomenon can be readily attributed to the position of the sun relative to the
Yogyakarta latitude. However, the change in air temperature occurs about one month after the
change of the sun position.
3.5.4 Solar Radiation
There is no evidence that the intensity of solar radiation has been recorded systematically and
continuously in the Yogyakarta Special Region. The Meteorology office does not include solar
radiation in its climatic record system; only the daily percentage of sunshine hours is recorded.
Even this chronicle has been abandoned since September 1988. Neither does the Statistics office
record the intensity of solar radiation in Yogyakarta. However, some public and private
institutions with an interest in the field have conducted lirnited recordings.
Situated within the warm-humid equatorial region, Yogyakarta Special Region is
frequently cloudy- The clouds reduce the high intensity of solar radiation. However, although
reducing solar intensity, clouds encourage a green house effect, meaning the air will not
necessarily be cooled. Figure 3-8 shows that the monthly average of sunshine hours varies
between 27 and 90va.to It can also be graphically determined that the sunshine hours plot relates
inversely to the rainfall plot. Higher rainfall corresponds to lower sunshine hours, as the sun is
shielded by cloud during rainy days.
Daytime for tropical regions is 12 houn +t- 30 minutes. This daytime length, combined
with 60 to 90vo cloud coverage, will determine the solar exposure values. The cloud factor is
difficult to calculate, as cloud thickness changes continuously, and the filtering effect on the
sun's rays varies accordingly.
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The solar radiation intensity received by a horizontal plane at ground level changes over
time' The Solar Constant (the intensity of solar radiation at rhe farthest limits of the atmosphere)
is 1395 Wm2 with a correction factor of 2vo caused by the output fluctuations from the sun and
3'5vo affected by distance changes between the sun and earth (another reference gives a figure of
1353 Wm2 and correction factorof 1.57o.).tr
The solar radiation intensity differs from place to place. In Mombasa (equatorial),
Kenya, it ranges between 454 wtd 631 Wm2.t2 A research project conducted in Surabaya (-go
S.L.), East Java, found the range to be between M7 and 677 wmz.r3 In Bangui (-5o N.L.),
Central Africa Republic, it ranges from M2 to 606 Wlm2.ta Research conducted in Jakarta,
Bandung and Yogyakartatslau between 5 and 8o S.L.) found the average radiation tobe 4Svo of
the solar constant (-627.75 Wm2;. In Malaysia (2-10" N.L.) and the philippines (5-20o N.L.),
respectively, the ranges are 45-6OVo (627.75-837 Wm2) ?Irtd Z9-4gVo (404.55-669.6 Wm2;.r6
Rao gives a figure of 1000 Wm2 in clear midday and 360-500 Wmz when cloudy (diffuse). r7
Given these ranges' an average intensity of 540 Wm2 seems reasonable to use as an
approximation- As a rule of thumb, the peak air temperature caused by solar radiation is around
one to two hours after midday, and the minimum is around one to two hours before sunrise.
Another approach to
estimating ground surface solar
radiation is given in Figure 3-16.
A plane on the ground will
receive diffuse (23Vo) and direct
(27Vo) radiation. Ar ground level
totaf intensity is thus SIVo. For a
solar constant of 1395 Wm2, the
total solar intensity received by
the plane will be 697.5 Wm2.
Even though this figure is not
impossible to reach (for some
iueas, a radiation intensity over
700 Wm2 is common) using the
lower average figure 1540 Wm2) seems more realistic in light of those measurements which have
been done in Indonesia and in countries of similar latitude. ln terms of solar energy, it will avoid
an overestimated calcu lation.
Tota.l mdiation uiving (solil coNht) 
= lfi)*
Figure 3-16 Averaged percentages ofsolar radiation received
by a plane on the ground. The incoming radiation has been
reduced to SOVo. a = reflected from the ground; b = reflected
from the cloud; c = absorbed in the atmosphere; d = diffrrse, on
the ground; e 
= direct, on the ground.l8
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Sudirman conducted a short recording of solar radiation in yogyakarta.'n Using a
pyranometer he measured global solar radiation intensity for 24 hours each day between 16
February nd22 February 1990. Global solar radiation intensity combines direct and indirect
intensities. He found that despite the intermittent presence of clouds, the weekly average
intensity still reached 422.1W/m2. Measurement between l0:30 and l3:30 found the minimum
and maximum intensities were 373.24w/mz and 4g7.3gwmz respectively.
3.6 Population
The population of Yogyakarta Special Region reached 3,185,384 by mid 1996, according to
Kantor Statistik (Statistics Office). They were distributed among five regions. Table 3-l shows
Yogyakarta itself the most populated area.
3.7 Housing
The general condition of housing can be seen in Table 3-2. It should be observed that this table
does not consider the quality of the house vis-i-vis standard buildings codes. Timber buildings,
for example, sometimes relate to poverty because people relate those buildings to non-permanent
dwellings. It is popularly held that a permanent building should be made from brick.
The most popular materials for an ordinary permanent building are clay tiles, brick and
cement which are used for roofs, walls and floors respectively (see Table 3-2). Alternative
roofing materials are corrugated steel and asbestos. They are less expensive materials, although
they are less attractive in appearance. For walls, bamboo is the second most fiequently used
material. Floors are usually made from a simple cement layer on top of brick base or cement
tiles. A considerable number of dwellings still have bare soil for floors; these tend to be found in
the villages.
Table 3'1 Population and density in yogyakarta special Region.2.
tit$ (pensons;,per square 
- 
r
.an lilom l r.r,r, flr{l
471,335 ( l4.g) t4,502.61
804,336 (25.3)
43t,5ll (13.5)
748,517 (23.5)
Gunung Kidul 729,655 (22.9)
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Tabto s-t Eou€iqg condidon tn yorynka@ Spectal Region (as at mld.19g6) et
Concre.te 1,258 (0"16%)
Ttmher 2;904(0i8*rl
CornJgiltod stcelr asbestg$ 10i409 (1.36%)
Clay tiles 750,289 (98.09%)
otlr€r 115 (Ooa%,
Btilck s62i,6n (n,55%,
Ti!trb€r 6t,s37 (8.M%)
Bamboo. l4o.116 (r8.s2%)
o,ths 696(O.W%)
Ma$le, eeiEmics 39,08+ (5.11%)
Cermnt tllcs, terttiuo 2M,lZ7 (26959a)
Cement, r€d briek 3:,Oz,r3Z (39li2%,
Timber, bamboo 3ls (0.05,{b)
Bare soil 182,826 (23.9%),
Other 34,30t (4.#%-)
5.8 Culture
The main indigonous oulturp of Yogyakarta speeial Rogion iis J:ryanese. .[av,a!rese cultun€ was
cenmalised at Yogytlkatrta Palase with a $ultan as nrler; formerly agladrms, the Javanese
demonstrared loy,al_ty to fihe Sultan's family,
Si@ i0s f,nd@ldence, the, Republic of ftrdonesia lias been governed by a presi.dent.
Sultans haw assutiiod a soeial and otlltural statqs-4 kr Yogyalcarra, tre Sultan,sti[ has many
fsllowen. xhey obey all the Sultan says and pncti$e atmost all of old ritual cerenonios such, as
gtvirrg offtirings to the queen of the trndian Ocean (Nyai Roro Kidwl), the rice goddess (Dzwi Srfl,
and the gUud spirits of Mount lvlerap-i.
Roligiously, Muslims fotm ths majority (887o), but rhcre are also Christians 11iIO%
B.tlddhi'sB and Lililadrm (thq last two faiths share, the reuraiaing Zfa). Some Javanese pr,aetice,
oadiHsnail beliefq'daveXoped by rnixiug local bolief wirh Islqm. 1h.*s beliof is ealled Kejawon
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(Javanism) and is followed by many Javanese regardless of their educational, economic or social
status. Kejawen is not a religious category, but signifies a style of life inspired by Javanese
thinking.2-1
A large family is favoured in Javanese culture. Having many children gives a sense of
pride, every one drawing good fortune. It was not uncommon for a family to have more than five
children. Tradition intends that children take care of their parents. It is a kind of future
assurance.z4 Unfortunately, this preference has diminished somewhat since the government
actively introduced its family planning programme, encouraging new families to limit the
number of their children to two.
Javanese culture has influenced Javanese architectural orders. Many references (such as
those written by Prijotomott, Dakung26, and Hamzuriz?) have discussed the complicated orders of
Javanese architecture. They describe the effects of traditional buildings, design on their
occupants' prosperity.
Contemporary' life in Yogyakarta is a mixture of cultures as many visitors from other
parts of Indonesia come to Yogyakarta as students, government employees, merchants, etc.
(Yogyakarta is famous as the city of culture, the city of students and is the second largest tourist
destination after Bali.) In general, though, Javanese culture still exerts a strong influence on daily
life.
Understanding the cultural environment of Javanese people, including their activities
and clothing, is useful in reconstructing the life condition within Javanese buildings. As
Javanese were basically agrarians, they spent much time outdoors. Indoor activities were often
limited to sleeping, praying, and other light work. Dr. Arya Ronald observes that within Javanese
culture, residential buitdings were mainly used by women, in which to give birth and raise
children-a Thus, traditionalty indoor activities related closely to female activities, such as
preparing offerings, preparing for meal times, taking care of children, and knitting. Dr. Ronald
also notes that while the father was the master of the family, the mother was the manager. Boys
were trained to live outside from the age of ten. Girls stayed inside until their first menstruation.
Javanese clothing varies. Each type has its own philosophy and purposes. Most clothing
had particular uses and related to the wearer's status. For ordinary people (or peasants), the
clothing might consist of pants, a T-shirt (or bare breast), bare feet and a large hat made from
coconut leaves; alternatively, it might be a sarong, shirt, and sandals.
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3.9 Summary
e Javanese culture is dominant in yogyakarta Special
Palace and the Indonesian Ocean (also called Indian
traditional Javanese culture. This culture is full of
Region. Mount Merapi, the Sultan's
Ocean) have important meanings for
mysticism, which is reflected in its
architecture.
o The relationship between Javanese building orientation and the dominant wind direction from
the southwest (2400 clockwise from the north) can be interpreted in two ways. It could be an
unintentional benefit of Javanese buildings being south oriented; or second, it might indicate
an awareness the Javanese builders had of building aerodynamics.
o The monthly average wind speed is 3.53 m/s.
r The slightly inclined landmass (Mount Merapi at the north and Indian Ocean at the south)
and the occurrence of three rivem have made the land free from swamps and floods.
Moreover, despite the regular occurrence of torrential rains, monthly average rainfall is
surprisingly low, Smm/month.
o Monthly average humidiry is B\Vo.
r Monthly average temperature is 27oC. However, since the region is slightly inclined, the
higher points at the north have cooler air while the lower lands to the south tend to be
wiumer- Data on monthly average solar radiation intensity is not available, but a figure of 540
Wm2 is considered a reasonable design guide.
I The population is not evenly distributed. Yogyakarta Municipality has the highest density, of
14,502.61 person/kmz. This might encourage the construction of new buildings (to fulfil the
fast growing housing demands) on formerly less dense lands.
. Cfay tiles are the most popular materials for roofs (73.55Vo).
o Culture influences Javanese activities and clothing, which rue parameters of thermal comfort.
Javanese indoor activities are mostly sedentary, including sleeping, praying, and other light
works. Clothing is made from light materials, loosely, and leaves large parts of the body
exposed.
The following chapter (Chapter Four) discusses aspects of the architecture of yogyakarta Special
Region that makes Javanese buildings unique.
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4 o n wrNESE ARCHITECrURE
4.1 Introduction
This chapter discusses Javanese architecture in general (defined as the architecture style
developed in the Yogyakarta Special Region) and the traditional orders which influence its
designs. Beginning with a general review of Javanese architecture, the discussion then describes
the styles of Javanese architecture and petungan. Tradition ally, petungan (Javanese numerology)
is a highly significant aspect of Javanese life. It exerts a very strong spiritual influence on
architectural design.
4.2 Javanese Architecture in General
The grandeur of Javanese architecture developed from around the ninth century, as stone
buildings were replaced by timber en masse. It was the reign of King Jayabaya, a highly
respected ruler, whose palace was in Pamenang. One of his assistants, Adipati Santan, found
wooden buildings superior to stone, being lighter in weight, more earthquake resistant, allowing
wider spans, and being easier to construct and assemble. Formerly, buildings were made from
stone and resembled condhi (temples).
As building became more complicated and required particular skills, the King
established a group of people, called Gorongan Kalang (Kalang group), who developed
expertise in building construction. They were led by Bupati Kalang. The knowledge of these
people, handed down through generations, wErs called pengetahuan Kalang (Kalangknowledge).
The methods employed by traditional Javanese architects are different from their western
counterparts. The western concept of architecture does not fully account for Javanese
architecture. In westem terms, architecture primarily exists to provide for physical well being.t
Any building construction is initiated by a design activity. Each building can be unique.
Javanese architecture, on the other hand, accords physical aspects the lowest priority. The
ceremony and philosophy behind and within construction are foremost. Variation between
buildings is not extreme.
Javanese architecture is entrenched in the spiritual, a world fused with Javanese dailv
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life. From the very beginning to the end of every building construction, complicated
considerations ire made. The way and time to cut a tree to be used in the building, for example,
should follow complicated rituals. The tree's spiritual currency is determined by its physical
features (colour, branches, annual rings, etc.), the direction it falls in and environmen[al
circumstances (eg. rain, barking dog, etc.) during its felling.
The beauty of Javanese architecture might reflect the high technological competency of
its builders. However, experts like Wiryatmaja and Ronald argue that, technologically, Javanese
architecture should not be viewed as particularly advanced. According to Wiryatmaja, Kalang
knowledge does not share the scientific basis of modern architecture.2 However, Javanese
architecture is understood through a spiritual rather than a material approach (which might, for
example, consider factors such as efficiency). Moreover, it will be very misleading to justify the
quality of Javanese architecture without considering its physical and non-physical environment
contexts. Wiryatmaja prescribes modernist scientific approach to Kalang knowledge, leading to a
modern Javanese architecture.s
Javanese buildings apply two dimension systems, relative and standard.o Relative length
dimensions, named pecak, kilan (between l7 and 22cm)s, and tebah, are based on the owner's
(or perhaps the builder's) body parts. Pecak, kilan, and tebah:ue, respectively, the length of the
owner's feet, the span between the tip of the thumb and the tip of the small finger when they are
outstretched, and the width of the hand. Standard dimensions are similar to the imperial system
and use feet, inches (l/12 feet) and stripes (l/12 inches). Javanese also use asta (l asta = 2
pecaks) and depa (See Figure 4-1). These standard dimensions have been used by kraton
authorities (royal families) since 1806 and are considered a European influence.6
The adoption of anthropometric dimensions as base dimensions for architecture
corresponds to modern architecture's human scale, giving primacy to the human body and its
movements. Traditional architecture, though, directly adopts human scale relative to the owner's
body and not to an abstracted ideal body. Modern architecture generalises human scale,
formalising it within standards which are, in turn, expressed in an intemational system of
measurement.T
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4.3 Styles in Javanese Architecture
Literature by such researchen and authors on
Javanese architecture as Ismunandare, Hatnzuri 10,
Dakungll, Prijotomol2 and Wiryatmajar-t, have
produced different classification systems,
suggesting various styles through which Javanese
architecture might be classified. Each system was
based on roof forms. It is widely accepted that
there are five main types of Javanese architecture:
Panggang Pe, Kampung, Limasan, Joglo, wrd
Tajug. Authors still debate on how these five
main styles might be related. Hamzuri and
Dakung wrote that Panggang Pe has the simplest
basic form. They therefore suggest it should be
considered first type, followed by Kampung, Limasan, Joglo, and Taiug as the degree of
complication increases. Conversely, Prijotomo and Wiryatmaja argue that Panggang Pe was not
recognised in old literature. They found that concentic Tajug to be the first basic type, from
which was derived Joglo, Limasan and Kampung. Mcluhan supports their opinions, based on
his observation that vernacular buildings, such as Eskimo igloos and Indian wigwam, are
predominantly concentric.'o Taiug is concentric. The Department of Culture and Education of
lndonesia, in its book Sejarah Daerah Istimewa Yogyakarta (The History of Yogyakarta Special
Region) describes carvings found in Prambanan temple which show fifteenth century buildings
made from timber, on the ground, or on stilts, witr Kampung or Limasan like forms.rs Here there
is a strong lndian influence. The carvings show no sign of the presence of Joglo and Taiug.
Meanwhile, Prasodjo's study of temples scattered around Java suggested that between the ninth
and the sixteenth centuries there were three dominant styles of building: lampung, limasan, and
taiug.t6
Dakung produced the most detailed classification. He divided each main style,
Panggang Pe, Kampung, Limasan, Joglo and Tajug into seven, ten, sixteen, seven and seven
sub-styles respectively. He thus gives a total of forty-seven types. Like other authors, he also
based his classification on roof forms.
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Figure 4-l Javanese human dimension
applied to Leonardo da Vinci's Vitruvian
man,t
Guru *ctor
Prnanggap sector
- 
Pmitih s€ctor
Figure 4-2 Sectors. Javanese buildings commonly
have two or three sectors. Sometime, the fourth
sector, paningrat,is applied in large-scale buildings.
Ta lug L,nasan
Despite arguments about how
Javanese architecture styles should be
listed, groups and variants within each
group can be classified. Table 4-l and
Table 4-2 are derived mainly from
Dakung's book and is combined with
additional information found in the
writing of Hamzuri, Ismunandar,
Wiryatmaja and Prijotomo. Each style
has been categorised according to its
similarity of name and form.
Both tables show how each style
could be linked to other. There is
evidently a systematic relationship
between groups and within each group. There is no form completely alien to other forms.
Locating each style in an appropriate cell in Table 4-2, the relative position of other styles
becomes clear. The empty cells might reveal ways in which new styles could be developed'
Conversely, there may have been styles occupying those cells which have since vanished.
rlr iZr p-,,; .-------.----------------_il _ il |t--t||t-_
ll trll llLr-r lllll Ell m Er rr,-llll:ll ll :ll
J09r o Kainpung Panggang pe
Figure 4-3 The five basic forms,
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Table 4-l Group of styles and their variants.
Note: Other variants may exist, but their absence reflects a lack of documentation in textbooks.
. Joglo pokok
. Joglo limasan
lavtalan
c loglo sinom
. Ioglo
jonpongan
. loglo
pangrawit
. Joglo
ngngkurat
. Jogb lmteng
t Joglo semar
tinandhu
o Tajug pokok
c Tajug
lawalua
. Tajug
hmbang
teplok
o Tajugsenar
tinandhu
t T4iug
lanbang
gatuun8,
. Tajug senar
sinongsong
Ianbang
8annn8
t Tajug
mangkwat
t Tqiug
ceblokan
o Limasanpokok
t Limantm
Iattalcan
t Urusan galah
ngombc
t Umssan gajah
njcrwn
t Limssanapitan
t Limasan
Habang nyander
o Limasan Wcul
SowatrS
t Umasan gajah
mungkur
t Umasan
cercSanecl
t Limasan
lattbang teplok
. Linmsan serttal
tinandhu
t Limasan
trajwnas
lailbang
8,Antun8
o Linason
truiumas
t Unusan
trajumas
larlakan
t Limasan
lambang sari
o Umasan sbrcm
lambang
gantung rangka
kuak ngambang
Variant Panggang pepokok
Panggang pe
gedhang
selirang
Panggang pc
cmpyak
setangkp
Padggang.pe
gedhary
setangkep
Panggory pe
cere gance,
Panggang pe
trajunas
Ponggang pe
barengan
t Kampungpokok
. Kampung pacul
8ow(n8
c Kampung
sefotons
. Kampungdara
Bepak
c Kampung
klabang nyander
. Kampung
lanbang teplok
. Kdmpung
lambaag teplok
semar tinondhu
c Kampung gajah
njcrum
c Kampung
cereS,ancet
t Kampung semar
tinandhu
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Figure 44 Paru ofJavanese building structure
Saka guru (gara posts)
Sala parnnggap (pananggap posts)
Saka panitih Qtanitih posts)
Blandar guru pamanjang (long gnra beam)
Blandar pananggap pamanjang (long pananggap bean)
B landar panitih pamanjang (long panitih bearr)
Blandar guru panyelak (short gara beam)
Blandar pananggap panyelak (short pamnggap bean)
Blandar panitih panyelak (short panitih bear)
Molo (ndge)
Ander (king post)
Dudur (hip)
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4.4 Javanese Architecture and Orders
Javanese architecture is guided by traditional orders, handed down through generations. Some
orders survived through oral instruction and others in well-organised scripts. Some orders are
considered general guides, while others are specific. Among the latter is a sort of numerology
called petungan.In detail, it defines the dimensions of roof and frame structural componenrs.
Many references discuss petungan. They can be categorised into three group s: primbon, Serat
Centhini and Kawruh Kalang. Some have been translated into Indonesian, but many remain in
the old style Javanese language and alphabet, which are very difficult to understand for most
people. Prijotomo has published an important book on the subject, which summarised the old
texts; this book has become the primary source of informati on on petungan in this research.
4.4.1 Petungan in Javanese Architecture
Clifford Greetz describes petungan, in general, as numerology.l7 In terms of Javanese
architecture, it is a method of dimensioning and calculation, giving spiritual values to Javanese
buildings and relating the physical buildings to their effect on the owner.
Petungan in Javanese architecture can be considered as traditional orders. They are
found in many Javanese texts, such as Primbons, Serat Centhdnrs, and Kawruh Kalangs.
originally written in Javanese (and using the Javanese alphabet), some have been translated into
Indonesian, using the standard alphabet.
o Primbons: books covering various subjects, such as cookery, but also containing some
guidelines for building. Examples of primbons are Primbon Sabda Pandita, primbon Jawa
Malura, Primbon Jawa Pandita Sabda Nafa (translated 1976), and Primbon Betaljemur
Adam Makna (translated 1982). Primbons resemble building manuals, as they mostly give
direct guidelines as to what should be done when building a house.
o Serat Centhinis: works of Javanese literature also containing discussi ons of petungan. They
include Serat Centhdni / (translated 1986) and Serat Centhini 11I (translated 19g6). These
works were written in the styles of Javanese songs and poetry.
o Kawruh Kalangs: Javanese manuscripts on buildings. Example s are Kawruh Kalang
Mangoendarma (witten 1906), Kawruh Kalang Soeparmo Kridosasono (written 1976),
Kawruh Kalang Soetoprawiro (written lgOT), and Kawruh Kalang Kapatihan Surakarta
(written 1882). These were written in prose style and contain most of the knowledge on
Javanese buildings. The most complete example is Kawruh Kalang Kapatihan Suralurta.
Primbons and Serat Centhinis discuss petungan for other purposes and not exclusively for
building. Kawruh kalangs, on the other hand, are particularly related to building and
architecture.
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Petungan is generated from three different approaches, which should be isolated to
avoid misapplication; they should not be confused. These three approaches are:
o peruntukan or building function (an approach related to the function of the building, for
example Pendapa/semi-public multi-purpose space, DalemAiving space, or GandoH
pavilion),
o perwatakan or building character (an approach considering the character of the building, for
example wealthiness or sacredness), and
o tipe or building style (a stylistic approach to the building, such as Joglo, Limasan, or Tajug).
Functional approaches are used by prirnbons, serat centhinis, and kawruh l<alangs. primbons do
not use a stylistic approach but give more stress to building characteristics. On the other hand,
kaw r uh ka I a n g s emph asi se style over ch aracter. I 8
4.4.2 Targets of Petungan
Petungan covers wide-ranging physical and spiritual aspects. In terms of the physical it
prescribes how to choose a site, locate the gate, place doors, and even the number of rafters.
Spiritually, it guides everything from the very start of the construction process (eg- from
selecting the best day to cut a tree to the ritual to accompany it) to the post occupancy process
(eg. giving offerings before renovating the building). In this research, discussion of petungan
will be limited to roofs, walls and floors.
4.4.3 Units and Modules in petungan
Formerly, petungan was based on anthropometric units named pecak (from the toe tip to the
heel), astc (from the middle finger's tip to the elbow), and depa (from one middle finger's tip to
the other when arms are stretched). These units differ from one building to another, being based
on the owner's or builder's body. Later, some estimate during the eighteenth century, building
assumed more standardised units, named kaki (foot\, dim (inch), and setrip (fraction).
Petungan can be expressed as:
Y = Xn + p, where
Y is the length of the building parts (main posts, beams, etc.)
x is the module; this varies according to the source being used, different
texts produce different modules. one of the most common modules is
the four-five module of sri, kitri, gana,liyu, pokah.
n is any integer number.
p is any number from I to X; this is the number of unit(s) left after y is
divided by X. p determines the spiritual value of the object. It can be
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measured in pecak (the size of the building owner's or the builder's
foot) or in feet.
A widely used module is module five, constructed from five sequential units; each unit
having a specific name, meaning and effect. Those are sri, kitri, gana,liyu and pokah, which are
units one, two, three, four, and five respectively.
This can be applied through examples:
A post is 26 feet long or Y =26'.If module five is used as the basic module and feet is used as
the basic unit, then y 
= Xn * p
26=(5)5+l
By having p=I, the post has the spiritual value of srj.
A beam is 28 feet long or Y = 28'. If module five is used as the basic module and feet is used as
the basic unit, then Y =Xn+p
28=(5)5+3
By having p=3, the beam has the spiritual value of gana.
Commonly, the calculation begins by determining the function of the building. For
example, a building used as a dalem (omah mburi, the part of house to live in) should have a
spiritual value of sri (p has to be I ). The length of a beam can be found by substituting to the
formula
y 
=Xn+p
f=(5)n+l
The value of n is somewhat flexible. If n=6, then Y=31; the beam is 3l feet long. If n=5, the
beam will be 26 feet long.
The detailed pattern of the 26 feet long beam is:
sri. kitri. pana. li:tu. polah; sri, kitri, eana, Iivu, pol@h; sri. kitri. pana, Iiyu, poluh;
xl x2 x3
sri, kitri, gana, Iiyu. polcah; sri, kitri. sana, Iiyu. poknh; sri
X4X5p
Thus, the beam has sri value.
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If the beam is27 feet long, it has kitri as its pattern:
sri. kitri, gana, Iiyu, poknh; sri. kitri. gana, htu, pokah; sri, kiti, gana. liyu. pokah;
XI x2 X3
sri, kitri. gana, liyu. pokah; sri, kitri. gana, liyu, pokah; sri, kitri
X5
Any additional inches are rounded up to the nearest foot measurement. For example,
256" is considered as 26'; and 27'4" as 28'. The length of a beam can be altered freely, as long as
its spiritual value is not changed. This is usually done by adding one or more modules. Beams of
26',31', 36'length will have the same spiritual value, sri, as long as they use a module of five:
sri, kitri, gana, liyu, pokah. (Note: there are different modules available. Modules used will
depend on the owners' decision, but they shourd be used consistently.)
Figure 4-7 shows that different geometry can have the same value; Figure 4-8 illustrates
how the same configurations can have different meanings (p).
The formula Y=Xn+p has two effects. The values of Xn range from one whole module
up, the values of p range from I to one whole module. In ordinary buildings the proportion of
Xn:p can be significant. A building of 43' by 23'has the proportion of Xn:p as 40:3 and 20:3
respectively. Prijotomo states that, proportionately, Xn is more significant in forming the shape
of the building; p assigns a spiritual value.
4.4.4 Application of petungan on Roofs
Javanese architecture places much attention on roof design. Petungan provides detailed
information on almost any components of the roof and its construction, especially at the guru
sector. (See Figure 4-4 for the names of roof parts; see glossary for the explanation of these parts
and their informal English translation; see Figure 4-2 for the names of the sectors.)
The effects of petangan on roofs design can be derived from its Xn+p formula. As
mentioned, Xn has more influence in roof formation than p. The bigger the integer n the smaller
the effect of p. For example, X is module five and p is one (sri). If n=l then the length of the
object will be 6'. Thus, p is l/6 or 16%o of the length. If n=10, the length of the object will be 51,.
In this case p is l/51 or o.olgvo of the length. The bigger the object, the smaller the percenmge
of p relative to the whole length, allowing it to be ignored.
x4
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Table 4-3 Name and meaning of units in petungan.
.#.
ang
food, precious goods , happiness,
beauty
Dewi Sri (the goddess of happiness)
dalem, the main family living area, Sri ensures
a good life, materially and spiritually.
* 1"i;:
"Kiai' ,;"
: .rr r,i,til
.';'di.n
?,%*t
', 
lFi', 
- 
I
'' 
ol 
't 'ot '
trees, strength, shelter;
open, peacefulness
pendapa, a place to welcome and entertain
guests, a semi-public space for meetings,
pringgitan, a place to perform with leather
puppeis, usually played at night. Kirri hopes
for the peaceful, and stressless resolution of
problems.
gandhok (pavilion), pawon (kitchen),
kandhang (domestic animal's house). Ganais
associate with the hope that the conrents will
be safe and even grow in numbers.
"1 -': 
*
Lilu'r 
, ,
ry ;*,
,lr"ll,,',
hope for goodness,
tired,
eliminate bad willing,
going through
regol(gates), bangsal. Lrya eliminates any bad
intentions by people (guests, etc.) who pass the
gate, and also hopes for goodness.
Iunbung (rice store). Pokoh hopes that the
buildings' contents will develop and grow in
numbers.
Note: The above table has a building-function approach, not u building-rype approach. Thus, a building
used as a house can be of any style (kampung, limasan, or joglo), but should have its dimensions fall to
.trr.
4.4.5 Application of Petungan on lhe Main Frame
The most significantpart of building to be affected,by petungan is the main frame of the guru
sector. This part contains four main posts (sakd guru), two long beams (btandar pamanjang),
and two short beams (blandar panyelak). These parts should follow (Xn+p). While the values of
p should be the same for all parts of a building, the values of Xn can vary. However, the ratio
between long and short beam is usually specific for each type of building.
A study by Prijotomo found that petungcn is only strictly followed at guru sectors
whereas at other sectors Qtananggap and panitih sectors) it is not always followed.re He also
noted that from pananggap to panitih sectors the ratios of length and width tend toward l: l, or a
square proportion.
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Table 4-4 Dimensions of sectors and their p values.2O
::?;4r; x g
; (rn$ e):..'tli
'l-..]l:,.,"
';'..,t,'t,,,tliifii.' :
1:*: (p-:c iy:+
l,, i" ;"ll;
r'.i;" (4Fh)-T"'
6kru sector
beams dimensions
(Xn+p)
n:n
name of p
(t78y(t 78)
(5x3+3)/(5x3+3)
(3):(3) or l: I
gana/gana
(17)t(12)
(5x3+2)/(5x2+2)
(3):(2)
kitri/kitri
(26)t(16)
(5x5+l)/(5x3+l )
(5);(3)
sri/sri
(43)/(23\
(5x8+3)/(5x4+3)
(8):(4) or 2: I
gana/gana
Pananggap sector
beams dimensions
()tu+p)
n:n
name of p
(534)/(s34)
(5x I 0+4)/(5x I 0+4)
(10):(10) or l:l
liyu/liyu
(41x36)
(5x4+l)/(5x7+l )
(4):(7)
sri/sri
(50x30)
(5x9+5)/(5x5+5)
(9):(5)
pokaly'pokah
N/A
Pa,ritih sector
beams dimensions
(Xn+p;
n:n
name of p
N/A
(s7\t(s2')
(5xl l+2)/(5x10+2)
(l l):(10)
kilri/kitri
(6t)t(s?)
(5x12+l)/(5x10+2)
(12):(10) or 6:5
sri/kitri
(s5)4351
(5x I 0+5)/(5x6+5)
( l0):(6) or 5:3
pokaMpokah
Note:
' The table above recommends a match between types and functions of buildings (eg. Iimasan for
dalem, joglo for pendapa) It should be noted that this is not always the case. Under building-
function approaches, dalems canhave joglo, limasan or kampung types.
. inches are rounded up to one foot
. N/A, Not Available
. Data on Panggang pe is not availabte
4.4.6 Application of Petangan on Walls
The form and dimension of walls (length and height) are directly affected by roof form (ie. The
roof projection to floor) and the height of the sakas (main posts).
Apart from doors, openings do not appear very important. This may trace back to the
past tendency of the Javanese to spend most of their time out of doors. Prijotomo argues the case
of windows as a western importation.
There are some rules associated with locations of gates; these are the four-five and four-
nine methods. The first method works by dividing the length of a wall plane into five sections.
Each section carries a different spiritual value (See Figure 4-5). The second works by dividing
the wall length into nine sections (See Figure 4-6). Each section bares a specific value.
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The four-five method:
I - good, safe
2 - much luck
3 - many constraints, misfortunate, poor
4 - often doubtful, shy
5 - bad, evil place. taboo
The four-nine method:| - tanah (earth), good
2 - kereta (chariot), good
3 - kala (ghost), bad
4 - sungai (river), bad
5 - tanah (earth), good
6 - kereta (chariot), good
7 - kala (ghost), bad
8 - sungai (river), bad
9 - tanah (earth), good
s _,.- i r,
Figure 4-5 Four-five method
Figure 4-6 Four-nine method
These figures show that the same location can have different values. A door position at the
middle of the wall, for example, has a negative value in the four-five method (3 - many
constraints, misfortunate, poor) but has a positive value in the four-nine method (5 - tanah I
earth, good).
4.4,7 Application of petungan on Floors
Only limited information exists on floors; their areas and dimensions iue almost directly dictated
by roofs' projection to the ground. Floors are elevated at least 30 cm by soils, stones or bricks,
and use various materials including bare condensed soils, stones, clay bricks, tenazzo, and
marbles. As a common rule, people of lower status cannot apply the same materials used by
people of a higher status. Floors tend to utilise locally available materials. In the countryside of
Wonosari, Gunung Kidul regency, for example, floors are commonly made of gypsum as this
area has gypsum hills.
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Figure 4-8 Examples of some similar forms with different spiritual values.
4.5 Summary
o Javanese architecture is guided by both general and specific rules. The former creates the
general sense of Javanese architectural style, while the latter assigns it spiritual value.
o Javanese architecture styles can be categorised into five groups: Tajug, Joglo, Limasan,
Kampung and Panggang Pe. The last style, Panggang pe, is not recognised in old literature.
From these five basic forms, more than 47 variants can be identified.
r Javanese buildings are divided into three concentric sectors: guru (the innermost),
panang gap, and panitih.
Petungan of the four-five method (sri, kitri, gana, liyu and pokah) is the most popular. Its
application is compulsory for the dimensions of the guru sector of a roof.
The application of petungan should not ignore aesthetic values, particularly proportional
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consideration. Therefore, when apetungan value can result in more than one possible form,
aesthetic considerations can be used to determine the final design choice.
o The effect of applying petungan to the whole geometry of the building is slight. It is primarily
intended to assign spiritual value to the buildings. The selection of petungan is based on rhe
building's function.
The following chapter (Chapter Five) discusses Javanese residenrial buildings in detail.
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r/7 O JAVANESE RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS
5.1 Introduction
This chapter considers the present condition of Javanese buildings as found during the field
research' It focuses on ordinary residential buildings, rather than regal buildings; this research
emphasises the physical aspects of traditional Javanese domestic architecture. Data relating to the
philosophical aspects of this research is derived from existing reference material. Most of this
material is based on interviews with traditional builders, studies of traditional buildings, as well
as translated ancient texts, such as Prim.bon, Serat Centhini, and, Kawruh Kalang.''t This
examination of Javanese architecture combines field study analysis, literary exploration, and
interviews with experts.3
Focussed as it is on ordinary domestic architecture, this study generally deals with
building styles for the lurah level. These were selected as they are commonly midway between
being too simple (as poor peasants' abodes) and too complicated (as rich royal relatives,
palaces).
A field study of the ten Javanese buildings is useful in understanding Javanese building
designs in the real world. Combined with study of references and literature, it allows a more
complete understanding of Javanese buildings, to be used, in turn, in theoretical approaches to
thermal comfort performance (Chapter Six). The number of the buildings studied was limited by
the time allocated for field research, the physical condition of the available buildings, and their
accessibility. Since the ten buildings are in relatively the same physical condition, conclusions
drawn from the collected data is sufficient to be able to represent the other corresponding
Javanese buildings.
The general structure of the discussion in each sub-chapter includes the introduction
(briefly describing the thoughts or rules behind traditional designs), summaries of field
observations' and the results of the theoretical analyses of ten case studies. Of the ten Javanese
buildings studied, four are within the urban centre with the remainder in a rural setting.
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5.2 Styles
Style is dictated both by economic conditions and social
status. The richer the owners, the better their buildings
tend to be. However, no one, regardless of wealth, is
permined to imitate the Sultan's palace.a people of lower
class or status cannot build styles of buildings used by
higher-class people.
In Javanese architecture there is a standard house
configuration consisting of some individual buildings
called pendapa, peringgitan, dalem, gandok, dapur, and
kamar mandi, within an enclosed area" or a complex. Usually, those six buildings constitute a
house. The rich may have more facilities such as lumbung, kandang jaran, and musholln.On the
other hand, it is not uncommon for the poor to only have a dalem as their house. Figure 5-l
shows the basic configuration of a Javanese building with pendapa and peringgitan. Figure 5-2
shows a rypical complex of Javanese buildings, consisting of many individual stxu6ures.
The dalem has the highest priority in rerms of
constructing the house. Logically, the dalem is the core
(basic) element of a Javanese house.s Failure to build this
first increases the risk of not having a house at all, if, for
example, financial problems occur during the constmction.
Kampung, Limasan and Joglo are the most
favoured styles of houses; Tajug and panggang pe we
commonly used for religious and market buildings
respectively.
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Figure 5-2 A typical complex of a
Javanese building. The main
building at the middle of the
complex is where the family life
startS.
This research focuses on two styles of Javanese buildings, Limasan and Joglo, suitable
for the status of lurah or community leader. He holds the lowest position in the governmental
structure of the Sultanate and is given limited authority.6 The Limasan and Joglo are considered
the most preferred styles for traditional residential buildings and have the following room
division: dalem, senthong kiwo, senthong tengah, and senthong tengen. Family members spend
their indoor leisure time in dalem. Dalem can be considered as the favourite space in which to
live. Limasan and Joglo can still be readily found in yogyakarta Special Region.
L pendapa
2. Frlngghan3. del6m (maln hous
a. sonthong klwo
b- ssnthong tengah
c. ssnthong teng€n
Figure 5-l The basic configuration
of a Javanese building. Ir is
common for the poor to only have
dalem without any pendapa.
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5.3 Traditional Building Design and
Orders
As mentioned, Javanese architecture has
very complicated orders, relating to
petungan (numerology). It acts as a guide
for builders, and should be followed to
guarantee either safety during construction,
as well as the future prosperity of the
owners. It relates the physical aspects of
the building and their spiritual
performance, ultimately affecting the
occupants' behaviour.
Orders in Javanese traditional
architecture are closely linked to
supernatural beliefs and religion. There is
no explicit indication that these orders
were consciously related to enhancement
of the physical performance of buildings,
as in thermal comfort and mechanical
strength. Some studies have been
conducted to find the physical performance
of Javanese designs. Ronald, Santoso, and
Saragih studied the performance of soko
guru (the four main posts in Joglo) within
royal houses, finding thatJoglo's construction is redundant. It is 300 to 700Vo stronger than it
needs to be.7 Ronald's structural analysis reveals material efficiency not to have been a factor in
construction. In other words, buildings designed according to Javanese tradition will yield
structures of different strengths than designs based on modern theory.
5.4 Landscape
Landscape is important to Javanese architecture. Javanese buildings were designed to stand
separately from each other. The complicated petungan of the landscape was invoked before any
construction could begin. Petungan in landscaping is affected by the quality and position of the
site, the smell and taste of the soil, the quality of the water, and the air, all of which are believed
to influence the owners' social interaction, prosperiql, etc.8 Petungan directs the arrangement of
Figure 5-3 A typical scene of Javanese buildings
in the villages. It is a stand-alone building with
relatively wide front yard, surrounded by trees.
Commonly, yards are left uncovered, although
wild grasses might grow sparsely.
Figure 5-4 Redundant construction of tumpang sari.
Its actual strength is 300 to TOOVo higher rhan ir needs
to be.
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the site.
Planting is important both practically and symbolically. Ronald highlights that originalty
Javanese buildings were intended to be surrounded by big trees. The trees not only provided
timber and fruit but also protected against excessive solar exposure and strong winds. Moreover,
dense trees make the soil below humid, reducing dust which is considered one of the problems
of tropical life. Javanese buildings in their original environments may not be subjected to any
major dust problems.
Figure 5-5 A current typical condition of
Javanese buildings in the city. It stands close
to the street.
Such urban developments as new roads
and new buildings have changed the original
environment around Javanese buildings. Field
studies revealed that original buildings were
constmcted within large sites. A relatively wide
front yard with big trees in front of pendapa in
the middle of a crowded kampong reflects
Javanese building in its originat state. The need
for housing has transformed most of these into
sites for new individual houses. This is
particularly true for buildings in Yogyakarta, where the population density is very high.
Buildings in the villages maintain their digniry in standing solitary in the middle of large sites
surrounded by trees.
Rurally located Javanese buildings maintain their original environment better than those
in the city. Four of the ten case study Javanese buildings are situated in dense Yogyakarta. Here,
buildings have lost their side yards to neighbouring buildings. Somerimes neighbours' walls are
adjoined, or shared. Neighbouring buildings become barriers to horizontal winds, the sun's rays
and skylights, as well as to torrential rains.
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Figure 5-7 The wide and high canopy trees create
a conidor for horizontal wind and screen from the
sun direct radiation.lo
New roads introduce new problems, as developing traffic systems demand wider and
higher quality thoroughfares. Older inhabitants who still have good memories of the past, can
tell the difference.rr Although subjective, their opinions reveal a strong logic. They isolated
significant issues introduced by new roads, including acoustic problems, feelings of insecurity,
hotter air, brighter light, and a dustier environment.
Dust problems were found in most of the buildings. Owners claimed that cleaning their
house is time consuming, not only because of large floor areas, but also the incessant presence of
dust. This problem is far less intense in buildings situated in the Pakem area, where the air is
cooler and humidity higher.
Despite the importance of greenery to Javanese architectural orders, landscape gr€enery
is given less attention now than in the past. From the interviews with building owners, there
appear to be two main reasons for this. First, people have less free time, as work hours have
become less flexible. Second, fruits from trees as food source is no longer as important because
of an abundant supply of varied and inexpensive fruits readily available in the markets.
Additionally, grasses are not introduced in Javanese landscaping. Common trees found in the
Javanese landscape are Nangka (JackfruiQ, Mangga (Mango), Kelapa (Coconut), and Jambu.
Re-constructing past conditions, Javanese landscaping generally comprised of relatively
wide surrounding yards (especially front and back yards), relatively broad and tall canopy trees,
scattered shrubs and uncovered grounds.
Traditional texts do not consciously encourage scattered building configurations to
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open spaces are environmentally beneficial for hot humid regions. In these areas, sufficient
airflow is the most important natural ventilation factor to induce physiological cooling. Outdoor
air speeds in these climate regions are often low. Wide-open spaces around buildings optimise
the physiological cooling effect of the weak horizontal airflow.
However, most Javanese buildings have relatively high roofs, calling into question the
effectiveness of trees as shading devices. Also, many trees are grown at a distance from the
buildings. Mangunwijaya writes that the distance can reduce the destructive effects of roots to
building foundations and also avoid highly humid indoor air during the wet season.'3 The
shading effect of the trees might only be effective during early morning and late afternoon.
During the day, it seems, densely foliated trees help keep the air temperatures undemeath them
slightly lower than those which are not shaded. When there is a horizontal airflow, this slightly
cooler air is blown into the building lowering internal air temperature. In modern environmental
design, this phenomenon is clearly explained by Robinette, Shaded air can be up to 8.3 'C lower
than unshaded air.ra
introduce better ventilation. The
availability of land (combined with
low population) and psycho-
sociological considerations (such as
personal dignity) might have been the
most meaningful explanation for
having wide yards around buildings.
However, scattered configurations with
Unlike regions which have four
seasons, in tropical climates most trees
constantly have leaves. Even though they
might produce fruits seasonally, the trees
themselves are almost densely foliated.
However, in an extraordinarily Iong dry
season trees might shed some of their
leaves.
Figure 5-8 Trees as a wind barrier.12
Figure 5-9 Covered and un-covered ground can
result in different temperature above it.l5
Grasses are not given any particular attention in the traditional Javanese landscape. This
differs from modern landscape design, which recommends grasses to reduce dust problems. Dr
Arya Ronald argues that the absence of grasses in Javanese landscapes does not reflect a lack of
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concern with dust problems.r6 Wide trees around Javanese buildings have effectively kept the
soil below damp. The field study reinforced this, finding that they were not only providing shade
but also releasing a sticky gelatinous substance as an assimilation by-product, which seems to
bind dust particles.
5.5 Building
This sub-chapter focuses on the building.
5.5.1 Building Mass and Plan
Javanese houses consist of single room masses. Each mass almost always encloses a single room
and has its own roof style. A building usually has an open plan; partitioning is not necessary.
Buildings can stand-alone or be connected to each other by separated roofs. Sometimes those
masses blend into each other, creating a single mass with a more complex plan. The single mass
has various roof styles, which can identify the original masses: peringgitan, dalem, and
gandhok. Geometrically, Javanese building plans consist of squares or rectangles; ovals and
circles are not recognised.lT
The very basic unit, which generates a residential building, is a single room building for
all the family members. People living marginally tend to own this kind of building. It is usually
divided into four spaces: dalent, senthong kiwa, senthong tengah, and senthong tengen. The
dalem is used for the whole family; the senthong kiwa is the children's place; the senthong
tengah reserved for spiritual objects; the senthong tengen belongs to parents. Arya Ronald
relates that within traditional Javanese philosophy: dalem is a place for sharing family matters
and dialogue; senthong kiwa is for the future life of a new generation and for decision making;
senthong tengah relates to spiritual strength, as the basis for all decisions; senthong tengen is for
personality and ownership. Figure 5-l shows the basic design pattern of a residential building. A
study by Emiliana found the assignation of dalem for women, girls and children, gandhok kiwa
for femafe guests, and peringgitan, gandhok tengen and pendapa for male guests. parents
occupy the west side, whereas youngsters occupy the east. 18
The house is placed centrally on the site. If possible, people build their first building
near the middle of the site. Its exact position will be dictated by their spiritual consultant's
recommendations. Extensions are then constructed around this first building.
ln terms of massing, all ten buildings studied had, to some degree, been modified. Most
modifications involved room additions or walls extension to facilitate new demands. Covering
the courts (open spaces between the main building and adjacent buildings) is also a common
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originally designed for spiritual activities, has been used as a storeroom or bedroom. Most
occupants, though, still sleep in the old style, prefening wide beds without permanent
partitioning or only using linen as visual barrier.
Compared to the newer ordinary buildings around them (which start from 45 m2),
traditional Javanese buildings are much larger. Even a relatively small building of basic
configuration, consisting of pendapa and dalem, can occupy 200 m2 of site excluding the front
yard.
practice. Combining single mass
buildings generates a more complex
building. This can easily be seen from
the various roofs covering one building.
Most of the ten case study
Javanese buildings still maintain their
original plan designs, particularly the
dalems. Some rooms were used in a new
way. Senthong tengah, for example, Figure 5-10 Sheltered court.
Figure 5-11 Wide beds. This is a
very common feature within
Javanese buildings. Note also the
glass tiles above the beds.
Currently, all ten case study buildings are
occupied by a small number of people, ranging from
one to four. Thus the building seems more spacious
than it would have done when large families were more
common. Owners (or house sitters) cite the reason for
Iowered occupancy rates being that people prefer
modern style houses, even though smaller sized.
Modem houses are considered more suitable to a
modern lifestyle. They have many rooms, contemporary
designs, modern materials, and relatively lower
maintenance costs. The natural materials used in
Javanese buildings require periodic renovation or
renewal. This becomes prohibitive in yean when timber
and labour are expensive. The large floors need to be
cleaned everyday, which is impractical for busy modern
people.
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There was obvious difficulty in
reorganising the plan; all ten case study buildings
had a poor plan redesign. The most obvious sign
is a poor integration of the original plan design
(the position of doors and windows, as well as the
purpose of the spaces) and new fumiture
(cupboards for partitioning, clusters of furniture,
etc.) (see Figure 5-13). A possible reason might be
found in conflict between a desire to preserve the
original design and the need to adjust to a new
lifestyle.
In tropical climates, the central
positioning of buildings has some environmental
benefits. Each of the building's sides is exposed
directly to the wind, which is important in the
induction of indoor air movement. Javanese
buildings for lurah level usually consist of some
single structures. The centre building (dalem) is,
therefore, enclosed by additional buildings (such
as gandhok tengen and gandho& ,tiwa). Thus,
these adjacent buildings assume the role of
horizontal wind barriers for the dalem.
Two types of building development thus
present themselves. In the past, any development
from a basic configuration (containing a dalem
only) to a more complex configuration (containing
gandhok kiwa, gandhok tengen, etc.) appeared to
take place carefully. The additional buildings were
built within a sufficient distance, maintaining
space between existing and additional buildings.
Ventilation for all buildings was thus optimised
(see Figure 5-14). In contrast, some present day
owners do not appear as sensitive to these issues.
To make wider indoor spaces, gaps have been
Figure 5-12 Linens cover senthongs as
visual barriers.
Figure 5-13 Difficulties in rearranging the
room. Bookshelves have been used to
create a new space division at dalem.
Figure 5-14 A gap between dalem and
gandhok.
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closed, and ventilation thus reduced (see Figure
5-rs).
5.5.2 Orientation
The orientation of a Javanese building is dictated
by its position relative to the Sultan's palace. The
Sultan's palace complex faces north, although the
main building faces east.re This indicates a
welcoming gesture to the Sultan's guests from the
north.2o A building located to the north of the
Figure 5-15 A closed gap between dalem
and gandhok.
palace should face south. This reflects admiration from the building's owner to the Sultan. If a
building is located to the south of the palace, it can face either north or south. Therefore,
buildings are recommended to fall along a north-south axis.
Another theory describes south-orienting buildings as symbolic of the force of the
Javanese belief in the spiritual connection to natural elements, such as mountains and water.
This belief can be found throughout Southeast Asia. A study of traditionat buildings in
Yogyakarta Special Region by Dwiyanto concluded that southern orientation actually represenrs
the Javanese eagerness to keep the macro and micro-cosmos in balance.2l By facing south, they
link the mountain (to the north) and the water or sea (to the south). Of the ten case study
Javanese buildings, eight are facing south. Those buildings are situated to the north of the
palace. The two north-facing buildings are to the south of the palace. The location of the
building, relative to the palace, thus seems to strongly influence its orientation.
Javanese buildings also face the street. As buitdings should face either north or south,
the street web must be adapted. However, Javanese buildings do not necessarily face the main
street. Usually minor streets provide access from the main street to the front of a building.
Environmentally, orienting buildings to the north or south is highly recommended in
tropical climate regions. This action reduces glare by avoiding the excessive penetration of direct
sunlight and minimises the surface areas exposed to the morning and aftemoon strong solar
radiation. Howeveq the width-length ratio (Javanese building plans tend to have a width-length
ratio close to one) and the limited areas of wall openings (windows were originally unrecognised
in Javanese architecture) seem to reject any attempt to relate the Javanese building orientation to
thermal comfort.
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Another important consideration is the relation between Javanese building orientation
and the dominant airflow direction. The south-oriented Javanese buildings could optimise the
benefits of a dominant southwest wind direction. A study by Prijotomo of old Javanese literature
revealed that a strictly north-south alignment is not recommended. Instead, the building should
be slightly skewed to the west or to the east. This parallels the modern building science which
suggests that buildings in hot humid climates should be slightly re-oriented around 5o from the
south toward the east to minimise the over-heated period.22 The scientific rationale behind the
recommendations of literature is unknown, except that it relates to supernatural considerations.
5.5.3 Roofs
The roof is an important part of Javanese architecture. It not only has practical purposes as a
shelter but also represents the owner's status.
As mentioned, there are many roof styles in Javanese architecture. The choice depends
on the social and financial status of the owner, and the purposes of the buildings.
The form has a dual role of function and aesthetic. The functional role answers the
challenges of the Javanese environmental, including solar radiation, rain, and wind. Overhangs
and steep slopes characterise Javanese roofs as similar to other roof forms in warm humid
regions.
Despite the limited applications of some roof styles, residential buildings have many
options to choose from. Kampung, Limasan, and Joglo groups are the most common choices for
residential buildings. Although every style has a particular design order, there is always a chance
for the builders to improvise and act creatively. Every roof is thus unique, even if based on a
similar style. It is common to find various styles of roof in one residential building complex.
loglo is the most unique. It was once used as the architectural symbol of Javanese
architecture. It requires a lot of timber. Nowadays, when timber is expensiv e, Joglo is
considered uneconomical, and only people with exceptional financial status can afford to build
it. Some modern builders replace the timbers with reinforced concrete to reduce construction
costs.
Javanese buildings commonly do not have ceilings. If they are used, it is for the purpose
of reducing dust and other particles from the roof, as well as stopping leaking water during
tonential rains. Dr. Arya Ronald queries this argument, believing that being surrounded by
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dense trees, the intensely heavy rainfall
should be reduced to such a level that would
not pose such a problem as rain water leaks
through the gaps between roof tiles.
Obviously, this does nor apply to a building
with no tree barriers around it-
The ten case study Javanese
buildings have Joglo and Limasan roofs of
different styles. One building can have more
than one style of roof. No two buildings have
exactly the same roof configuration even
though they can be grouped as either Joglo or
Limasan.
The absence of ceilings has made it
possible to apply skylighting. During the field
observation it was found that a small number
of glass tiles were used in most of the
Javanese buildings. Between one and four
glass tiles are inserted randomly among the
clay tiles. This gesture is sufficient to bring
sunlight into the house and create a unique
ambient light. Dr Arya Ronald asserts that the
sacred ambient light, created by direct
sunlight, has a symbolic meaning. The filtered light dims objects in the roorn. It shows,
symbolically, that the Javanese always welcome otherpeople. They are friendly, and do not view
others suspiciously. The dim light, penetrating the room through random glass tiles, creates a
feeling of peacefulness. It acs psychologically, to make people feel restful and cool.
In terms of ventilation, Iambang gantung is rather interesting (see
Figure 5'17)' This style detaches guru sector from pananggap sento\ leaving a continuous gap.
Sometimes this gap is closed with ornamented glasses, giving the impression that it is only for
natural light' A study by Saragih of two Javanese buildings with and without lambang gantung
revealed that the building with lambang gantung had a slightly lower indoor air temperature (0.2
- 0.7 "C) than the other.a Wider and higher gaps encourage higher airflow rates at high
Figure 5-16 Glass tiles are common to give a
bit of light. For a small space or room they are
usually inserted randomly. But for a large room
people tend to install them symmetrically.
Figure 5-17 l;imasan trajunws hmbang
gantung. Guru sector is separated from
pananggap sector creating a gap. This gap can
be either covered by ornamented glass or left
uncovered for ventilation.
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the hot air under the roof from accumulating. Meanwhile, air closer to the cooler floor can be
kept stable' This has proved an important feature of Javanese roofs where the roof form plays an
important role in ventilation.
Some features common to Javanese roofs (particulary Joglo utd Limasan) include the
following:
o The roof area is commonly divided into three sectors, namely gunt/brunjung, pansnggap,
and panitih sectors, which relate to the centre, middle, and periphery parts (see Chapter
Four). Visually, these three sectors can be characterised according to their degree of
inclination. Panitih sector (the lowest part) has the shallowest inclination, whereas gara
sector (the highest part) has the steepest. There is commonly an abrupt pitch change from
pananggap to guru sector. The pitch change from panitih to pananggap is usually smooth.
o While the width, length and height of guru sector are strongly dictated by petungan, the
width and length of panitih sector are not. Rather, they tend towards dimensional equality (a
ratio of one).
o The long axis of the roof falls along an east-west axis. As a result wider areas of the roof face
north and south.
o Overhangs are usually restricted to 50 centimetres depth.
o The elevation of the eaves is about three metres above the floor.
o ceilings are not required, although the guru sector often has ceilings.
o Gutters are not required.
These features will be used as input values for the computer modellings.
As in other traditional buitdings, Javanese roofs use natural materials. Common
materials used for roof cladding include wood shingles and clay tiles. Rafters are made either
from bamboo or timber, or a combination of the two. Bamboo can be used either split or in its
natural form. Ceilings are mostly constructed of woven bamboo.
Clay tiles give roofs continuous ventilation. Traditional clay tiles were hand-made, and
designed so that they do not fit tightly. There are always gaps between them, enabling air to
ventilate continuously, night and day. This is, as Arya Ronald states, an important aspect of
Javanese building ventilation. This might explain the lack of windows in Javanese buildings.
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Combinations of clay tiles, bamboo, and
timber were used in all ten case study buildings.
None use wood shingles, which are mostly used
on royal buildings. Not all materials survive,
though, thus buildings need renovation and
upgrades. Owners are acutely aware of the high
cost of renovation. They have tended to
substitute traditionally hand-made clay tiles with
higher quality modem fabricated clay tiles.
Fabricated tiles have the advantages of being
Figure 5-18 Common roof materials: clay
tiles, bamboo, timber and randomlv inserted
glass tiles.
standardised, as well as having higher weather and mechanical impact resistance. A further case-
study owner used comrgated steel to replace broken clay tiles; another replaced a woven bamboo
ceiling with timber boards.
Spots of mould were found everywhere in the case study houses. This indicates both
high indoor humidity, and inherently damp materials. Ignoring roof leaks seems to have
advanced that material's decav.
The temperatures of the internal side of the clay tiles were relatively low, between 32
and 5loC (recorded on a relatively sunny day, with light breeze of 27"C). The low material
conductivity, the overlapping arrangement (with air gaps) between tiles, mould layers, and free
(continuous) airflow around every single tile are the likely cause of the relatively low clay tile
temperatures.
5.5.4 Structures
Javanese building structures are unique, even if based on simple technology.2t They are a
combination of frame and load bearing wall structures. The main roof structure is always a frame
structure, but the walls can be a combination of frame and bearing wall structures.
Javanese roofs are supported by a unique frame structure, called tumpang sari (see
Figure 54). Unlike common simple modern roof structures, the Javanese roof structure is not
constructed from closed-triangular frames. Triangular frames for roofs are unrecognised within
Javanese architecture.
All main timber frame structures applied in the ten case study Javanese buildings are
still in excellent condition, even though on average they are more than 80 years old. No signs of
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structural deterioration were visible. By comparison, most brick walls had cracks and peeled
paster.
Using both frame and bearing wall structures in Javanese buildings unveils something of
an ambiguity. The frame structure minimises intemal obstructions, facilitating more free indoor
air movement. On the other hand, the thick bearing walls tend to heavily enclose the building
and block outdoor airflow.
The most common material for frame structures is timber. Wood from teak and JacKruit
trees is preferable. Teakwood is prominent, but more expensive than Jackfruit wood. According
to Wiryatmaja, original Javanese architecture was exclusively teakwood.25 While there is no
question of the quality of teakwood as a building material, this reflects the limited technology of
Javanese architecture. Study of Javanese structures by Ronald leads to the conclusion that
Javanese builders had a limited knowledge of building materials beyond their aesthetics (which
were superb;.26 Although knowledge of alternative materials might be sparse, builders'
knowledge of teakwood was based on long experience with it as a building material.
Eight of the ten case study buildings used timber from Jackfruir trees. This material
costs less than teakwood, but is still reliable. The fine fibres of Jackfruit wood give a shiny
finish. Although of higher quality, some people argue that teakwood's popularity also comes
from its extensive use by high-ranking people.
5.5.5 Walls
In Javanese architecture, walls are not assigned the same complicated meanings as roofs. They
represent the same ideas of architecture in warm humid regions, suggesting walls to be less
important than roofs. AII of the books on Javanese architecture used in this research (those
written by Prijotomo, Arismunandar, Dakung, and Hamzuri) provide very limited information
about walls. Many do not discuss walls at all. According to Arya Ronald, this reflects the
authors' opinions, preferring a classification of architecture according to distinctive roof forms.
The limited study of walls is related to the simplicity of plans. As previously discussed,
Javanese buildings have simple plans; most of them are single room buildings with simple
partitions.
External walls in Javanese architecture are not complicated. They represent the simple
square or rectangular plan of buildings. As Javanese buildings rely more on more frame
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structures, most walls are not load bearing; They are limited to screening purposes. The
introduction of brick by Dutch builders contributed to the use of thick brick walls in Javanese
buildings. These walls, around 250 millimetres thick, used pillars for reinforcement. Despite
simplicity in plan, some Javanese walls have complicated ornaments, each conveying a deep
spiritual meaning.
Openings are surprisingly small. Contrary to the recommendation of most references for
buildings in warm humid regions, the openings in Javanese building are minimal. According to
Arya Ronald, windows serve the purpose of connecting micro cosmos to macro cosmos, rather
than for ventilation purposes. This function is served by the gaps between roof tiles. Doors are
set centrally in the front of the house. If windows are added, they are usually set symmetrically at
both sides of the door. Smaller doors and windows are placed on sidewalls. Some experrs
believe windows to be a product of Portuguese colonisation, rather than being of Javanese
origin. An absence of windows in early Javanese architecture is believed to reflect the
predominantly outdoor lifestyle, characterised by rice fields, the yard, etc.)
Figure 5-19 Common style of windows
on thick walls with steel bars.
Field observations revealed that windows are not always opened. Some have not been opened
for a long time. Already small windows are further restricted by application of bars for security. There
were indications that some owners were aware of the small size of their windows, and had attempted to
enlarge them- However, they could not specify whether this action enhanced indoor lighting quality,
ventilation quality, or otherwise. The wider openings, then, were kept closed. Many openings were
blocked by furniture (cupboards, partitions, etc.).
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Figure 5-21 Typical openings in rural bamboo
houses. Figure 5-22 Ornamented walls.
There are thus two features in Javanese external walls contradictory to common wall
designs for hot humid climate regions: thick walls and small openings. Combining thick walls
and small openings is believed characteristic of hot dry climate architectures, and in hot humid
climate regions is assumed to result in an unbearable indoor atmospheric condition. However,
the wide use of this pairing, combined with a lack of comptaints from occupants (regarding
thermal discomfort), might call this belief into question. These features may be equally
applicable to hot humid climate regions.
References such as Koenigsberger's book27, indicate the thermal effect of the thick
walls'small openings combination to be based on structural thermal lag phenomenon. ln hot dry
climate regions, the structural thermal lag keeps indoor air cooler during the hot days and
warmer during the cool nights. Experts say that in hot humid climate regions the night and day
air temperature differential is too small for this to be effective. Moreover, high humidity
demands air movement, which is not discouraged by the thick walls-small openings
combination.
The key difference between the thick walls-small openings relationship in hot dry
climate architectures and of Javanese architecture is in the roof. The former use simple flat roofs
whereas the latter use more sophisticated roofs (in this case Joglo and Limasan).
Assunting that Javanese buildings which apply a thick walls-small openings
combination are thermally comfortable, some arguments can be offered:
r In Javanese architecture, walls have a negligible effect on indoor thermal comfort. Roofs are
the dominant factor. This seems to conelate with the assessment that ventilation in Javanese
building is through the roof. The small openings in thick walls reflect security considerations.
o The thick walls-small openings combination and light roofs generate a form like an opened
container. All air movement occurs at the upper part (the porous roof). Thus, warmer air
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(rising by the stack effect) ventilates through gaps in the roof. The lower part, having no
windows, preserves cooler air from the previous night.
The thick walls-small openings combination does play an important role in creating thermally
comfortable indoor atmosphere. It keeps the indoor air temperature relatively constant. This
argument appears to hold if the roofs have, at least, the same thermal behaviour as the walls.
which is not the case in Javanese buildings.
The thick walls-small openings combination and the roof create a certain indoor atmosphere
condition which is considered thermally comfortable for the Javanese, even though its
parameter values do not match current thermal comfort standards. This scenario, in its
development, might produce a new theory on thermal comfort. It could be that indigenous
Javanese architects, deliberately or not, use relative thermal sensations of the skin to induce a
cooling sensation in the body. On a bright, hot, sunny day, someone would experience a
cooling sensation if he/she moves from outside into a humid, dimly lit room. Indoor air
temperature is increased by the radiation of human body heat. However, as Javanese
buildings have large air volumes, the air temperature increase is minimal. Additionally,
thermo-hygrograph readings taken inside Javanese buildings show that air temperature and
humidity (see example of thermo-hygrograph inside building in Chapter Three.) are outside
current standard thermal comfort zones, but personal onsite interviews found that the
occupants do not feel uncomfortable. Further research needs to be done to develop a deeper
understanding of this issue, differentiation between comfort and toterance.(See 2.6.3 for
thermal comfort standards used in this experiment.)
o The thick walls-small openings combination actually reflects a hybrid form of buildings.z8 A
hybrid building accommodates seasonal or daily thermal changes by combining lightweight
and heavyweight construction to create warrner or cooler indoor air. This argument makes
sense. Usually, Javanese buildings contain at least two buildin gs dalem (enclosed,
heavyweighD and pendapa (opened, lightweight). A kind of local migration (working or
sleeping in pendapa when it is hot or in dalem when it is cool) is a common practice. A wide
bed (amben) is commonly placed in the pendapa to relax or nap during hot days. It remains
common practice for a small group of men to talk until late at night at pendapa and sleep
there even without any mattresses (usually using reed mats only).
The absence of large openings in Javanese buildings might also reflect the people's
perception of the wind as a negative force. A chest cold, for example, is named masuk angin
(meaning an ill, caused by air intrusion to the body; masuk/kemasukan = intruded, angin =
wind). Chinese belief (Feng Shui) similarly considers wind an evil spirit. It is common, even
today, to avoid excessive wind.
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The positions of openings are usually symmetrical. Javanese buildings consist mostly of
symmetrical individual buildings. Openings are located in a geometrically ordered way (such as
centrally in walls) and employ mirror symmetry (usually an opening in the left is mirrored by
one in the right; windows are placed both sides of a door). Such a configuration of openings
encourages cross-ventilation which is highly recommended for warm humid climate.
The most common materials used in Javanese walls are brick, timber plank, and woven
bamboo. Some buildings use a combination of them. Bricks and timber planks are preferred, as
woven bamboo is mainly used by poor people.
The external walls of the ten case study buildings were still in a reasonable condition.
Some had been renovated. lntense growths of mould had formed, on both brick walls and timber
walls.
The different properties of the wall materials (brick, timber plank, and woven bamboo)
have individual pros and cons in relation to indoor thermal comfort. Since Javanese buildings
only have short overhangs, walls are more exposed to rain (which can be very intense in hot
humid climate regions) and direct solar radiation. Planting trees around the building seems to
reduce this problem.
Brick walls are thick and whitewashed, which helps reduce indoor solar heat gain. The
approximately 25O millimetres thick walls have a large thermal time lag, around seven hours.
Moreover, the whitewashed walls reflect solar radiation up to 807o when newly applied.2e Even
woven bamboo walls are sometime whitewashed, using gypsum. This factor, combined with
dense foliage, screen direct solar radiation, thus keeping a wall cool.
Unlike brick walls, which are
mainly whitewashed, timber walls are
usually kept either in their original
colour, varnished, or colour painted. A
study by Sarwadi on the change of
colour in Jeron Beteng housing (houses
inside the Sultan Palace walls) found a
relationship between people's cultural
attitudes and their propensity to change
their house colour.30 Families who
Figure 5-23 Typical of internal doors. No door
leaves.
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maintain the Javanese language as their first language tend to keep their houses in the original
colour. Conversely, families who do not use Javanese language have tended to change the
colour. Preference of whitewashed brick walls may have a philosophical or psychological
meaning (perhaps relating to purity and cleanliness). In terms of building science, however, the
white washed brick walls help, by reflection, to reduce the solar heat gain'
Damp wall surfaces encourage mould growth. Such surfaces are caused by either
capillary mechanisms (water flows up from the damp ground, or rain water moving from
external surfaces to internal surfaces) or indoor air condensation. These moist walls, as found in
some Javanese buildings, enhanced the cool sensation of the room.
Woven bamboo is still widely used in villages even if less popular for new buildings.
Demands for security, status, durability, and fire safety are some reasons that make woven
bamboo less popular and hasten its replacement by such materials as bricks and timber.
Table 5-l lists some materials commonly used in Javanese buildings. There is no
comprehensive list of materials' properties (as found in Javanese buildings) currently available.
This data has been collected and interpolated from various sources. It should be noted that data
sourced from literature is predominantly based on laboratory measurement, and might not be
identical to traditional Javanese building materials. The difference is assumed negligible. This
data will be used as material property inputs in the computer experiments.
Table 5-l Material Properites
Javanese buildings have no complicated internal walls. Internal walls are usually not
complicated and are only used for partitioning. Less internal walls mean less internal air
obstructions. Internal walls in Javanese building are used to define d.alem, senthong tengen,
senthong tengah, and senthong kiwa.Internal walls mostly use timber planks or brick. Woven
bamboo is used by the poor.
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Despite spots of mould, most internal walls were in good condition. Timber planks were
applied either in their natural textured condition, or were varnished or painted. The natural
colour of the timber is dark brown. Mould mostly grcw on untreated planks.
Timber planks provide less wind obstruction than brick walls. Unlike walls which are
built up to the ceiling, timber planks usually leave gaps of about ten centimetres.
5.5.6 Floors
Javanese buildings are not built on stilts, but their floors
are raised. Evidence indicates that ancient Javanese
built their houses on stilts high enough to make the
space under the floor functional. Prasodjo's study of
temple relics in Java revealed the development of
Javanese floors from stilted to ground-based forms.3r He
concluded that the stilted method was widely used by
ancient Javanese, while, the grounded method had been
imported from lndia through religious building, A relic
found in Borobudur temple indicates that original
Javanese buildings were built on stilts.32 However,
Parmentier stated that the Borobudur artists might not
be local, that they recalled the house styles of their
previous settlements. 3l
Floors usually have simple designs. The
aesthetics of Javanese floors are found in their
ornamental designs, which are usually appropriate to
royalty. For a person of lurah socio-economic level,
floor design should not be too decorative.
Figure 5-24Elevated floor systems
found in Borobudur temple, central
Java, 9 AD. Note that the space
under the floor is functional.
According to Parmentier, this style is
probably an imported style rather
than local style.
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Figure 5-25 The Indonesian style
house found on the Ongbah cave
cylinder. It is thought to represents
most of Indonesian traditional
architecture.3a
Figure 5-26 Ahouse in Pakem that applies
elevated floor system by raising the ground
level. Thus, unlike other traditional styles in
Indonesia, Javanese buildings do not utilise
the space under the floor.
Figure 5-28 A Sundanese house,
west Java, applies an on- stilts floor
system.36
$ilff;"t A Malav house with an on- stilts
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Figure 5-30 Common condi-
tions of floors.
There was nothing special about the case study floor designs. AII ten buildings had flat
simple designs with no ornament at all. Simple cement surfacing was used. The minimum floor
height was 600 millimetres.
Elevated floor systems are common in warm humid climate regions; vernacular
architecture in such areas is commonly on stilts. In Indonesia, many vernacular buildings were
also raised. The cause of this practice is found in such factors as flooding, wild animals, and
war. The stilted system is also believed by experts to be a deliberate gesture to catch more air
movement.3T
The contribution of the on-stilts system to indoor ventilation improvement has been
proved by experts such as Yeang and Yuan38 in studies of Malay architecture. Elevated floors
have openings exposed to more wind stream which then cools the house through additional
ventilation through the floor's gaps.
Javanese floors are elevated using a fill-in method (elevated ground). There is no air
path under the floors. During the field study, there was no obvious benefit of an elevated floor
system in catching more wind.
Brick, cement and marble are popular materials for floors. However, the choice still
Figure 5-29 An effort to update dalem. The floor has
been modernized using shinny ceramic tiles. At the
background, a new style double bed which recalls the
past days.
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depends on the owner's status. It is common for most poor buildings (usually in the villages) to
have bare soil floors (loose packed earth floors).
As the ten case study Javanese buildings are for lurah level, they do not have luxurious
floors. Most of them are in a bad condition: stained, peeling, and damp. Some occupants cover
their floors with carpets.
During the field study it was found that floors in Pakem areas tend to be wet. This may
have two causes: rainwater penetration from the higher-level water-saturated ground sunounding
the buildings, or indoor air saturation (although humidity records showed RH did not reach
l\OVo and is therefore unlikely). While the floors of all ten case study buildings were in a poor
condition, mostly due to dampness, this sometimes enhances the sense of a cool and humid
indoor atmosphere.
Floors are relatively cooler than surroundings surfaces. Sitting or lying on floors is a
common practice for hot days. Thermal conduction from the body to the cool floor helps relieve
body heat stresses. Bare feet is also believed to give the same sensation.
5.6 Furnishing
Furnishings have changed with lifestyles. In the past, standard Javanese buildings were equipped
with very basic furniture, including a large bed, dinner table set, and cupboard. Other furniture
was kept in separate buildings. The field study found signs of transition from past to modem
lifestyles. All ten case study buildings still had the old style furnirure. However, the
iurangements have changed due to the introduction of such modern equipment as televisions,
freezers, stereos, and fans. Sofas are also considered new furniture. Basically, furniture styles are
the same. Modem furniture, however, offers broader stylistic and material selections. Also,
electricity and electronics has contributed to a wider variety of household furniture permutations.
The field study found all ten buildings' frrrnishings to be either in their nearly original
states or, if at all, only slightly adjusted to new conditions. The two most obvious changes were:
the presence of modern equipment (electric and electronic apparatus) and modern furniture styles
(wide sofas, beds, etc.). Alt ten buildings still utilise traditional furniture (cupboards, chairs,
tables, and beds).
The introduction of some new furniture and equipment had resulted in interior layout
problems. New furniture and equipment (such as the television) cannot be easily integrated into
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the building design (such as an open layout). This can result in an inefficient use of natural
ventilation by obstructing air movement.
5.7 Summary
o In relation to thermal comfort, Javanese architecture seems to take a different approach (based
more on spiritual or supernatural considerations) than western architecture (based more on
physical or material considerations); however, most Javanese design features can be
explained using modern science. External and internal aspects of residential Javanese
designs, from landscape to interior design, have been prepared to create a comfortable space
to live.
r Javanese buitdings were originally designed to stand solitary on a wide site, surrounded by
plants. This becomes difficult for urban locations, where physical developments (roads,
buildings, etc.) replace the natural landscape.
r Orientation of Javanese buildings can be either to the north or south, depending on their
relative position to the palace, and skewed slightly to the west or east.
. Dalem is the basic configuration of Javanese buildings, where farnily members spend their
indoor life.
r Roofs are unique and are given the most attention. The roof form indicates the style of the
building. The roof material, traditional hand-made clay tiles, is an important feature of the
Javanese roof. It provides for continuous ventilation through its gaps. Overhangs are not very
wide, being about 50 centimetres
o Walls are made from either timber or thick bricks, with small openings.
o Floors are elevated (without space underneath).
o Fumishings are mostly simple (wide beds, chairs and table). lnexpensive televisions and
stereos are the only prominent modern equipment found in the field.
The foltowing chapter (Chapter Six) discusses theoretical approaches to the interrelationship
between Javanese residential building designs and indoor thermal comfort.
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OJAVANESE RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS AND INDOOR
THERMAL COMFORT
6.1 Introduction
This chapter discusses the scientific facets of thermal comfort featur€s in Javanese architecture.
Those scientific explanations are useful in the translation of the Javanese buildings into
computer models, particularly in focusing experiments onto the relevant factors of Javanese
building thermal comfort performances. Beginning with a review of tropical building design
conventions, as compared to Javanese designs, the chapter continues by theoretically surveying
the aerodynamics and thermal performance of Javanese buildings. Indoor thermal comfort and
occupants' zones are expanded before a summary list of information that can be used in
experiments.
Comparing current theories and rules-of-thumb, this first sub-chapter investigates
guidelines intended to shape the design of tropical buildings, to achieve indoor thermal comfort.
As most references are based on western theoretical material, this section thus intends to extract
westem scientific approaches applicable to thermally comfortable tropical building design. This
thus collates a structured list of western scientific guidelines for tropical building design to
achieve indoor thermal comfort.
Only a limited number of environmental books have been written that deal specifically
with design for tropical buildings. Even amongst those, no single book thoroughly discusses hot
humid tropical building.t Texts that do contain such material, relating to warm humid tropical
building vis-i-vis thermal comfort are those written by Koenigsbergert, Lippsmeier3, Kukrejaa,
and the Drewss. Such Indonesian authors as Mangunwijaya6 provide useful basic guidelines.
However, a certain reliance on graphics leaves these texts devoid of the analytical tools which
might be useful for users to confidently design for their own thermal comfort. Also the books
written by LimT and Koenigsbergers provide indirect guidelines for thermal comfort in a warm
humid climate. These books also advise on construction and materials.
With only a small number of books pertaining to warm humid climate building science,
more general writing should be consulted. Boutete and Awbir0 discuss ventilation in detail.
Aynsley's text reinforces this discourse, reviewing aerodynamic issuesrr. Though Awbi includes
6-1
a detailed discussion of thermal comfort, text by Olgyayr2 and Fangerl3 remain important as
references, given that current thermal comfort standards are influenced by their ideas.
6.2 Hot Humid Tropical Building Designs
Achieving indoor passive thermal comfort in a hot humid climates is one of the most challenging
building design considerations. The following three tables consolidate the guidelines to be found
in currently available references. The first (Table 6-l) compares general features of hot humid
climates to specific features of the Yogyakarta Special Region (which is also discussed in
Chapter Three). The second (Table 6-2) summarises building guidelines in general; the third
(Table 6-3) covers specific guidelines for roofs, walls, and floors. The latter two tables are
intended to reveal the similarities or discrepancies between the guidelines provided and the facts
researched from Yogyakarta Special Region. Material on Yogyakarta Special Region is based on
visual observation and field documentation of the ten case study buildings.
In general, the features of the Yogyakarta Special Region match with the general
features of hot humid climate regions (see Table 6-l). However, there are some specific local
conditions, both physical (eg. local weather) and non-physical (eg. local socioeconomy).
Understanding these local variations is thus useful to avoid biased evaluation of Javanese
building designs, which can occur if the general features are applied blindly as a reference for
the experiment. The thermal comfort related factors (air temperature, air velocity, and humidity)
presenred in Table 6-1, and discussed in detail in ChapterThree, are thus more suitable to be
used in the experiment, as they more precisely represent conditions in the Yogyakarta Special
Region.
The local Javanese conditions, m shown by Table 6-1, influence building designs. The
following assumption lists the relation of local variations to Javanese building designs, which are
useful for the experiments (in particular, in the flow domain and boundary condition definition):
r Since Javanese buildings are in the southern hemisphere of an equatorial region (relatively
distant from the equator), facing them south means less glare (as the sun is in the north side
longer than in the south side of the buildings).
o Since wind blows from 180 to 240o clockwise from the north, facing Javanese buildings
within that range will optimise the ventilation effect.
o The hot afternoon is the hardest time to work. Observations found that during this time a
short rest is needed. Javanese buildings should be able to accommodate that demand by
converting the harsh outdoor environment to a pleasant indoor atmosphere. They should
remain thermally comfortable during the hot afternoon. In technical terms, the indoor
6-2
condition should be within the comfort zone of the thermal comfort standards. However, the
comfort sensation is not totally reliant on the building designs. Low clothing values of the
occupants improve that sensation.
o The landscape, ground condition, and vegetation around Javanese buildings determines the
wind profile. For buildings in the rural areas, the original environment, the landscape is
within terrain category 2. For those in the urban side, the landscape is within category 3'
This tenain category affects the air velocity (averagely 3.53m/s measured lOm above the
ground) when it sweeps Javanese buildings.
In a comparison between modern building design guidelines and the environment of
Javanese buildings, Table 6-2 reveals no conflict. Most of the modern building design
recommendations have been applied in Javanese building, and have been adjusted to local
conditions. Some aspects of modern building design are not recognised in Javanese building
designs, such as the use of comfort standards. The ventilation system is different, as Javanese
buildings rely on roof ventilation. The most important difference is that Javanese building
designs always involve spiritual considerations. The following information from Table 6-2
relates to aerodynamics and the thermal performance of the buildings, and is useful in
constructing realistic computer models:
Spiritual values, in particular petungan, are important aspects of Javanese building designs.
Petungan is applied according to the function of the building. For dalem (residential
buildings, usually either Joglo or Limasan style) the petungan value is sri; this affects the
dimension of the buildings and thus their aerodynamics performance.
Vegetation (canopy-like trees) is also useful to minimise walls (and roofs) heat gain by
blocking early morning and late afternoon strong solar radiation. Roofs can be considered
the only surfaces gaining heat from the sun.
According to the traditional rules, Javanese buildings can be oriented either north or south,
with a slight skew either west or south. Though information derived from Table 6-l shows
the advantages of orienting the buildings south (slightly skewed to the west), facing to the
Sulran's Palace has the highest priority. Orienting the building south, and slightly skewed to
the east, will match the modern building science recommendation to minimise afternoon
glare, but reduce the benefit of wind effect on ventilation.
The scattered configuration of Javanese buildings has made it possible for all their exterior
surfaces to be exposed to wind flow. It also reduces the effect of wind shadow between
buildings.
The modern building science recommendation of minimum interior layout reaches its
extreme in Javanese buildings; most of them are single room buildings or have very simple
6-3
padtions.
r Javanese buildings have a specifically applied roof ventilation system; wall openings are not
so important.
Focusing on the fsnn and ruaterial of the reof,s, walls and floors, some infonnation fiom
Table 5-J can be listed as follows:
. Sprritual values (peungun) are strictly applied to the gurtt soctor sf the roof.
o Roofs' forrns ale based on the five basic styles.
o Natural materials with good heat insirlatio! are used for roofs, walls and floors.
o Ventilated roof effwt is achievedby applytng porous materials
. Walls do no-t necessarity have openings.
o Interior walls, are mininnl.
r Elevated floo-rs withoit functional space uudemeath.
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6.3 Theoretical Review of Aerodynamics and Thermal Performance of Javanese
Buildings
This sub-chapter reviews theory relating the link between Javanese architectural rules and
building science. Theoretical approaches guide the main experiments so that problems can be
isolated. Any phenomena in Javanese architecture presumed to have environmental relevance are
explained theoretically and isolated. This focuses, leads, and simplifies the experiments, as
elements that do not have any potential environmental impact can be eliminated.
6.3.1 General and Specific Qtetungan) Guides and Javanese Building Forms
Petungan determines almost all aspects of Javanese building design. A simplified application
should be made to avoid unmanageable experiments caused by too many variables.
Three steps allow for simplification:
The discussion of any suspicioas phenomena within Javanese building designs. Here,
suspicious phenomena is something presumed to relate to thermal comfort performance.
Meticulous consideration of this aspect should allow that western sciences are being applied
to eastem phenomena; the real rdeas behind such phenomena must not be overlooked.
Selecting aspects of Javanese building to ensure facets with the greatest possible relevance to
thermal comfort performance are tested.
r The number of variables is to be kept to a minimum; if necessary, variables should be
converted to constants.
As mentioned, there are two kinds of design guides within Javanese architecture, general
and special. General guides provide general design recommendations for Javanese buildings, and
do not directly relate to petungan. Wall and floor designs, for example, do not appear specific,
but builders prefer to follow some standardised rules (in selecting materials, making patterns,
etc.). Conversely, petungan gives a specific guide, which must be followed. As a result, some
generalised features of a Javanese building may make buildings look similar at first. However, in
details these building are unique, as every structure becomes based on specific petungan
considerations, which depend on the function of the building and the body of the owner (or
builder). Some of the common guides have given Javanese buildings the general characteristics
mentioned in Chapter Four. The specific guides (petungan) are also discussed there.
While general guides provide for broad characteristics of Javanese buildings, petungan
is only strictly applied at guru sector. The influence of petungdn on the whole form of a Javanese
building is thus questionable. Chapter Four forms the conclusion that, despite its importance to
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determine the soul or philosophical meaning of a building, it only makes a minor contribution to
the building design as a whole. This, in combination with the general guides, Javanese buildings
to be modelled, use general guides as constants, and petungan as variables.
Since petungan is only strictly applied at guru sector, its influence on the whole building
form is not easily observed. It is thus possible for two buildings to have exactly the same form
(created by general guides) except at guru sector (created by petungan). In this case, only a small
difference at guru sector can be anticipated.
This raises a question regarding the effect of guru sector on the thermal performance of
the whole building. In common sense terms , guru means someone respected for their specialist
knowledge in a particular field. In Javanese building terms, soko gurus means the main posts
which support the guru sector. Curu sector means the main sector, the centre. Philosophically, it
refers to the heart of the house. However, whether this sector has any aerodynamic or thermal
significance is neither known nor tested.
Applied strictly atthe guru sector petungan then affects the dimension and proportion of
that sector, while indirectly affectin g the pananggap sector. Petungan relates to the area,
volume, and the inclination of the roof. Do specific values within the dimension and proportion
of the guru sector lead to certain aerodynamic and thermal performances contributing to a
specific quality of indoor atmosphere?
Petungan and function are related, and located within supernatural considerations. The
meanings of the relationship between petr,ngan and building functionality involve abstraction
and superstition. In modern building environmental design, each activity requires unique
environmental conditions for people to be thermally comfortable. Thus, interior atmospheric
design is dictated by the room's function. [s there any correlation between petungan and modern
building environmental design? Does petungan unintentionally create atmospheric conditions
suited to specific activities?
Differences due to petungan are relatively minor compared to overall building geometry.
The popular petangan sri-kitri-gana-liyu-pokah, for example, can cause one to four unit
differences. One unit might either equal one foot of standard unit, or the length of the owner's
(or builder's) foot. lf a Joglo is used as a dalem (the main place to live), its petungan should fall
into ^iri (p=l). The dimension of the guru sector (short garr beam x long guru beam; see Figure
44) can be ll'x16', l6'x2l', etc. (see Figure 4-4.) But, if used as a pendapa (a place to
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welcome and entertain guests), its petungan should fall into kirri. Thus, its guru sector can have
such dimensions as 12'xl7',l'1-'x22', etc. The two joglos, with sri and kitri, can have their guru
sectors'dimension only slightly different, ll'xl6' and 12'xl7' respectively. Thus, physically
petungan leads only to minor differences.
The use of the owner's or builder's body as a basic unit (ie. foot) for the whole
measurement adds to the relativity of Javanese building dimensions. Despite the introduction of
more precise standard units in late 1800s, inches and feet, there is no accurate description within
literature as to its actual use in construction. Moreover, there is no evidence of the authorities'
enforcement of that official unit standard at that time. Considering that the unit of measurement
was based on an adult body, its tolerance can be assumed. If one Imperial Standard foot equals
30.48cm (Systdme International d'Unitds), one determined by personal anthropometrics can be
calculated as within the range of 25L2cm, being the average length and range of Javanese feet
(pecak). Using relative units can cause two joglos with petungan sri, for example, to have
different dimensions even though they use exactly the same formula. This underlines the tenuous
connection between petungan and aerodynamic and thermal performance. However, although
the use of relative units in petungan may cause two joglo to have different dimensions, their
proportion might be kept consistent. PrijotomoT6 states that the application of petungan should
not violate aesthetic values. Kawruh kalang dictates that while the dimension of Javanese
buildings can be based on guru sector (wilh petungan) a good proportion must be maintained.
Given that petungan is only strictly applied at the guru sector, only giving minor
physical effects, seems a negative sign. The application of petungan is flexible. One value (i.e.
sri, kitri, gana,liyu, pokah) can be expressed in many ways (see Chapter Four). Thus, it becomes
difficult (even nonsensical) to consider the contribution made by petungan to aerodynamic and
thermal performance, as related to indoor air quality. Simply pat, petungan might have no
environmental signifi cance.
Theoretically, though, petungan's impact on the building environment occurs, regardless
of its significance. Petungan must influence Javanese building aerodynamics and thermal
performance, despite is apparent irrelevance. Petungan directly affects area, volume, and
inclination of the roof at gura sector, indirectly affecting the pananggap sector; these three
components directly relate to aerodynamic and thermal considerations.
Since Javanese buildings were designed using both specific (petungan) and general
guides, their environmental performance should be considered the cumulative result of those
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guides. Petungan cannot be separated from its parameters. Which contributes most significantly
remains a question. Given that petungan is only applied at guru sector, general guides might be
the principal determinant for Javanese environmental performance. Unlike petunga'n, general
guides do not link directly to building function. Therefore, these guides create a standard
environmental performance within Javanese buildings, to which petungan provide minimal
adjustment. If Javanese buildings are assumed to be thermally comfortable, then general guides
must have formed that image. Petungan gives philosophical closure (imputes philosophical
meaning in the building) and physical completeness (adjusting the indoor environment to suit the
activity). Clearly, this qualitative theory can only be confirmed through indepth research.
6.3.2 Interrelationship among Javanese Building Forms, Materials, Aerodynamics and
Heat Transfers
Understanding the effect of Javanese building forms and materials on their aerodynamics and
heat transfer performance is important. These latter factors determine whether combinations of
indoor atmospheric factors (in this case air velocity, humidity, temperature, and mean radiant
temperature) are thermally comfortable. Table 6-4 summarises the relevance of Javanese
buildings' forms and materials to their indoor thermal comfort performance factors; the
aerodynamics and thermal performances.
The effect of building forms and materials on building aerodynamics and heat transfer
performance describes inter-dependency. No single association can be isolated from the other
factors, which are inevitably dependent. Form, for example, might have a major impact on the
aerodynamics of the building or the quality of airflow within and around buildings. However,
this airflow affects heat transfer through convection between the air and the surroundings
surfaces as well as between the air and human body. The form of the building also determines
the heat transfer by radiation between surfaces and human body. On the other hand, building
materials not only relate to heat transfer but also to aerodynamics. Traditionally made clay tiles,
for example, are not only assumed to be a good insulator but also a good ventilator (as they are
not airtight). In identifying major and minor relationships, the table directly relates form,
materials, aerodynamics, and heat transfer to six aspects of thermal comfort (air temperature, air
velocity, humidity, mean radiant temperature, clothing value, and metabolic rate).
Considering that in hot humid regions, all thermal comfort aspects (T, RH, MRT) should
be minimised (except the air velocity which should be maximised) further assumptions can be
made. If that consideration is generally correct, then the forms and materials of Javanese
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buildings (developed over generations) might have also been intended to minimise all thermal
comfort aspects except the air velocity.
References relate the optimisation of air velocity to the physiological cooling of the
body. This might conflict with the Javanese belief that wind (especially after sunset) contains
evil spirits and that excessive exposure of the body to that wind should be avoided. This may
explain why Javanese buildings only have restricted openings. Javanese ancestors mostly
remained indoors after sunset (working outdoors during the daytime), and avoided the after-
sunset wind. Openings were thus less important. However, assuming they also need comfortable
housing, their strategy involved the reduction of indoor air temperatures, creating cool
atmospheres, without necessarily introducing perceptible airflows. This might be the secret to
the environmental design inherent to the Javanese architectural orders.
The basic indoor environmental design rule in warm humid regions is to minimise heat
gain and to maximise heat loss. The most significant external heat source is the sun, which heats
building surfaces (roofs and walls). These heated surfaces transfer their heat to surroundings air
and bodies by conduction, convection, and radiation. lnterior heat sources include the
households.
To get preliminary ideas on the thermal performance of Javanese buildings, the
following formulae (Formulae I to 4) can be used. Those formulae have been developed to
represent heat transfer processes around materials. In this discussion a regressive method is used'
The relationship between variables in those formulae are used to explain the Javanese roof.
Examples of more complicated calculations of heat transfer by convection, radiation, and
conduction at the roof can be found in Satwiko's work.77
t = to * Qcos0a )/f,, (l)
where | = outer surface temperature following exposure to the sun for a period
of time
to = initial surface temperature, oCI 
-- 
solar radiation intensity, Wm'
0 = angle between a surface and a plane perpendicular to the sun radiation
cos0 = cosine ofthe surface angle
a = absorptivity
f,, = surface (or film) conductance, Wm2oC
Say subscript I and 2 indicate surfaces one and two respectively, and the remaining variables are
the same:
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o If & > 02 , then cos01< cos?z , resulting in t1 < f2. Thus, a steep surface will have an outside
and inside surface temperature difference less than surface of shallower gradient.
o If dt ) d 2 , then ty > 12. Thus, a material of higher heat absorbence will have an outside and
inside surface temperature difference higher than a material of lower heat absorbance'
r l, is a function of the surface qualities, and of the velocity of air passing across the surface.
Coarser surfaces and faster air velocities will result in a greater magnitude of/, than smoother
surfaces and slower air velocities. If (f,)r > (f")r, then lr < 12. Thus, a coiuser surface will
have a lower outside and inside surface temperature difference than a smoother surface. Also,
a surface swept by a higher air velocity will have an outside and inside surface temPerature
difference which is less than the surface which is swept by a lower air velocity.
The rate of heat flow by conduction (from outside to inside surfaces) can be calculated using the
following simple formula:
Q, = A'U'AT (2)
If At > Az , then (Q)t > (Q)z . Clearly, a wider surface will have a higher conduction heat
flow rate than a niurower surface.
lf Ut > Uz , then (0. ), > (Q)z .A material with higher transmittance will have higher
conduction heat flow rate than a surface with lower transmittance. The following equation
describes the concept of transmittance.
Ro= I/fi+ Rh+ I/f, (3)
where Q,
A
U
AT
where
I/Ro=
= conduction heat flow rate, W
= surface area" mt
= transmittance, WmzoC
= temperature difference between outside and inside surface, 
oC
= air to air resistance, m2ocnV
= internal air resistance, *toc V
- body resistance, m2ocnil
= external air resistance, mzoc V
= air to air transmittance. Wm?oC
Ro
r/f,
R5
t/f,
U
Materials with higher resistance will have lower transmittance, and consequently lower
conduction heat flow.
If (AT)r > (AT)z , then (0. \ > (Q)2. A surface with a higher temperature difference
between its two sides will have a higher conduction heat flow.
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Meanwhile, the temperature increase of materials can be calculated using the following formula:
AT = Icos0a/(cpd) (4)
= temperature increase over a period of time, "C
= solar radiation intensity, W/m'
= angle of the surface to a plane perpendicular to the solar radiation
= cosine ofthe surface angle
= specific heat, J/kgoC (or Ws/ kg"C)
= density, kg/m'
= thickness. m
If c7 > cz , then (AT)t < (AT)z .Materials with higher specific heat will have a lower
temperature increase than materials with lower specific heat.
If p, , p2 , rhen (AT) t < (AT)z .Materials with higher density will increase their temperature
less than materials with lower density. In practice this is not obvious, high-density materials
(such as metals) tend to have significantly lower specific heat than low density materials
(such as woods).
If 4 > d2 , then (AT), < (AT), . Thicker materials will have a lower temperature increase than
thinner materials.
Table 6-4 summarises the predicted influence exerted by Javanese architectural orders
on indoor thermal comfort factors. (Note: This table has been created and condensed by
predicting the influence of Javanese architectural orders on indoor thermal comfort factors. As
walls and floors are only minor issues in Javanese architectural orders they can be more
simplified into constants and leave roofs as variables.) In this table, the relationship between
building elements and indoor thermal comfort factors are identified. It shows that every design
aspect has a unique relation to thermal comfort factors. Roof forms, for example, affect building
thermal comfort by influencing air velocity, airflow pattern, air temperature, and mean radiant
temperature. This table helps focus the theoretical approaches to Javanese building
environmental performance. It is also useful to guide the experiments by identifying the relevant
aspects; for example, heat capacity and conductivity of the roofing material will be a major
consideration in the thermal performance experiments, while its porosity will become a major
consideration in the aerodynamics experiments.
where AT
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0
cos0
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Table 6-5 Heat transfer process between the human body and its surroundings.
ffiffiffiti';;W *;6ffi;e
Conduction Contact with surfaces, eg. feet on floors o temperature difference between
contact surfaces and the part of the
body
. area ofcontact
Radiation Exposed to surrounding surfaces . temperature difference between
surfaces and exposed parts of the
body
r properties of the surfaces (emissivity
and absorption)
r position ofsurfaces relative to the
bodv
Convection Contact with air movement . temperature difference between the
air and body
r air speed
o air humidity
r bodv coverage
The heat transfer process between the human body and its environment influences
thermal comfort. Table 6-5 shows that the process involves conduction, radiation, and
convection, illustrating this connection.
There are some features of Javanese building design that are presumably linked to the
minimisation of heat gain and maximisation of heat loss (See Table 6-4 and Table 6-5):
A pitched roof (relative to the sun radiation) means wider surface area per unit of sunbeam
projection compared to a perpendicular surface. This enables solar radiation to be spread over
wider areas, reducing the rate of temperature increase. Given the same area of ground
projection (the effective footprint of the roof), three-point-inclination - high ridge roofs will
have wider surface areas than single pitch - low ridge roofs. Constructed of the same material
and subjected to the same solar radiation, the former will have a lower rate of temperature
increase than the latter.
Contoured surface materials provide wider surfaces than smooth ones. There are two
advantages of contoured surfaces: the wide areas reduce the rate of temperature increase and
provide wider contact areas between surface and airflow. Wider contact surfaces mean higher
heat transfer between the air and the surfaces by convection. One of the most common
roofing materials in Java is clay tiles. These traditionally handmade materials are grainy and
highly contoured.
Traditional handmade clay tiles are usually arranged in such a way that each individual tile
can be ventilated by airflow on both its sides. This prevents solar heat from accumulating at
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the tiles. Also, it affects the surface conductance. The Javanese roofcan be considered highly
porous.
Low conductivity - high capacity materials delay both the temperature increase of the house's
inner surface and the temperature increase of the materials. Javanese buildings use natural
materials, which have low conductivity and high capacity. These delay the indoor temperature
increase and minimise indoor heat gain. Walls, for example, might be exposed to direct sun
radiation for just a few hours (early and late sun radiation is blocked by surroundings trees
and high sun radiation is blocked by overhangs). Low conductivity and high capacity
materials considerably reduce the rate of the sun heat (that directly strikes the outer wall
surfaces for only a few hours) to transfer to the inner wall surfaces.
Faster airflows on surfaces encourage more heat transfers. Some geometrical forms can
accelerate the wind speed passing them. This means more heat transfer between the air and
the surfaces thus helps releasing some parts of the heat gain from the surfaces to the air before
it is used wholly to raise the surfaces' temperatures.
Roof pirches affect the mean radiant temperatures received by the human body. Heat transfer
from surfaces to the human body by radiation is affected by the position and area of the
surfaces seenby human body.
6.3.3 Javanese Building and Indoor Thermal Comfort
A theoretical approach gives positive signs that Javanese building design might contain hidden
rules for comfort. Many phenomena can be theoretically explained as significant to the
achievement of thermal comfort in hot humid regions. However, it does not necessarily follow
the modern strategy of minimising air temperature, humidity, and mean radiant temperature
while maximising air speed. This approach such as maximising air speed, is still debatable.
Although it works, it is debatable as to whether local Javanese people, as described earlier, are
likely to accept it. However, there is no doubt that Javanese architecture does manipulate wind
flow, indirectly, to create comfort.
It seems that Javanese design successfully generates comfortable buildings. But, the path
leading to the end products might not always relate to modem building science
recommendations. After discussing all the predicted relations between Javanese building design
aspects and thermal comfort factors (see Table 6-4 and Table 6-5) another simplified list can be
made:
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Table 6-6 Assumption of the links between design and thermal comfort.
Factons ',i;' u*r' - .'oQOmments
' ., llil$ ISB ts ffi
Air Temperature The geometry of the Javanese roof (multi-levelled) prevents the indoor atr
temperature from increasing. Meanwhile, traditional material properties
(porosity, conductivity, etc.) also prevent the penetration of external heat
(liom the sun).
Air Velocity Geometric and material properties form a unique airflow pattern inside the
roof, which guarantees the continuous air exchanges without necessarily
producing perceptible air movement.
Air humiditv No obvious processes controlling indoor air humidity within building
designs. Elevated floor and separate kitchen and bathroom (water vapour
sources) might avoid humidity increase, where it is already high
Mean Radiant Tempera-
ture
The geometry of the roof creates a lower radiative heat transfer between the
roof and the human body by reducing perpendicular (normal) radiation; the
low temperature of the heat resistant material of the roof means lower
radiative heat transfer.
Clothins values Light textiles and less body coverage means lower clothing values.
Metabolic rate Slow body movements and less intense activity mean lower metabolic rate-
6.4 Indoor Thermal Comfort and the Occupants' Zones
This sub section discusses indoor thermal comfort and the occupants' zones. It is based on
several scenarios imitating past and future situations.
6.4.1 The Six Related Aspects
In this reseruch, evaluation on thermal comfort uses available methods found in textual
references. Six related factors, including air temperature, air velocity, air humidity, Mean
Radiant Temperature (MRT), clothing values (clo), and metabolic rates (met) are mostly utilised.
These are considered sufficient to justify whether an indoor atmospheric condition is thermally
comfortable or not. However, other opinions suggest inclusion of additional aspects that might
affect thermal comfort, such as turbulence intensityTs, gender, and race.Te
Some of the thermal comfort standards for warm humid climates can be derived from
general standards such as the psychrometric chart8o'8r, the ET (Effective Temperature; charts2
and the bio-climatic chart83 (see Table 6-7). However, a study conducted by Bergera and Deval
warns thus:
"The prediction of thermal comfort based on cotnmon procedures may lead to
errors when applied to tropical humid conditions. The importance of humidiry
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in such cases has been overlooked."e4
They also wrote of the incorrectness of establishing a direct correlation between an
instantaneous situation and its felt impression; the climatological situation, human activity,
difference valuations in heat, humidity, respiration, perspiration, arnbience, and personal status
should also be concerned. Karyono, too, warns about the cautious use of available standards
(see Chapter One).8s
Table 6-7 shows Webb, Mom, Ellis, and Rao, based on Houghton and Yaglou
Effective Air Temperature Diagram, give thermal comfort ranges from 20 to 27.2 ET*
(Effective Temperature). It equals a combination of 20 to 29"C air temperatures with 0.1 to 1'5
m/s air velocities (and 1.0 clo.). The Department of Public Services of Indonesias6 published a
simple guide for thermal comfort. It gives a range of 24 to 27oC. It is not, however,
accompanied by any explanation of its theoretical background, or any required standardised
condition. There is no specific range for Javanese. However, Table 6-7 shows that Fanger's
comfort equations involve the six related aspects, which are thus more flexible to be used as
assessment tool in the experiments; clothing values and metabolic rate can be easily adjusted to
represent the culture influences.
Many experiments were carried out in the 1970s to validate Fanger's comfort equation,
mainly on lightly clothed sedentary people in environmental chambers. Those experiments
included the influence of such variables as age, race, seasonal variations, adaptation, and
background colour and noise on the preferred temperature. Olesen reports the results that the
variation in the preferred temperature by the people tested was within 1.5 K.87
6.4.2 Occupants'Behaviours
Sensation of thermal comfort is affected by people's behaviour. Two behavioun directly
influential of the thermal sensation involve activities and clothing. These are often closely
related. For example, farmers go to the rice fields wearing shorts and a T-shirt; they would not
wear a formal suit. A person reading inside a house could wear anything.
Changing lifestyles have marginally altered people's activities. Table 6-8 shows the met
values of some activities that might occur inside a Javanese building, in both the past and the
present day. There is no indication that basic activities such as eating, sleeping, and walking
have changed. The time spent on them and additional activities can be logically explained.
Introduction of electricity and modern electronic entertainment is considered to have affected
sleeping habits. Programmes on television, for example, encourage people to delay their bedtime.
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Table 6-7 Summary of thermal comfort standards.
bifrfr.l{TT:'
i 
',,,F.;:' ' dffi -. ::L:+,i, ... t.. j .. ',. , rl..:. tii::!i:::::::eot
Based on Houghton and Yaglou
Effective Air Temperature
Diagram:
WebbEs
Mom8e
Ellism
Raoel
Combination of air temperature,
humiditv and air velocity.
Malays, Chinese in Singapore
Indonesians in Jakarta
European in Singapore
Indians
25 - 27.2 ET* (a combination of
25-29"C with 0.1-1.5m/s; no
detail available)
20 - 26.1ET* (a combination of
2O-28.3'C with 0.1-1.5m/s; no
detail available)
22.2 
- 
26.1ET* (a combination
of 22.2-28.3'C with 0.1-1.5m/s;
no detail available)
20 - 24.4 ET* (a combination of
2O-26.5'C with 0. I - I .5m/s)
Victor Olgyay Bioclimatic
Chart
Combination of air temperature,
humidity and air velocity.
Combination of:
Air temperature 22 
- 
3OoC
Relative humidity 3O 
- 
65Va
Air velocity 0- 0.1 m/s
Department of Public Servrces
of Indonesia e2 (No explanations)
Combinations of:
air temperature 24 - 27 "C
relative humidity 4O - 70 7o
air velocity 0.08 - 0.125 mis.;
no detail available
Fanger's Comfort Equations
Combination of air temperature,
humidity, velocity, Mean
Radiant Temperature of
surroundin g surfaces, human
activities and clothing, and
other related aspects (skin
temperature, etc.)
No specific combinations, the
thermal comfort is valued using
a scale of:. -3, -2,-1, 0, +1, +2,
+3 with 0 as neutral.
In general, the time pattern for indoor activities may have changed over time. During the
day people used to go out to the rice fields, markets, etc. Now, they might go to the office, shop,
school, etc. Evening life has been altered by more public activity and entertainment, including
movies, exhibitions, and malls. Thus, people have more opportunities to spend time out during
the evening.
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Table 6-8 Past and present activities inside the buildings.
ffifi, 1"li ,i',",, 'lit$,i$injll ' * ffi
* "6:1L Past
ffi-
ffi-'
@ffi;
'ffi
ac{ivities **T*r r"r,*' ictivities. lvlst,ret$.
reading 1.0 reading 1.0
sleeping 0.8 sleeping 0.8
sedentary
works
1.0 sedentary
works
1.0
eatlng 1.2 eating 1.2
cooking 1.8 cooking 1.8
housecleaning 2.7 housecleaning 2.7
Entertaining 1.0 Entertaining 1.0
Homework of
jobs
t.5
Note: This table contains only general activities, based on interviews and
field observations. The met vatues of some specific activities are found in
ASHRAE Thermal Comfort Program.
Activities were traditionally slowly done. A characteristic phenomenon relating to the
Javanese people is the speed at which they work. Everything seems to be done slowly, and
sometimes appears not to be taken seriously. This is not deemed suitable for modern life, where
fast thinking and action are necessary. However, this is inherit to Javanese culture itself, where
peacefulness has been given a high priority in life. Everything should be enjoyable. Eating, for
example, is not just a matter of health or the human need for energy, but also something that
shonld be praised and enjoyable. The Javanese like to cook complicated foods and eat them
slowly.el This na-rasft behaviour is actually a logical bodily reaction to a hot humid climate.
Slower movements require a lower metabolic rate. Table 6-9 shows metabolic rates for different
activities found in literature.
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Table 6-9 Metabolic rate of different activities.q
I met = 58.15W/m
.l
"111iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
1llllllliLL,',
-EF'
Reclining
Seated. relaxed
Standing, relaxed
Sedentary activity (office, dwelling, school, Iaboratory)
Standing activity (shopping, laboratory, light industry)
Standing activity (shop assistant, domestic work, machine work)
Medium activity (heavy machine work, garage work
As has been mentioned, Javanese people wear light clothes most of the time. For a
special occasion, such as wedding parties or ceremonies, they might wear slightly heavier
clothes. However, even in a wedding party, the bride can wear a light dress, applying bare
breasted style. Table 6-10 shows thermal resistance of clothing ensemble as found in literarure.
This table is used in conjunction with a table found in ASHRAE Comfort Program to predict
Javanese clothing values.
Table 6-l I describes both traditional and modern styles of clothing. It should be noted
that this table is based on the most common clothing. People in modern life still wear traditional
clothing. In the villages, people are still keen to wear old-fashioned clothes. Particularly during
hot,lazy days, regardless their lifestyle, men tend to be either bare breasted or wear a shirt, and
no sandals. The met values are based on ASHRAE Thermal Comfort Program.e6
Table 6-10 Thermal resistance of clothing ensembles.e5
Clothing ensernblC ;,,,
: ,' ,t: t'i'
*111111111111
r li ,1 L{ " ".i- *:(meI?w) (clt:)
Nude 0 0
Shorts 0.015 0.t
Typical tropical clothing ensemble: briefs, shorts, open-neck shirt
with short sleeves, Iight socks and sandals
0.045 0.3
Light summer clothing: briefs, long lightweight trousers, open-neck
shirt with short sleeves. lieht socks and shoes
0.08 0.5
Light working ensemble: light underwear, cotton work shirt with
long sleeves, work trousers, woollen socks and shoes
0.1 I 0.7
Typical indoor winter clothing ensembles: underwear, shirt with
long sleeves, trousers, jacket or sweater with long sleeves, heavy
socks and shoes
0.16 1.0
Heavy traditional European business suit: cotton underwear with
long legs and sleeves, shirt, suit including trousers,jacket and
waistcoat. woollen socks and heavv shoes
0.23 1.5
I clo = 0.155 m'K/W
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During the fietd study, it was found that most occupants wore very light clothes. Mostly,
men wore a single piece T-shirt (or merely undenvear) and shorts (or sarong) with bare feet
(sandals and shoes were left outdoors to keep floors clean). Women wore a light dress as well. It
was also discovered that some occupants (men) were bare breasted and only wore clothes if they
had visitors.
Table 6-11 Past and present clothing.
| ,.i ,.'
Old,scenarios
. 
. 
:.=' t: . ::::::: ::
Modern steiradoC
Clothing clo values Clothing clo values
Bare breasted,
shorts
0. t0 Underwear.
shorts. sandals
0.10
Bare breasted,
sarong
0.r5 Bare breasted.
sarong, sandals
0.r5
T-shirt. short 0. l8 T-shirt, short,
sandals
0. r8
Short sleeves,
trousers
0.36 Under wear,
short sleeves,
trousers
o.44
Informal
traditional shirt
and pants (or
sarong)
0.29 Light business
suit:
underwear,
long sleeves,
trousers, shoes
and socks
0.49
Formal
traditional
suits, sandals.
0.29 Formal
business suit:
underwear,
light long
sleeves shirt,
trousers, suit,
shoes, socks
l.l7
Note: This table is based on interviews and field observations.
6.4.3 Sources of Heat and Water Vapour
Heat inside a building can be generated from external and internal heat sources. While the most
obvious external heat source is the sun, common internal heat sources include the human body
(as a result of metabolism) and household activities (energised by electricity, kerosene, or wood).
Before the introduction of electricity, kerosene and wood were used. Kerosene was mainly used
for lamps, wood was used for cooking.
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There might be differences in external heat sources between the past and present days'
The most obvious is the presence of combustion engines in vehicles and industrial equipment.
There is also, for the sake of development, a significant conversion from natural elements to
man-made constructions (roads, massive concrete buildings, etc.). These are believed to have
contributed urban temperature increases.
Internal heat sources are also different. The field study revealed that electricity was
installed in all ten buildings. Electricity was used for many purposes, but mostly for lighting.
Other popular home equipment using electricity were sound systems and televisions. A freezer,
washing machine, computer, and fans were found in different buildings. Many appliances are
still considered luxurious.
Although preferable, electricity's usage remains limited. Kerosene lamps and stoves are
widely used, especially in the villages. Even wood fires are still used. For residential buildings,
rhe average power installed is usually 450Watts (220V) for the whole building. This small
provision of fixed rate power installation is mostly used for lighting and entertainment (stereos
and televisions). It can be upgraded, for example, to 900 Watts. Incandescent and fluorescent
lamps with low wattage (10, 15,20,40 and 60 watts) are mostly used. An electric stove, oven,
microwave, drier, or air conditioner are still unattainable to most people'
In terms of humidity, Javanese building desigrs
have some advantages in, at least, avoiding additional
water vapour entering the main building, the dalem. The
kitchen and bathroom, being the main sources of water
vapour, are separated from the dalem. Elevated floors
also minimise the damp air layer from the external
ground entering the room.
6.4.4 Occupants'Zones
As previously discussed, thermal comfort is based on the
condition within the occupants' zones. Occupants' zones
are areas within the building where occupants move.
Thus, the location of activities (e.g. bed for sleeping,
dining table for eating, TV for entertainment) and
circulation (e.g. space between doors and the location of activities) determine this. Vertically,
these zones can be measured from the floor's height to approximately 2000 millimetres above
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Figure 6-l The occupant's zone
the floor. Practically, an occupant's zone is a part of a building's volurne specifically where
people live.
As people live in the occupant's zone, they experience and assess the thermal comfort
performance of their building. This is an important consideration, as within a building the
conditions of indoor atmosphere can be different between positions, vertically and horizontally.
A thermally comfortable condition at one position does not necessarily reflect the same values in
other positions. Moreover, there is no purpose in obtaining thermal comfort in a position, which
will never be occupied. An example of occupants' zones is shown in Figure 6-1.
6.5 Summary
e Almost any single aspect of a Javanese building can be scientifically explained in relation to
thermal comfort. Most recommendations forhot-humid building environmental design found
within modern literature have already been applied in traditional Javanese designs. However,
there are physical and non-physical conditions which influence the Javanese building
designs.
o From the information lists of Table 6-1, Table 6-2, and Table 6-3 useful information for
experiment of Javanese building thermal comfort performance can be derived (will be
discussed further in chapters on experiments):
. Flow domain consists of wind with atmospheric boundary layer, with the wind direction
perpendicular to the long axis of the building. The average normal atmospheric
condition of Yogyakarta Special Regions can be used to define the flow properties (air
temperature, air velocity, humidity, etc.)
. The building is a single-room standing-alone building.
r The form of the roof is either of Joglo or Limnsan style, with its guru sector's
dimensioning strictly dictated by petungan.
. Roof form (style, dimension, overhangs, etc.) and material properties (conductivity,
porosity, etc.) are important and should be observed in detail.
. Walls' openings are closed; walls are adiabatic, no heat gain caused by solar radiation.
. Elevated floor is applied.
. Thermal comfort is assessed based on occupants' doing sedentary works and wearing
light clothes.
Table 6-12 represents possible scenarios based on the most possible minimum, average, and
maximum conditions in and around Javanese buildings, which influence indoor thermal
comfort. This table reduces the indefinite numbers of variable combinations to simplify the
experiments.
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Tatrle 6-12 Scenario
1r,1
, .., -Atmosphericlclimattc Topography/geography Human
l
The sun
radiation
intensity,
Wml
Minimum,
cloudy 360
Ground
roughness
height, RH
Stands alone
surrounded by
paddy field,
terrarn
catesorv 2
0.03
Clothing
vaiues. clo
Minimal:
Bare breast,
shons, bare
foot
0.1
Average,
scanered
clouds
540
Surrounded
by woods,
terrarn
category 3
0.3
Average; T-
shirt, shon or
sarong, sandal
0.3
Maximum,
clear sky | 000
In the city,
surrounded by
multilevel
buildings,
Iefratn
calegory4
)
Matimum:
formal cloth
for ceremony:
hat, T-shin.
long sleeve
shirt. hall'-
length pants,
sandals
0.4
Air
tempera-
ture,'C
Minimurn 70
Atnros-
pheric
boundary
layer,
thickness,
nl
Stands alone
surrounded by
paddy lield,
terrai n
category 2
300
Metabolic
rate. met
Minimunr;
sleeping
soundly
0.8
Average 27
Surrounded
by woods,
lerrain
category 3
400
Average;
relax, reading,
chaning
t.0
Maximum 34
ln the city,
surrounded by
multi-level
buildings,
terrailn
cttesorv 4
500
Mar(imum;
sedentary
work,
t.2
Air
velocity,
nvs
Minimum.
calnr
0
Average,
normal 3.5 3
Maximum,
windv 5.56
Air
humidity.
Va
Minimum,
noon, bright
sun
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The following chapter (Chapter Seven) discusses the computational fluid dynamics program.
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. COMPUTATIONAL FLUID DYNAMICS SOFTWARE AND
THE INDOOR THERMAL PERFORMANCB OF JAVANESE
RESIDENTIAL BUILDING
7.1 Introduction
This chapter discusses the potential of computational fluid dynamics (CFD) software to analyse
and predict the indoor thermal performance of residential Javanese buildings. The discussion
begins by describing the issues relating to CFD software, particularly in its application to indoor
air studies. This informs a subsequent discussion of the nature of indoor thermal comfort
performance of residential Javanese buildings. The juxtaposition of these helps anticipate the
difficulties in analysing and developing indoor thermal comfort performance using CFD codes.
This flows onto CFD program selection, leading to the adoption of a commercial CFD program,
CFD.ACE.
7.2 Computational Fluid Dynamics Software 
- 
Main Issues
This sub-chapter discusses validation, user-friendliness, and data input. These three issues are
highly relevant to the general nature of this research, being conducted by a non-CFD specialist
(an architect) to use complicated software (CFD software) in analysing a complex aspect
(thermal comfort performance) of an intricate subject (Javanese building).
7.2.1 Validationlssues
As CFD codes results are not real, validation becomes a key issue. Subrata Roy defines CFD as:
"The science (and art) of generating numerical solutions to the partial
dffirential equation systems describing fluid motion and heat and mass
transport." I
P.J. Jones expresses CFD modelling as:
"The process of representing a fluid flow problem by mathematical equations
based on the fundamental laws of physics, and solving those equations to
predict the variations of the relevant parameters within the Jlow fteld."?
Compared to studies using physical models (such as in a wind tunnel), the results of studies
using CFD codes (numerical methods to simulate real conditions) have been regarded with some
scepticism. Being virtual, CFD codes have been viewed as producing unrealistic results. It has
been difficult for these codes to be accepted as imitating real conditions.
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CFD was originally developed by L.F. Richardson3, in 1917. Its codes consist of
equations, known as Navier-stokes equations, which are highly non-linear and cannot be solved
using simple algebraic methods. As a result, this method has only recently become fully
developed, thanks to the new generation of personal computers, which are more powerful, faster,
and more economical (on time and labour). These new computers enable experts to solve Navier-
Stokes equations iteratively.
CFD methods have several advantages over traditional, analytical and physical model
measurement, methods. A CFD model, compared to a full-scale physical model, is easier to set
up, less costly, taking less time to run, while simulating boundary layer wind profiles with
greater accuracy and ease (having no building size limitations); it is easier to investigate,
parametrically, changes in the building's design, and provides valuable output (eg. detailed air
flow patterns around the building).4 Analytical methods have suffered from severe simplification
of assumptions and simplistic designs. Though full-scale physical model measurements provide
the most reliable data, they are expensive and difficult (mostly impossible) to do.
Nielsen, in 1974, was the first person who used CFD codes to study air motion in rooms.
Since then, experts from various countries have vigorously conducted research on the application
of their CFD codes to building environmental studies. Among them are Murakami (Japan)s,
Awbi (UK)6, Li (Australia)7, and Baker (US)8. However, although it has now been twenty-five
years since Nielsen first applied CFD codes to indoor air motion study, issues of validation are
still debated. Many research reports have been published, but the majority discuss validating the
codes using simple room geometry.
Of thirty+wo such papers, three (9.4Vo) discuss purely theoretical aspects (eg. Baker e),
sixteen (50To) discuss validation processes (eg. Williamsl!, eleven (34.4Vo) report on the use of
CFD codes for practical design purposes (eg. Kolokotronirr), and two (6.27o) report on the use of
CFD for actuat construction projects (eg. Kentr2). It seems that experts are still unsure about
completely relying on CFD codes as a design tool. Moreover, 8O7o of the papers present
advanced mathematics equations, which require a reasonably high skill level in mathematics for
understanding.
CFD solutions are based on the closure of conservation equations relating to mass,
momentum, and energy. As the number of unknowns is larger than the number of equations,
more equations are needed for closure. Usually, two equations are used, one concemed with
turbulent kinetic energy (k) and another relating to kinetic energy dissipation rate (e); these are
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popularly known as the k-e equations.
The accuracy of CFD depends very much on the accuracy of the turbulent models.
Turbulent modelling express Reynolds stress, turbulent heat flux, and turbulent diffusion flux.
The accuracy of an iterative solution depends on such variables as grid resolution (i.e., number
of grid points) and convergence criterion used.t-'
From a computational perspective, interior airflows are complex and generally turbulent.
Predicting airflow within buildings is more difficult when buoyancy is involved. In terms of the
closure the Partial Differential Equations (PDE), buoyancy terms, being nonJinear, are the most
difficult to handle. Moreover, improper selection of the reference velocity for scenarios involving
natural convection in enclosures can cause considerable numerical problems, and hence,
inaccuracy.ro CFD also overestimates flow rates through windows, especially in a buoyancy
driven flow. The root of this problem lies in a velocity profile through the opening, not
accounted for in the CFD simulation.15
The k-e model assumes that eddy viscosity is the same for all Reynolds (Re) stress
(isotropic eddy viscosity) and is restricted to flows with high Re.r6 This method has been
developed and modified. There are still some different opinions about CFD validity based on
concerns about the k-e methods used by the codes. Shao states that the k-e model is not suitable
for complex flow regimes. 't Conversely, Li asserts that CFD is capable of predicting the
complex airflow and heat transfer problems of buildings for engineering purposes. However, it is
important for engineering applications to realise the capabilities and limitations of CFD.r8 He
also states that the standard k-e model is not suitable for near-wall turbulence and for free re-
circulating flows with incompletely developed turbulence.rn CFD prediction produces detailed
information on the distribution of air velocity, temperature, turbulence quantity, contaminant
concentration, humidity, and wall surface temperatures, which can be used in airflow design. A
srudy by K.D. Knapmiller2o using a k-e model found this model to be relatively computationally
efficient and stable (compared to the more complicated Reynolds stress model) and reasonably
accurate for a wide range of turbulent flows. His position is supported by Awbi'2r
CFD codes (combined with physical modelling) have been used to study the natural
ventilation system (large thermal chimney) of the School of Engineering at De Montfort
University in Leicester, UK. This is one of the Europe's largest naturally ventilated buildings.
Computer simulations were deficient in coping with thermal stratification and the complex
internal geometry, which needs a physical model to compensate for missing information.22
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Baskaran and Stathopoulosz3 have studied the influence of computational parameters
(the size of the computational domain, number of computational grid nodes, criteria used for the
convergence of an iterating process and computing time requirements for different computer
systems) on the computed wind loads on the building envelopes. They analysed computed results
and computational costs (Central Processing Unit time), concluding thus:
o the number of computational nodes affects the computed result as well as the computational
time, more so than the size of the computational domain.
o the error of the unknown pressure field significantly affects the convergence of the iterating
process.
. economical computations can be achieved using 32 bit machines with high clock speed.
CFD codes (commercial and non-commercial) offer many advantages in the simulation
of air motion. However, it is necessary to quantitatively validate them against high quality
experimental data. Roy2a (using FLUENT) comments that the accuracy of CFD algorithms and
code must first be validated and tested against benchmark analytical and computational solutions
to assess the numerical error mechanisms that can compromise their accuracy. Then, a set of
experiments can be conducted for a practical problem with parametric variation in the balance of
diffusive and convective mass transport processes. Validation against wind tunnel data is
prefened to real measurements as the latter suffers from uncertainties that compromise data
accuracy. Kentzs (using FLOVENT) states that even though absolute accuracy cannot be
claimed, the predictions give invaluable insight into airflow patterns velocities, temperature and
humidity throughout a building.
The benefits of numerical methods are usually discussed and compared in terms of the
solution's accuracy and computational efficiency (computational time and memory
requirements). The standard k-e model is by far most popular, though not the most accurate.
Large Eddy Simulation is heralded as potentially the best (more accurate), but is currently under
further development. The problem with this model is that it still suffers time and memory space
inefficiency.
For a given grid, Finite Element Methods (FEM) are more accurate than Finite Volume
Methods (FVM), but they are also more complex, requiring more CPU time and memory.
Reynolds stress models are more intricate than the k-e model and require significantly more
powerful computers. This may limit their practical applications to design'26
According to Baker, since all CFD procedures constitute the union of a significant
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number of assumptions, it is unreasonable to expect the results of a given CFD simulation to be
accurate unless the problem definition is limited and care is exercised in design and execution of
the CFD experiment.tt Baker states that all CFD theories, whether finite difference method
(FDM), finite volume method (FVM), finite element method (FEM), or any others are limited to
the establishment of an approximation to the genuine Reynold averaged Navier-Stokes solution
(RaNS).
Li summarises the major challenges to the application of CFD in indoor airflow:
modelling the physics of the flow (including turbulence), specifying realistic boundary
conditions, representing the complex geometry of the room, and developing accurate and
effi cient numerical algorithms. 28
7.2.2 User-friendlinesslssues
User-friendliness is one of the most important CFD characteristics sought by non-CFD specialist
users, such as architects and building designers. Li regards CFD as an integrated scientific
discipline, bringing together different disciplines such as engineering, fluid mechanics,
mathematics, computer science, computer graphics, and computational geometric.ze Figure 7-1
decribes Li's model of CFD as interdisciplinary exercise. There is no obvious place for
architects. CFD might seem to be a field beyond the general architects' knowledge, to their
exclusion. However, architects such as Murakami, Aynsley, and Arens are well-known for their
contribution to architectural aerodynamics, indicating the ability of some architects to work
within this fietd.
Developing CFD codes for
application in building design without
involving architects at some stage will result
in a discrepancy between architects' needs
and the codes. Architects value artistic
design components (proportion, geometry,
material, etc.) higher than engineering
considerations. Regarding CFD, in 1984,
Shibley had anticipated the tendency of
programmers to overemphasise numerical
and computation aspects to the detriment of
[o mputationaI
Iompuier
science
Computer
graphics
M alhematics
Figure 7-1 Variety of disciplines in computational
fluid dynamics.
architectural aspects :
"The simulations of building performance based on complex computer codes
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can inform the architects of trade-offi during design, but the development of
the probability models and computer codes falls more closely into the
categories of statistics and computer science than architecture."so
Most commercial CFD codes are general purpose, though companies claim their codes
have the ability to simulate thermal performance of buildings. Some commercial CFD codes
designed for airflow inside and around buildings are: VORTEX-Z, FLAIR, FLUENT, and
FLOVENT. Further, individual experts (eg. Li, Awbi, Murakami, and Nobile) have developed
their own codes especially for air motions.
User-friendly programs should provide for interactive input, instant error checking, on-
line help, random access inputs, and few and simply organised levels.3t For ease of use, current
software competes to offer an advanced Graphics User Interface (GUI), making the complicated
software seem easier. Requirements for accuracy, speed, and flexibility can conflict with ease of
use. Simpler to use means harder to program.32
Ease of use involves more than speed and user-friendliness. The computer program
should provide the user with intelligent altemative answers.33 ldeally, to use CFD codes with
confidence an architect should have a reasonable background in that field. This proves difficult,
as architectural education does not commonly involve high numerical or mathematical studies.
Thus, architects require another parameter for software user-friendliness: an inherent ability for
the software to assess results autonomously (eg. against set benchmarks) and warn the user of
any bias. Emphasis placed on computer-aided architectural design must therefore be on the needs
of the designer (on the design and design methods) rather than of the computer.ra
In desigr, making decision based on one aspects to the detriment of the others has very
limited usefulness, and is sometimes misleading.3s Architects might need flexible codes, which
can give them scope to deal with comprehensive design without being too dependent on the
external assistance of CFD experts. Cheng states that it may take three to six months for an
engineer familiar with general concepts of computer modelling of fluid flow processes to become
suffirciently familiar with a well-developed computer code to apply it with confidence.36 Current
architectural education does not seem to offer a good base for architects to easily understand
CFD codes. User-friendly CFD codes will help architects to confidently use the advanced
numerical methods in design process without having to be worried about the numerical sciences.
Computer-based design methods are categorised within one of three types of concept:
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simulation concepts, generation concepts and optimisation concepts." Present CFD codes for
building environmental designs fall into first category; architects can use them to check any
environmental consequence of their design. CFD codes are operated by trial and error. Whether
these codes are ideat for decision making in the architectural design process can probably be
determined from the information they provide. Radford suggests the information requirements to
make this decision:38
. A designer needs manipulative models that can be used to explore the relationship
between design decisions and performance results-
t The information derived from such models should be concemed with fields of
solutions.
. The information should explicate the trade-offs involved in design, in order to
clearly determine the losses from one group of design goals if perfonnance is
advanced in another group.
Fazio writes:
"Architectural and building design problems are radically dffirent from other
domains because of the subjective nature of space planning, and selection of
materials and systems that are knowledge intensive, proiect specific, and
involve linle computation.
"... Successful performance of an envelope assembly depends on the iudicious
selection of materials and constructional systems to meet the various functional
and user requirement of building: thermal resistance, moisture protection,
structural strength, cost, b uildability, maintainability." 3e
The cunent status of CFD codes development in relation to building environmental
design might be indicated by Kindangen who suggests that numerical simulation of 3-D
turbulence in a building by means of a k-e model corresponds closely to experimental results.{
However, it is not generally or easily applied at the design stage; CFD codes are complicated and
require some considerable experience for trustworthy results. Further research is required to find
a more practical design tool. Kindangen used commercial software STAR-CD. Yamamoto,
Ensor and Sparks developed a user-friendly ventilation model solver as a CFD tool for engineers
lacking knowledge of CFD.ar Their codes require less computation time compared to commercial
CFD codes such as FLUENT.
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7.2.3 Data Input Issues
Li lists the factors governing airflow:a2
. room geometry
. type and location of the supply air terminal and the location of the extract air terminal
. supply air parameters: velocity, momentum flux, buoyancy flux
o location, shape, and buoyancy flux ofheat sources
o location of obstacles and furniture
o radiation and heat loss through the walls
r infiltration and exfiltration
o movements of obstacles and furniture
The accuracy of the solution will also depend on accuracy in specifying the physical
quantities at the boundary of the flow domain and on the methods of linking these quantities to
the bulk of flow.a3 The successful application of CFD in HVAC depends on how well the
performance model is integrated.* Thus, the users' ability to translate piuameters (model and air
properties) and their interrelationships into computer data input is a highly crucial step towards
realistic results. Unfortunately, it seems difficult for users who do not have a reasonable
background in aerodynamics (or fluid flow) and heat transfer to be certain their steps are correct.
Thus, for detailed and highly accurate results, assistance from another discipline should be
sought. However, for engineers who are only interested in averaged quantities, some of the
available models have produced very good resutts.45
Li strongly states that the success of the application will not only depend on the quality
of the codes, but also on the users. Although some of the available CFD codes furnish a good
user-interface, there is no substitute for knowledge of CFD and experience in running CFD
codes.6 Li recommends the following steps to test the accuracy and efficiency of a simulation:47
. comparison of code with exact solutions for simple problems
r comparison of code with benchmark simulations or another code with different
numerical methods that solve the same equations
. convergence history and spatial resolution analysis
. comparison of code with measurements
However, using research results (or other standards) should be done with care. Chen proposes
the use of interpolation theory in error reduction. a8
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7.3 Indoor Thermal Comfort Performance of Javanse Residential Building and CFD
Codes
This section discusses the nature of indoor thermal comfort performance in relation to residential
Javanese buildings vis-i-vis computer codes, or more specifically, CFD codes.
7.3.1 Effect of Building Forms
As Chapter Six discussed, the forms of Javanese buildings might contribute to their indoor
thermal comfort performance. In detail, any discussions involving form will include overall
geometry, deuailing, dimension, and proportion. For example, walls in traditional abodes are not
made from thin sheet materials (though woven bamboo sheets can be considered as thin sheets),
which is how walls are represented in the computer simulation. Boutet, however, writes:
"The planes of an interior space such as walls which determine the length,
depth, and height of the space are relatively two-dimensional. The thickness
of these planes is basically insignificant with regard to air movement control.
Therefore, the control of air movement is achieved from the volumetric
relationship of the planes - the shape of the space."4e
He clearly indicates geometry as a key element.so
Studying the effects of Javanese forms on their indoor thermal performance using CFD
codes requires a lot of careful thought -particularly if one firmly believes that Javanese architects
developed their designs (ie. environmental design) by a different approach to their western
counterparts. There remains the possibility of a well-hidden concept of Javanese architecture
having been overlooked. The detailed discussion in Chapter Six was intended to reduce this risk.
To copy the real form exactly and precisely into a model is a very poor strategy.
Logically, this should give the most realistic simulation, albeit at the cost of considerable labour
and computing time, as well as computer memory. Current friendlier gfaphic user interface and
computer technology might eliminate these issues. Still, the question of whether current CFD
codes can handle highly complicated models remains. Preliminary experiments showed more
complicated forms incur greater problems.
7.3.2 Effect of Material Properties
Material property conversion might also be a potential problem. As mentioned in Chapter Five,
Javanese buildings utilised various local materials, traditionally made and prepared. Focusing on
the hand-made technologies, complicated ceremonies, and calculations when preparing building
materials, might hide brilliant considerations, generating superb building performance
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(environmentally and structurally). The properties of these unique materials have not been
scientifically measured. Neither western nor Indonesian referettces have studied any properties
(conductivity, heat capacity, porosity, absorptivity, etc.) of these materials. For example, data on
the properties of traditionally made clay tiles (for roof covers) and woven bamboo (for walls), is
not to be found.
Difficulty in supplying correct material propefties for input data could result in
erroneous calculations. This is the most significant concern in a study of the effect of Javanese
building materials on indoor thermal comfort performance. If a highly accurate result is required,
there appears no substitute for conducting some small experiments to obtain those material
properties. Another way to approach this problem is by interpolation and calculation using
available material data such as those found in the ASHRAE and CIBSE Handbooks. Knowing
the average thickness of clay tiles, for example, their conductance can be calculated based on
data founcl in literature. However, this ignores the influence of the traditional hand made
technology (the way people mix, burn, and cast the clay tiles, for example) on the material
properties (conductivity, density, etc.).
7.4 Expected Difficutties in Analysing and Developing Indoor Thermal Comfort using
Computational Fluid Dynamics Software
With all the capabilities offered by CFD codes, analysing and developing indoor thermal comfort
should be less difficult. In only one execution, CFD codes can produce abundant information on
variables (such as pressure, temperature, velocity and density) with high precision. These
variables can be combined to generate other variables (such as humidity). Difficulties are
expected when running both airflow and thermal problems simultaneously (as both should act
together to create a certain quality of indoor atmosphere).
7.4.1 Architects and Building Environmental Designs
Architects' satisfaction with CFD results might depend on the stage of their design. Sonderegger
tabulates CFD as a design tool:
Table 7-l Performance criteria of design tool at different stages of design.5r
1,191.- Dosigffi ta$d--' Speeiliff * Accmacy_ s,
Conceptual design H L M
Design development M M H
Construction plan L H H
H = high, M = Mediumn L= Low.
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During conceptual design, speed is the priority, followed by versatility and accuracy of
the progrcm. At the design development stage, versatility of the program becomes a priority.
During construction, accuracy and versatility are prioritised.
Wiezel states that an ideal (rational) process of building design should be guided by
results from the performance evaluation of the generated solutions.s2 If architects want to use
CFD codes in their design process, they might need codes that support computer aided design
systems. Kalay indicates the potential value of including CFD codes within computer aided
design systems; CAD systems can assist designers in two ways:
. By fully modelling the artefact being designed and automatically maintaining the
semantic integrity of the model.
o Guiding the designer through the ptanning process and providing him/her with
informative feedback on design decisions.ss
Manning emphasises that:
"An unavoidabte ftrst step toward computer-aided design of buildings must be
a greater employment of rationality and system in the field of building design,
which traditionally has been more generally associated with artistry and
individuality." sa
Li feels that an ideal design of HVAC is impossible because architectural design and the
functional requirements of the building override thermal comfort and indoor air quality
requirements. Thus, a trade-off design is preferred. CFD codes could help evaluate different
possibilities simply by changing input parameters.55
The application of CFD in building ventilation design (particularly in its ability to
provide very detailed information which is unobtainable by other means) has raised two
questions: Is the full potential of CFD (in producing very detailed and precise results) achievable
in building design? [s such detail necessary? Etheridge and Sandberg suggest the full potential
unattainabte, as designers almost always face uncertainties in specification of boundary
conditions. The necessity of detail depends on the particutar circumstances of each building.56
The strengths and weaknesses of CFD are compared in Table 7-2.
7.4.2 Converting Real Building Data into Computer Input Data
Converting real building data into computer data is a first and crucial step. It defines how the
computer constructs the model, transforming physical phenomena (the real world) into numbers
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(the virtual world of computers). In sub-chapter 7.2.3, Li lists the factors governing airflow. It
clearly reveals the data required to simulate airflow. First listed is the room's geometry.
Appearing simple, it quickly becomes complicated if one is concerned with the degree of reality;
the reduction of discrepancies between computer modelling and reality.
A popular tactic is to carry out some degree of simplification. Almost all building
computer modelling is a simplification of the real building. Practically, experts in this field
(building environmental design, architects, etc.) tend to only need a rough idea of the airflows
within and around buildings, especially at the preliminary design stage. There is thus no need of
extreme precision. Moreover, the nature of airflow within and around buildings is full of change
and fluctuation. There is no single steady state simulation that can accurately represent real
airflows in this sinration (except for laboratories where precise airflow is sometimes required).
This is not the case in mechanical engineering (machinery) where everything should be very
precise.
Simplification means reduction in detail. This usually involves ignoring complicated
detailed design, making assumptions (reducing the unknowns by assuming them rather than
making sub calculations), and minimising variables. This is the critical trade-off between simple
modelling and accurate simulation. One might conclude that the optimum trade-off depends on
how well one understands the essence of a phenomenon and its conversion to computer
tanguage. Thus, there are two things to be understood: the resultant effects of action on the part
of the phenomena (two or three individual phenomena might produce a combined effect) and
how computer codes use that data. Clearly, simplification should be applied carefully in
experiments studying the effect of details (geometry, material properties, etc.) on, for example,
airflow.
Table 7-2 Strength and weaknesses of CFD.
Pronertv e CFI) Full sisle Modet scirle Sirnnle meihodsl
Continuum No Yes Yes No
Geometric similaritv Approx. Yes Aoorox. Aoorox.
Size limitations No Yes Some No
Scale effects Some Moderate Yes Yes
Instantaneous turbulence Indirectly Yes Yes No
Hazardous events Yes Limited Limited Yes
Modelline of movine people Limited Yes Limited Limited
Emoirical content Some None Little Hieh
Potential accuracv Hieh Hieh Moderate Low
Tunins reouired for hishest accuracv Yes No No No
CaDital cost Moderate Hieh Moderate Low
Runnins cost High Hieh Hieh Low
Exoerienced user desirable Yes No No Yes
Useable at desisn staEe Yes No Yes Yes
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7.4.3 ProgramSensitivity
Program sensitivity is an important issue. Ideally, a highly sensitive program is needed in the
exploration of Javanese building environmental design. Factors considered might include how
any changes (whether minor or major) in design aspects (ie. forms and materials), affect indoor
thermal comfort parameters (air temperature, humidity, etc.), This requires codes, in this case
CFD codes, which are sensitive to those changes. Their sensitivity depends on many factors,
including the codes themselves (advanced mathematical modelling) and the way they operate
(strategy in forming the grid, and transposing data to computer input).
CFD code users who are not experts in fluid dynamics (such as architects or building
scientists) might mainly depend on their ability to construct a grid and translate data into
computer input to get the best results from the program. They might leave the flow solver
untouched, and use default settings. It is thus important that the programs give their best
performance at the default setting in anticipation of non-fluid dynamics expert users.
Computational fluid dynamics are still being progressively developed throughout the
world to obtain better results. The friendlier graphic user interfaces offered by later commercial
CFD codes have improved the access of users to the versatility of the codes. A more
sophisticated CFD code does not necessarily require greater exPertise in operation. However, the
codes still need a lot of information in order to recognise any changes in the model. From the
user's viewpoint, this requires strategy in focusing the grid and translating the data. Preliminary
study showed that bad grid design might result in the loss of program sensitivity.
7.5 Program Selection
From the discussion above a list of criteria to select a CFD program for this experiment can be
condensed as follows:
o Ability to simulate building aerodynamics and heat transfer, both internally and externally.
o Produce reliable results.
o Sensitive to model changes.
o User-friendly.
r Runs in a standard computer platform.
o Produces results which are easy to interpret.
Another important criterion is the price. The available commercial multi-purpose CFD
programs are designed to be user-friendly in order to anticipate more general users. These
programs, offered in annual or perpetual licenses, are relatively expensive for non-commercial
experiments, such as this present study. Very few programs offer a cheaper research license.
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7.6 The CFD-ACE Program
In this experiment a commercial CFD progr:rm, CFD-ACE version 4, was used. This multi-
purpose program was created by the CFD Research Corporation. It meets most of the criteria
required for this experiment (see the discussion above) including user-friendliness and reliability
in simulating building aerodynamics and heat; it requires a relatively basic computer platform,
and has advanced graphics presentation. Another crucial factor is that it offers a relatively low
research license fee, which is the lowest of available CFD codes.
CFD Research Corporation produces CFD codes with three separated modules. The
first, CFD-GEOM (version 4.0.8.6), is used to construct the computer model from geometry and
boundary condition to grid design. It has the capability to construct both structured and un-
structured grids. The second module, CFD-ACE (also called CFD-GUI version 4.0.7), is the
flow solver. CFD-ACE version 4 cannot work with an unstructured grid, but version 5 can. (This
experiment did not use version 5, as it was not released until the experiment programme was
almost completed.) The third module is CFD-VIEW (version 4.0.69), which functions as a
powerful post-processor. It makes the results of CFD-ACE readable and enjoyable. CFD-VIEW
can graphically present and animate the results of CFD-ACE.
7.7 Summary
o Though under continuous development, Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) programs are
promising tools for research in building environmental performance simulation.
r CFD programs offer some superiority (such as less initial and labour costs, less time
consumption, and more detailed and various results) over wind tunnel and mathematical
modelling.
A CFD progrirm should be calibrated and validated before using it confidently.
The k-e turbulent model gives a reasonable simulation of building aerodynamic and thermal
performance.
Flow domain definitions, boundary condition definitions, geometry definitions, grid design
strategy, and CFD program sensitivity are crucial in obtaining good results.
CFD programs are promising tools to simulate the indoor thermal comfort performance of
Javanese buildings. To avoid the loss of important thermal comfort related features of
Javanese building design, careful transformation of the real building data to computer models
should be ensured.
The following chapter (Chapter Eight) will discuss the CFD program calibration, in order to use
it confidently in the experiments.
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8. CALIBRATION OF THE DPERIMENTAL TOOLS - THE
PHYSICAL AND COMPUTER MODELS
8.1 Introduction
This chapter discusses experiments conducted for calibration, so the CFD progftIm may be used
confidently as the tool of the main experiment. It is intended to set up a strong base for the main
experiment, discussed in Chapters Nine and Ten.
Two calibration exercises should be conducted to determine the performance of the
software in dealing with aerodynamic and heat transfer (thermal) problems. Ideally, these should
be done simultaneously so that a realistic scenario can be simulated. However, to isolate the
observation (as well as to reduce the complexity of the modelling), procedures were divided into
two experiments: calibration of the aerodynamic solution capability and of the thermal solution
capability.
Understanding thermal comfort parameters, and the effect of building aerodynamics and
heat transfer on them is important in building realistic computer models. It helps the researcher
focus on to the relevant factors and predict sensitive points. Constructing a computer model can
be understood as transposing the physical (rea[) model into a digital (unreaQ model. Being non-
corporeal it has no practical limitation. For example, one could easily construct a model of a
building in an environment without any gravitation or atmosphere.
The computer model simulation defines values at points in a virtual space (computer).
One advantage is an ability to select only the relevant factors for any specific case. Meanwhile, a
good prediction of sensitive points is useful restricting observation to positions where interesting
phenomena occur- Selecting relevant factors and sensitive points will result in efficient
calculation.
This research involves three main objects: humans (who feel the sensation of thermal
comfort), buildings (the banier between indoor and outdoor atmosphere) and the atmosphere
(the medium). In thermal comfort tems, their interrelationship is govemed through two
mechanisms: aerodynamics and heat transfer. Table 6.4, The Prediction of the Influence of
Javanese Architecture Orders to Indoor Thermal Comfort, describes those interrelationships.
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A building is an envelope which, either partially or wholly, separates outdoor from
indoor atmosphere. It determines how the outdoor atmosphere affects the indoor atmosphere.
Good building environmental design can tame the wild outdoor atmosphere to create pleasant
interior conditions. Conversely, poor design can turn a building situated in a naturally
tranquillising location into an unbearable place to live.
Aerodynamics and heat transfer work together to create certain indoor atmospheric
conditions. Air flows according to rules of aerodynamics, which are further governed by heat
transfer (thermal) processes. t In buildings, air not only flows because of pressure differences,
but also because of the stack effect.
In this research, six thermal comfort parameters and airflow patterns are studied: air
temperature (T), air velocity (V), air relative humidity (RH), mean radiant temperature of
surrounding surfaces (MRT), metabolic rate (met), and clothing value (clo). Other parameters
such as race, sex, and age are not considered in detail. The airflow pattern is included in the
study because it is important to understand how a building's form affects air circulation,
particularly within occupants' zones. To avoid too many variables, some of them are assumed
constant.
Building designs affect aerodynamics and heat transfer in complex ways. However, even
though aerodynamics and heat transfer should not be discussed separately, they have their own
sensitivity to building design features. The former is more sensitive to building form (shape and
detail) whereas the latter is more sensitive to building material properties (density, specific heat,
and conductivity).
8.2 Experiment for Aerodynamic Calibration
The following sub-chapter discusses in detail the experiment for aerodynamic calibration.
8.2.1 Data of Building and Wind Tunnel Model
The Texas Technology experimental building2r (Wind Engineering Research Field Laboratory,
Department of Civil Engineering, Texas Tech University, Lubbock, Texas) was chosen as a case
study. The main consideration was the availability of existing data. Reports on research projects
using this building as their case study are published in the Journal of Wind Engineering, which
include field data, wind tunnel modellingas, and computer modelling.u A l:25 scaled model of
this building has also been tested in a wind tunnel at the Opus Intemational Consultants'
Laboratory (Lower Hutt, New Tnaland), providing essential data for comparison.
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Data of Texas Tech experimental building:
o location: Texas Tech University, Lubbock
o building dimensions: 30 x 45 x l3 ft (9.2m wide x 13.7m long x 4m high)
. structure: prefabricated metal, can be rotated 360o
o taps: 114 points
Data of the l:25 scaled model of Texas Tech. Experimental building by Opus lnternational
Laboratory:
o wind tunnel: 1.27m high x 2.7m wide, with a blockage tolerant type ceiling. The test section
is 4.8m long, and the model located half way along the test section.
o model dimensions: 369mm wide x 552mm long x l56mm high
. structure: plastic, can be rotated 360o
. taps: 15 points
8.2.2 ExperimentPreparation
To calibrate the CFD-ACE program, results from wind tunnel experiments and other CFD codes
were compared. In this experiment, the CFD modelling is given a detailed explanation, while
wind tunnel modelling is only briefly discussed.
Two limitations have been set up for the experiment:
o the calibration seeks to find the best performance of the CFD-ACE in the hands of a person
who understands fluid dynamics, but not the equations used to represent it. No modification
is to be made to the CFD codes.
r the experiment is focused on the pressure coefficient of windward and leeward surfaces of
the Texas Tech. Building. This experimental building is ideal, given the volume of
published data readily available.
The Texas Tech. Experimental building field data was used by some to verify the wind
tunnel experiments (such those conducted by Surry7, and Cochran and Cermak8). Another
expert, Selvam,e uses the field data to verify his wind tunnel experiment and computational fluid
dynamic simulation. This experiment uses four sets of data as references: field data, Selvam's
wind tunnel, Selvam's computational fluid dynamic, and the Opus wind tunnel (l:25 model).
The field data, describing the real condition of the real building, is used as the main reference.
The other three references are used for comparison
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8.2.2.1 Wind Tunnel Experiment
The main concems in any wind tunnel tests are the effect of scaling and squeezing. However,
extensive studies in this area have proved reliable results can be produced by wind tunnel
testing.
8.2.2.2 CFD Experiment
The CFD experiment has three main steps: grid definition (virtual model construction), flow
solution (flow simulation), and result presentation (result evaluation). These three main steps arc
cyclic rather than strictly linear.
The firsf step in the experiment using CFD codes is to construct the building and its
environment, including grid and boundary definition. Data required at this stage includes:
o dimensions of the building,
o geometr! of the building,
. direction of air flow (which define the position of boundary conditions for inlets and outlets),
and
. types of surfaces (which define the boundary conditions for walls)
Given that this experiment does not study the airflow inside the building, it can be defined as a
block. Unlike the wind tunnel experiment, with CFD codes the building can be modelled full-
scale, without any difficulty.
To obtain better labour and processing time as well as disk space and memory
efficiency, recommended strategies from manuals and references are used. The first strategy is to
make the preliminary model as simple as possible before advancing to something more complex.
The process can be summarised thus:
o 2D model of building basic geometry. Two-dimensional modelling of basic building
geometry saves a great deal of disk space and Random Access Memory RAM) while
offering faster solutions than 3D models. It is, however, not fully recommended to simulate
air flows within and around building as they are usually three dimensional. For a symmetrical
problem, only a half model is required.
c 2D model of building with some added details. Airflows are affected by details. However,
not all details are usefully considered. As details significantly increase the difficulry of the
flow solution, they should be applied carefully. Details which do not significantly effect the
flow are wisely ignored.
o Half-full scale 3D model. Some models are symmetrical in one or more axes. The model can
thus be made in hatt instead of in full, which will considerably reduce the computing time
84
and disk space required.
Whole-full scale 3D model. Threedimensional modelling is useful in simulation of a near
realistic flow, as the air moves in any direction. This model is useful when a half-full scale
model cannot be used (e.g. For a non-symmetrical model, or for a symmetrical model where
the airflow direction does not align to the symmetrical axis of the model).
Uniform low grid resolution. Low grid resolutions save much memory and offer a faster
solution. They are usually sufficient to get a rough idea of the flows.
Non-uniform low grid resolution. In a non-uniform low grid resolution a finer grid can be
concentrated at critical locations such as inlets, outlets, and walls (or any places where highly
fluctuated flow might occur) without necessarily increasing the grid resolution. This is useful
in a building aerodynamics context. Untike in industrial design field, building aerodynamics
usually only requires a general idea of airflow. For this purpose, the non-uniform low grid
resolution is sufficient.
Non-uniform high grid resolution. The non-uniform high grid resolution is used at the final
stage when convincing input data has been obtained and detailed results are required. It needs
a considerable amount of disk space, RAM, and processing time. Additionally, a high grid
resolution can introduce convergence problems.
As in the grid generation flow solution modelling should be started using absolutely
simplified scenarios. As this experiment focuses on comparing Co on the external wall surfaces,
some simplification can be made, specifically negating heat transfers and windows (or openings).
Thus, the problem can be defined as flow only, and the building can be defined as a massive
block.
The grid resolution, problem and solution definitions should encourage a rapid
convergence. Since CFD codes are based on the satisfaction of non- linear equations, they use an
iterative calculation method. This method involves a huge number of calculations and significant
computing time. Using a lower grid resolution for the preliminary trial and error will save on
time.
Different CFD codes (non-commercial or commercial software) might have different
operating modes. For CFD codes made by CFDRC, inputs for the flow solution are divided into
two categories: defining the model of the flow and defining the method of solution. Inputs
should be arranged so that the solution could evolve from a very simple to a more complex job
until satisfactory results can be obtained. Flow definition includes:
r Problem: Incompressible airflow only (no heat ransfer, no radiation). The building model
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was defined as a block (no mass flow through the building). Two options of flow models
were available: laminar and turbulent. A laminar flow is considered simpler than a turbulent
flow. However, since airflows within and around buildings are almost always turbulent,
selecting the turbulent flow model was preferable. The k-epsilon (k-e) model is one of the
most popular turbulent models, especially in terms of its robustness and its production of
reasonable results for building aerodynamics.
Fluid properties: Air with constant density and
transfer case. Solid properties are needed for
transfer problems.)
Boundary condition: Model was located in a box
representing the flow domain (ie. the outdoor
environment). The box has six faces (front = high, rear
= low, top - north, bottom = south, left = west, right =
east; see the Direction Agreement in Figure 8-l).
Boundaries can be defined as thin-walls, walls, inlets,
outlets, symmetry planes. In this experiment the
boundaries of the big box were defined: west face as
inlet, bottom as wall, east face as outlet. The rest of the
faces were defined as symmetry boundary conditions to allow for free airflow in any direction
and for elimination of the non-slip wall condition. Thus, it avoided the squeezing effect
caused by narrow paths between the model and walls, which is generally found in a wind
tunnel. The thought behind this is that the big box, which represents the outdoor airflow
domain, is actually only a part of the whole outdoor atmosphere. Gravity was set to 9.81
m/s2. Roughness heights were applied at the ground and model's surfaces. Air velocities (and
directions), temperatures, and pressures are defined at inlets and outlets. For turbulent cases,
turbulent kinetic energy and turbulent energy dissipation rate should be added at inlets and
outlets. A thin-wall and a wall are different; a thin-wall is a surface, which is thinner than a
cell. Unlike a wall, a thin-wall will still block airflow, but does not allow surface temperature
and roughness height to be defined. For heat transfer cases, heat flux or surface temperature
can be defined at the walls. For problems involving radiation, radiative properties should be
defined at both the fluid and the solid. Symmetry boundary conditions are useful to tell the
codes that the problem is symmetrical. Mirroring the results will give picrure of the whole
model.
Initial condition: To provide the CFD codes with first estimates in a steady state simulation,
initial condition values were applied. A good guess will result in a faster convergence but it is
more difficult to make a good guess for a complicated model.
viscosity. (Ideal gas law was used in heat
heat
south
Figure 8-l Direction agreement.
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Solution method definition includes:
o Calculation method: Selecting the method used to solve the non-linear equations. The
Upwind spatial differential method, the default, was considered a robust method, if not the
most accurate.
r Iteration: The number of iterations predicted as sufficient to obtain a good convergence.
r Under-relaxation: Factors constraining change of a dependent or auxiliary variable from one
solution iteration to the next.
The details of the model construction are as follows:
o Geometry definition:
Data of the Texas Tech. experimental building and its environment are based on articles
published in Journal of Wind Engineering and Industrial Aerodynamic. Details and strategy are
as follows:
o Geometry of the building and its environment.
a Geometry
o To imitate the real Texas Tech.
experimental building and its
environment a box within a box
construction was applied. The
smaller and larger boxes
represented the building and its
environment respectively. No
flow was simulated inside the
building, so it can be defined as
a massive block. The shape of
the building was made as close
as possible to reality including
applied.
the very low pitched roof. No door was
Since the building is symmetrical, it was only necessary to construct half of
the building. This considerably reduced the memory space required as well
as the computing time.
The large box was made in such a way that its sides (except the symmetry
plane or the half-cutting plane, and the ground) were far enough from the
building. The preliminary experiments revealed that if these sides were too
close to the building, a convergence problem occurred.
Scale
Figure 8-2 A box in a box. The model is
placed inside the flow domain.
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There was no difficulty in constructing a full-scale model of Texas Tech'
experimental building. All dimensions are in metres.
The grid:
o Resolution
The grid resolution definition is the result of negotiation between accuracy
requirements of the results and the efficiency of the calculation. In the
preliminary experiments some problems occuned in this area.
r A low grid resolution gave a fast calculation and needed less memory
space, but the degree of accuracy was poor for values near walls.
. Appllng high grid resolution caused slower calculation and required
more memory, without necessarily improving the problem. For vectors,
higher resolution proved to disclose some turbulence close to walls,
which were not shown by low grid resolution. Co values, for example,
were not solved properly. Using a non-uniform grid with hyperbolic-
tangent to create a denser grid near the walls, becoming less dense further
away, could improve the problem. Many bad aspect cells resulted, which
would theoretically encourage convergence problems. However, in the
preliminary experiment this was not the case. The bad cells did not
become a convergence issue.lo
o Block
To simplify the flow domain, all domains are composed to a single block
domain.
The boundary condition.
o Outlet, inlet, wall, symmetry planes.
As already mentioned, the big box represents a piece of the whole
environment where the building is being located. Rather than a box with
solid walls, it has only imaginary walls. Air freely flows through them.
Defining the walls as outlets, with one wall as an inlet (from where the air
blows), can simulate this. Preliminary experiments found that these walls
should be positioned away from the building to let the airflow stabilise
before it reaches the building. It was also found that an inlet and outlet too
close to the building resulted in a convergence difficulty.
A symmetry plane is used since the Texas Tech. Experimental building is
symmetrical along two axes. This is true only for airflow perpendicular to the
axis. For oblique wind directions, the symmetric planes cannot be used-
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o Flow solution:
I Model
) Grid. Since the geometry of the model was defined using separate modules
(CFD-GEOM), all the geometric information (grid, boundary condition
types, volume) was automatically imported by the flow solver module (CFD-
ACE).
I Problem type. There are many options for the problem type. For building
environmental simulations, a combination of four types is most relevant:
incompressible flow, turbulence, heat transfer and radiation. Taking the
problem type to be only incompressible flow will assume there is no
turbulence, heat transfer, or radiation. On the other hand, taking the problem
type to be only heat transfer will assume that there is no flow (therefore no
turbulence) and no radiation. Considering that airflows around and within
buildings are almost always turbulent, this experiment defined the problem
type as an incompressible and turbulent flow. No heat transfer and radiation
existed to simplify the simulation. Time dependence can be selected as either
steady or unsteady; for this experiment, a steady state was chosen.
O Properties. Once a problem type is chosen, proPerty information should then
be defined. Depending on the definition of problem type, certain properties
information should be supplied, specifically fluid, solid and radiative
properties. For incompressible and turbulent flows as in this experiment,
only fluid properties are necessary. The two fluid properties required are
density (constant, temperature dependent, etc.) and viscosity (kinematic
constant, dynamic constant, etc.). For this experiment, constant density
(1.177 kg/m3) and kinematic constant viscosity (1.57e-005 mzls) were
selected.
r Models. There are sorne turbulence models (Eddy viscosity, k-e, Low
Reynold, etc) that can be selected to model turbulent flow problems. The
default turbulence model used by CFD-ACE is the standard k-e model.
According to Awbi, it is the most widely used model because of its
applicability to process wide ranging flow problems, while making a lower
computational demand than more complex models that are available.ll
However, it is claimed by Lit2 to be unreasonable for simulating airflows
around buildings. Instead, he recommends the Large Eddy Simulation model
(LES). Recent study by Cook and Lomas found that for buoyancy problems,
the Re-Normalisation Group (RNG) k-e model is more accurate.r3 This
model is available in CFD-ACE.
o Boundary conditions. The air starts blowing from the inlet, flowing through
the flow domain (the bigger box), striking the building (the smaller box) and
exiting through the outlets. Air velocity, temperature, and pressure were
defined at the outlet. It was not necessary to define these variables at outlets,
as the flow solver would account for them. However, inputting these
variables at the outlets would do no harm, as the flow solver would correct
the values if they differed from calculated values. Data from Selvam's article
was used; air velocity was set to 8.6 m/s. This is the speed of incoming wind
at building height (4 m). For turbulence problem, turbulent kinetic energy (k)
and turbulent energy dissipation rate (€) should be defined. The following
formulara calculates k:
k = 0.5 (u'2 + v'2 + w'2)
For Texas Tech., the longitudinal turbulence intensity (TI) is around l9%o at
four meters above the ground.r'For a wind speed of 8'6 m/s u' = 0.19x8.6 =
1.634m/s. Since the atmospheric boundary layer is not isotropic, v' = 0-68u'
and w' = 0.45u' (approximately). Thus, v' = 1'l I lm/s and w' = 0.735mls.
k = 0.5 (I.6342 + l.l I 12 + 0.7352)
=2.22 J/rrE
e can be calculated from the following formula:r6
k
h
e = kr'sAh
e =2.22t'51(o.0o5x8o)
= 8.27 J/kgs
= turbulent kinetic energy, J/kg
= constant - 0.005
= height of the enclosure
CFD-ACE provides an option to input length scale instead. The length scale
is the diagonal of the inlet, in this case 80m (or any diagonal where the flow
domain is changed).
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Roughness height (RH) is defined at walls (ie. the building envelope and the
ground). Roughness height has a value equal to about 5-107o of the average
height of the terrain roughness elements (eg. houses, tress, etc.)17 Turbulence
models are based on smooth wall assumptions. To account for additional
losses at walls caused by roughness, roughness height of 0.024 and 0.0001
were added to, respectively, the ground and the building.rs Study by Lakehal
on the application of the k-e model to flow over a building placed in
different roughness sublayers found that only the base pressure distribution
was seriously affected by turbulence intensity and surface roughness.re As
there is no data on air temperature, in this experiment it was set to 300K
(27'C)
o Initial condition. To start with, the flow solver requires values from the first
trial or estimation. These values can be defined as the initial condition. As a
precise prediction was difficult, the boundary values were used as initial
guesses instead. The preliminary experiments showed that the guess using
boundary values was far from correct, but they did not cause divergence.
Flow solver
I Method. By default, CFD-ACE selects Upwind (First-Order Upwind
Scheme) closure method for the convection term in various sets of equations.
It has first-order accuracy and is one of the most stable schemes.z0
o Control. Since the calculation is conducted iteratively, the number of
iterations can be specified. It should be sufficient to reduce the residuals
down to five orders. The CFD-ACE developer suggests a three-order
reduction of residuals to be reasonable. To allow tolerance towards change of
dependent or auxiliary variables from one solution iteration to the next,
under-relaxation can be used.
I Output. For every execution, CFD codes give various outputs (air
temperature, velocity in x, y, z, turbulent kinetic energy, turbulent dissipation
rate, pressure, enthalpy, density, etc.). These can be combined to generate
secondary outputs (humidity, mean radiant temperature, humidity, etc.).
o Solution. After the problem has been defined, the calculation is taken over by
the flow solver, which will continuously report on the temporary results of
the iteration, as well as the convergence progression.
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8.2.3 The Experiment
This sub-chapter discusses the experiment of aerodynamic and thermal calibration.
8.2.3.1 Preliminary Trial and Error
As mentioned, CFD-ACE results of Co on the buildings' surfaces (windward and leeward sides)
were compared to field data" Selvam's CFD results, Selvam's wind tunnel experiments, and the
Opus wind runnel experiments. Preliminary experiments employed a trial and error
methodology. The experiment for calibration used 2D and 3D modelling.
Preliminary experiments focused on:
o Grid design.
o Achievement offast and good convergence.
. Approaching the field data as closely as possible.
Preparatory study found that non-uniform grids have more advantages than uniform
grids. They allow lower grid numbers without necessarily losing important data, because finer
grid resolution can be allocated at critical places (such as building surfaces, or where the flow
changes mostly occur).
The main problem with using a non-uniform grid is the occurrence of bad cells caused
by extreme aspect ratios, leading to convergence problems. But, according to the CFD-ACE user
support, the program can successfully handle this problem. This has been proved the case, as
experiments containing bad cells did not show any difficulty in convergence. Non-uniform grids
took less memory space and calculation time.
As long as the wind attacks the building perpendicularly (either to the long or short
sides), the simulation can take advantage of the building's symmetrical configuration. It is
possible to simulate just one half of the building, again saving memory and calculation time.
Preliminary experiments showed that using the whole or just one half of the building give
exactly similar results. This has been made possible by defining the cutting plane as a symmetry
boundary condition.
To simulate wind flow around the building, a model should be placed within a flow
domain. A virtual wind tunnel is thus made, and the model of Texas Tech. building put inside.
Unlike a real wind tunnel, which has a limited dimension, the virtual wind tunnel does not. It can
be built in any size, so that a full-scale model can be tested. The boundary of the flow domain
can be defined in such awav that the wind can flow in and out to simulate the real world. The
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two ways of doing this are by defining the boundary conditions as outlets or symmetry planes.
Preliminary experiments found that the latter option is better. Defining boundary conditions
(north, low and high sides) as outlets would result in convergence problems, especially when
they are too close to the model and roughness height is applied to the ground and building
surfaces. Symmetry boundary conditions can simulate the imaginary boundary of the flow
domain better, having no wall friction and allowing the wind to flow freely.
According to Dr Li,2l the inlet and outlet should be positioned at distances of at least six
and twenty times the building height, respectively. Preliminary experiments found that the rule
of thumb for minimum outlets distance can be used for symmetry boundary condition as well.
The minimum inlet distance is also advantageous for 3D models with atmospheric boundary
layers.
For 2D models both with and without boundary layer cases, the inlets should be placed
at distances of, respectively, thirty and twenty times the building height. For 3D models without
an atmospheric boundary layer, the inlet should be put twelve times the eaves' height away.
Placing the inlet closer or farther than that distance causes, respectively, increase or decrease of
Co magnitudes. In the main experiment, to reduce the number of variables, the inlets were
defined to be ten times the eaves' height away
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List of the parameters being used:
o Building dimension: full scale, 4x9.1x 13.7m
o Incoming mean wind speed22: 8.6 m/s at eaves' height (4 m)
r Roughness height2r, ground - 0.024, building surfaces - 0.0001
r Air property, temperature: 300K; density: 1.177 kglms; kinematic viscosity: 1.57e-5 mzls
r Gravity: -9.81 m/sz
. Atmospheric boundary layer was, if used, defined by using the power law equation:z4
Vr, = Vur.(h/trur)n
Where, V6 = wind speed at the height of a given point, n/s
Vu - gradient speed, the wind speed at the height of boundary
layer, m./s
fi = the height of a given point, m
hur = gradient height, the height ofthe boundary layer, md. = mean speed exponent
o k= 2.22llkgand € = 8.27 Jlkgs
Tabte 8-1 Values of gradient height, power law exponents and roughness height.zs
Criteria are needed to compare and evaluate the results of experiments. For this
experiment, selection of criteria has been based on data availability and its significance to
building ventilation problems. This led to the selection of the Pressure Coefficient (Co) as the
parameter.
The Pressure Coefficient (Co) is a common (and a more convenient) way of presenting
pressure data26'27 and is calculated using the following formula:
Co= (P-P")/0.5.p .Vt
Where, P = local pressure, Pa
Po = reference pressure, Pa
p = air density, kdm'
Terraiu
categor:''
fi decrtption
rlll
GradifrLt'height
, h*{m}
Roughness
heisht (m)
uMgansqgyd 
'
exoonent- or
I Open sea, ice, tundra,
desert
250 0,00r 0.1 I
aL Open country with low
scrub or scattered tress
300 0.03 0.15
J Suburban areas, small
towns. well wooded areas
400 0.3 0.25
4 Numerous tall buildings,
city centres, well
developed industrial areas
500 3 0.36
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V = mean approaching wind speed at eaves height, m/s.
The reference pressure (Po) at free flow is considered to be ,ero.28 P is the local pressure on the
surface, and (0.5.p.V2; is the clynamic pressure at the reference point, in this case at eaves height
(V being the mean incoming wind speed at this point).
Using the Co data, five criteria are defined:
o Average windward Co difference to the field data
o Average leeward Co difference to the field data
o Windward maximum Co difference to the field data
e Leeward maximum Co difference to the field data
o Maximum inlet/outlet difference between CFD results and the field data-
The first two criteria are used to study the capabilities of the CFD program to simulate wind
pressure on windward and leeward surfaces by averaging the Co differences (between CFD
calculation and the field data) at given points. The second two criteria are used to study the
difference between the absolute values of maximum Co (between CFD calculation and the real
condition) on windward and leeward surfaces. The final criterion finds the inlet/outlet Co
difference and determines how it differs from the field data. This criterion is useful to study
whether the Co differences will give the same effect on the ventilation rate.
No guide is available to determine an acceptable deviation of results. The simple rule is
to get the smallest possible deviation or make CFD results as close as possible to the field data.
How close, though? An ideal result shows exactly the same values as the field data. Currently,
this is difficult to achieve, as CFD codes are progressing towards perfection, and have not yet
reached it. Terms such as agree well and very good agreement seem more realistic, and have
been used by many authors in qualitatively explaining the degree of similarity. Consequently,
there has to be an accepted degree of tolerance. (Please see 2.5.I Analysis and Assessment of the
Experiment for Calibration.)
8.2.3.2 The Main Experiment
Following the preliminary experiments, which mostly dealt with basic CFD procedure (efficient
grid, fast and good convergence, and a rough and quick approach to match results with field
data) the next experiments (the main experiments) focussed on the accuracy and precision of the
results. Issues, or topics, relating to the effect of different models on the accuracy and precision
of CFD results can be selected and developed from various aspects of CFD itself. From the
earliest stage of the CFD modelling, the geometric definition, to the final stage, calculation,
interesting issues became apparent. Examples of the former include the effects of grid resolution
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(coarse/ fine grid), grid patterns (uniform/ non-uniform grid), and the dimensionality (two/ three
dimension) on the accuracy of the results. An example of the latter includes the effects of
turbulent model (standard k-e, RNG k-e , etc.) on the accuracy of the results.
In this experiment three topics have been selected. These involve cases based on
combination of 2Dl3D, the k-e/RNG turbulent model, and modelling both with atmospheric
boundary layer/without atmospheric boundary layer. Table 8-2 lists the cases of the experiments.
The purpose of comparing 2D and 3D cases is to gauge their ability to simulate wind
flow. Two-dimensional modelling offers some advantages, requiring less memory space,
preparation, and calculation time than three-dimensional modelling. The latter, however, is
considered more realistic in simulation of wind flows around buildings, which are always three-
dimensional.
The purpose of comparing k-e and RNG (re-normalisation group) to the k-e turbulent
model is to find the most precise model for given cases. The standard k-e model is the most
widely used. It is robust, but its accuracy in simulating wind flow around buildings remains
arguabte. Some experts (such as Li2) found it not so reliable, but others believe it reasonable to
determine a rough idea of the wind flow. Paterson states that in good CFD programs, the k-e
turbulent model can produce good results, although he recommends using the RNG turbulent
model.30
The purpose of comparing simulation with and without an atmospheric boundary layer is
to study how far the boundary layer affects the Co. Preliminary experiments found that placing
the inlet far away from the model results in good Co values, in agreement with field data, even
though there was no boundary layer applied. This is because the application of roughness height
on the ground has generated a kind of inherent boundary layer effect'
8.2.4 Results and Discussions
Three issues are studied: Co values on windward and leeward surfaces, and the inleUoutlet Co
difference. All are subject to comparison with field data.
In general, there is no single ideal combination. It seems that what one needs to know
will dictate the selection of the combination. One combination can simulate, for example, a good
windward Co but a bad leeward Co. h a more specific term, one will be probably be more
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concerned with, for example, the inleVoutlet Co difference, ignoring other details. This is
because he/she only requires inlet/outlet Co difference to design indoor ventilation.
Table 8-2 The cases of aerodynamic calibration.
Note: The range: good (8) < -- > bad (l )
Table 8-3 simplifies the conclusion. This table ignores individual topic significance,
treating all topics (windward Co difference, leeward Co difference, etc.) equally (no different
weighting being applied). Each case is given a ranked value in a given topic, ranging from eight
(the best) to one (the worst). It is clearly seen that 3D-case3 is the best, followed by 3d-case4,
3d-casel and so on. 2d-casel is the worst. Studying in detail, however, one would see that there
is no perfect combination. For example, 3d-case3 is, in overall, better than 3d-case4. However,
in some points (average windward Cp difference, windward max Co difference) 3dcase4 is better
2D 3D 11
Without atmospheric
boundary layer
(uniform wind
profile)
with atmospheric
boundary layer
Without atmospheric
boundary layer
(uniform wind
profile)
with atmospheric
boundary layer
k-e RNG k-e k-e RNG k-e k-e RNG k-e k-e RNG k-e
2d-casel 2d-case2 2d.case3 2d-case4 3d-casel 3d-case2 3d-case3 3d.casGd
Table 8-3 The rank.
2d-casel ?;d'-ease? 2d-casc3 2d-case4 3d-casel 3d-case2 3d-case3 3d-cose4
Average
windward
Cp
diftbrence
I 2 5 6 5 i 7 8
Average
leeward Cp
difference
2 4 I -l 8 o 5
Windwerd
Max Cn
difference
2 5 6 J 8
Leeward
Max Cn
difference
2 A J I 6 7 5
Max
inlet/outlet
cn
difference 
-
fteld data
(0.85)
2 3 A 5 6 8 7
Total 7 14 l5 22 n 26 36 33
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than 3d-case3. It is easy to compare the CFD-ACE performance for a certain topic only by seeing
the numbers. Bigger number shows better perforrnance.
Some other comparisons can be derived from Table 8-3 as follows:
o In general3D modelling is betterthan 2D modelling. (3d-casel is better than 2d-casel;3d-
case2 is better than 2d-case2, etc.).
. Applying the atmospheric boundary layer is better than not applying it (2d-case3 is better
then 2d-casel; 3d-case3 is better than 3d-casel, etc.).
r The standard k-e turbulent model is better than RNG k-e turbulent model when used for a
three-dimensional simulation (3d-casel is better than 3d-case2; 3d-case3 is better than 3d-
case4). However, for a two-dimensional simulation, RNG k-e turbulent model is better (2d-
case2 is better than 2d-casel; 2d-case4 is better than 2d-case3).
Table 8-3 describes both the overall and individual performances. It should be used carefully if
focusing on a specific topic (only studying the average windward Co difference, for instance). As
mentioned, overall, 3d-case3 is better than 3d-case4, while for some points it does not perform as
well as 3d-case4.
The important question is whether one could use the 3d-case3 scenario without having
to be bothered by each individual topic. To answer this question it is worth considering the CFD-
ACE results in their absolute values. Figure 8-6 to Figure 8-9 graphically compares the cases
with other experimental data (using wind tunnel and CFD program) as well as the field data. It
can be seen in Figure 8-6 that CFD-ACE with scenario 3d-case3 produces much better results
than other experiments. Its average windward Co difference to the field data is only 0.027. It is
much lower than other CFD programs which claim to have a good agreement, specifically
Selvam's CFD, of 0.067. Figure 8-9 shows that 3d-case3 inlet/outlet Co differences - field data
inlet/outlet Co difference (0.85) is 0.003. It is much better than Selvam's CFD result, 0.11. It is
also much better than Selvam's and Opus' wind tunnel experiments, which are, respectively,
0.07 and 0.13. In Figure 8-6 to Figure 8-9, 3d-case3 shows equal or bener results for all topics
than Selvam's CFD. Thus, in general, CFD-ACE can very closely simulate the real condition.
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Figure 8-5 Average Co differences (relative to the field data, leeward).
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Figure 8-6 Average Co differences (relative to the field data, windward).
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Figure 8-9 InleVoutlet Co differences (between cases and field data)
Despite the close competition between 3d-case3 and 3d-case4, the former scenario is
considered to be better and should be able to be used confidently for other cases. Using a
scenario such as 3d-case3 (a combination of three dimensional model, standard k-e turbulent
model and atmospheric boundary layer) CFD-ACE program can well simulate the real condition.
8.3 Experiment for Thermal Calibration
This sub-chapter discusses in detail the experiment for heat transfer calibration. The procedure of
model construction is not explained here as it was basically the same as that of the experiment
for aerodynamics cali bration.
8.3.1 Data of the Model
As discussed, two references were used. For a two-dimensional calibration, a study by de Vahl,
as reported by Bakerrr, was used. Meanwhile, for three-dimensional cases, a study by Baker,
Williams and Kelso was used. Some degree of tolerance is allowed for the comparison technique
between the thermal calibration experimental results and references due to the lack of data
format. Unlike field data from the Texas Tech. experimental building, which was recorded and
written in spreadsheet format, reference data for thermal calibration is only available in printed
publication in the form of graphics. The profiles of the temperature contour lines are obvious,
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but the magnitude between these contour lines cannot be precisely obtained. This problem is
obvious for the three-dimensional cases. The gridding technique is used to visually interpolate
the magnitude between contour lines. Despite the lack of precision, this technique is considered
to be sufficient for this thermal calibration purpose.
De Vaht used a simple square with a non-uniform 322 mesh. Although he did not
mention any specific fluid and Pr numbers, he conducted his experiments for laminar flows on
103 <Ra <106. (Rayleigh number is the product of Grashof and Prandtl numbers. Grashof
number is a dimensionless number being the ratio of the buoyancy forces to the viscous forces
used in modelling free convection flow. Prandtl number is a dimensionless number being the
ratio of the kinematic viscosity of a fluid to its thermal diffusivity used in modelling free
convection flow.)
Baker, Williams, and Kelso use a simple non-dimensional box with the length : width :
height of l:2:1. Since the box is symmetrical, only half of it needs to be modelled' The grid
numbers for the length, width and height of the box are, respectively, 18, 30 and 30. The
experiment is conducted for Ra = l.5xl05 and Pr=0.71. This is within the range of laminar flow.
Two opposing vertical walls were defined as hot and cold. The grid was uniformly distributed.
8.3.2 Experiment Preparation
The preparation step for two and three-dimensional problems was straightforward as the
geometric definition, including the grid numbers, has been produced in the Baker article.3z Thus,
the geometry can be simply built using the available data. Since the square and the box are non-
dimensional, in this experiment only the ratio of length:width(:height) was maintained. One unit
is defined as one meter.
For two-dimensional problems, a simple square with a non-uniform 322 mesh has been
constructed. To obtain 103 <Ra s 106 the following formula is used:
where Gr
Pr
p
AT
g
L
v
Ra = GrxPr
= lpAtgl3/v21xPr
= Grashof number
= Pradtl number
= air volumetric expansion
= temperature difference
= 
gravitation
= the reference length
= kinematic viscosity
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Since de Vahl did not mention any specific fluid, in this experiment the air at 300K (v=1.57x10-5
PF0.69) is selected. Substituting these values in the formula and using trial and errors, the
Ra=I03 can be obtained if 4T=10.936 and L=0.01. Thus, the hot and cold walls can be defined
as 310.936K and 300K. Changing L to 0.02154,0.0464 and 0.1 while maintaining the other
values, will produce Ra = l0a, 105 and 106 respectively.
For a three-dimensional problem, Ra = l.5xl05 and Pe0.7l are used. To obtain that Ra
value, the actual dimension of the box and the temperature difference between the hot and the
cold walls (AT) should be adjusted. The carbon dioxide at 300K is selected as the fluid. It has
Pr=0.71 and kinematic viscosity (v) = 8.5x10u. The ternperature difference, AT, can be obtained
using the following formula:
Ra = GrxPr
= lpATg(L;3/v2;xPr
Since p=16, forT = 300K, P = l/300. L is assumed as 0.1m, then
l.5xl0s = ((l/300XAT)(9.s)(0.1)31(g.sxto6)21x0.71
AT =0.47oC
Thus, if the cold wall is set to 300K, then the hot wall should be at 300.47K.
As in the aerodynamics calibration, the thermal calibration applied two limitations. The
first was the same as that of the aerodynamic calibration (see 8.2.2). The second limited this
research to comparing only non-dimensionalised temperature profiles, For two-dimensional
problems, the results of CFD-ACE were compared to the de Vahl Davis experiments. For three-
dimensional problems they were compared to Baker, Williams, and Kelso's experiments at
horizontal and vertical mid-cutting planes.
CFD-ACE, the flow solver, does not give many options to control the calculation
method for laminar flow. The only option is for spatial differencing schemes, which are used to
calculate the convective terms in the transport equations for the dependent variables specified.33
For turbulent flows, however, the program offers a selection of turbulent models to use. Two
often used models are the standard k-e and RNG k-e turbulent models.
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8.3.3 The Experiment
This sub-chapter discusses the experiment for thermal calibration.
8.3.3.1 Preliminary trial and errors
Preliminary two-dimensional experiments found that for all Ra numbers, except Ra=106, the
flow solver could obtain good convergence. For Ra=106, the mesh resolution should be increased
and the problem should be changed from laminar to turbulent flow. A trial using a non-uniform
1002 mesh helped the flow solver to converge.
Preliminary experiments also found that CFD-ACE sometimes had convergence
difficulties for Ra close to 105 and 106. This is the transitional range from laminar to turbulent
flow. To fix the problem, the flow should be set to turbulent, even though theoretically the flow
is still laminar. The existence of turbulent flows seems to be more frequent than laminar flows
for gases. Preliminary experiments, and manual calculation, found that Ra < 105 for gases, such
as air, will occur if L (the reference length, usually the height of the walls) and AT (the
temperature difference) are small (say, L< 0.lm and AT<l'C). Laminar flows are more unlikely
to occur in the environment of larger L and AT. If the program is forced to treat such an
environment as having laminar flows, it is likely that it will have convergence problems. In most
cases this problem can be easily fixed by redefining the flow as turbulent.
8.3.3.2 The main experiment
In the thermal calibration six cases are defined for comparison, i.e. three two-dimensional and
three three-dimensional experiments. To simplify the experiments only two Ra numbers are
used, Ra=105 and Ra=l.5xl0s for, respectively, the two and three-dimensional experiments.
Theoretically, Ra=l05 indicates a laminar flow though it is close to the Ra=I06 which indicates a
transition to a turbulent flow. Table 8-4 lists the cases.
Two points are observed. Those are the differences of the non-dimensionalised
temperature in a horizontal and a vertical mid-cutting plane.
Table 8-4 The cases of thermal calibration.
8.3.4 Results and Discussion
Graphically, for two-dimensional problems, the results of experiments using CFD-ACE are in a
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very good agreement with the de Vahl's experiments. In terms of magninrde, however, there is a
slight difference. The 2d-casel (laminar) and 2d-case3 (turbulent with RNG model) show
exactly the same results. The 2d-case2 (turbulent with standard k-e model) produces a better
result than both of the others. This might indicate that setting the program to either laminar or
turbulent flow in the transition range (Ra - 105) will not give any effect. However, considering
that in relatively large L and AT (for air) turbulent flows are more likely to occur than laminar
flows, it is wiser to set the program to the turbulent model.
All the three two-dimensional cases show very similar results. The laminar model gives
a similar result to the turbulent models. Both turbulent models, the standard k-e turbulent and
RNG k-e, produce almost exactly the same results (It is very diffrcult to see the difference using
the gridding technique.) This contradicts the growing opinions that the latter, originally designed
to improve standard k-e turbulent in dealing with convective heat transfer, is better. Also, a study
by Cook and Thomas found that RNG k-e turbulent model gave a significant improvement on
standard k-e models when simulating buoyancy-driven displacement ventilation flows.ro The
average non-dimensionalised temperature differences between the three cases and de Vahl
experiment are 0.003 and 0.064 at the horizontal and vertical mid-cutting planes, respectively.
The three-dimensional experiments (three cases: laminar flow, turbulent with standard k-
e, and turbulent with RNG k-e model) also show relatively similar results. The experiments
using CFD-ACE and Baker's experiment can successfully reproduce what are called inertial end
effect and therm,al end effect.3s These two mechanisms appear to cause axial flows. The first
effect is due to the kinematic interaction of the rotating fluid with the stationary end-walls' The
second effect is caused by the axial temperature gradients near the ends of the box generated by
variations in the flow field. The effect of no-slip end-walls is more obvious in Baker's
experiments than in CFD-ACE results. The temperature profiles at the adiabatic walls of the
three cases describe a good agreement with Baker's experiments. However, at the horizontal and
vertical mid-cutting planes the temperature profiles are slightly different. The difference at the
horizontal and vertical mid-cutting planes between the three cases and Baker experiments are
0.035 and 0.057 respectively.
From the six experiments, it can be seen that the three-dimensional experiments are
closer to the reference for the vertical temperature gradient (Figure 8-10). Meanwhile, two-
dimensional experiments produce closer results (with de Vahl Davis's works as reference) than
the three-dimensional experiments do (with Baker's works as reference) for the horizontal
temperature gradient (Figure 8-l I ).
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8.4 Correlation between Data Input and R€sults
It was found during the experiments that selecting input data to force the CFD program to
reproduce a real world phenomenon was not easy. Factors involved in air movement (driving
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forces, directions, obstructions, etc.) are very complex. It seems impossible for the CFD program
to handle them all at once. However, the very good agreemenr between CFD results and the field
data shows that it is not entirely impossible to reproduce real world phenomena- A combination
of selected input data, a carefully constructed model, and a good CFD program could produce
satisfying results.
The input data used, which were acfually simplifications of the complicated real world
phenomena, could guide the CFD program to reproduce reality. The work of experts in
representing the real world phenomena by equations and numbers have made it possible for the
CFD program to reproduce real phenomena as close as possible. The application of an
atmospheric boundary layer (which is constructed from the power law equation) instead of a
uniform wind profile, for example, has proved that the complicated wind profile can be
represented by a relatively simple equation.
8.4.1 Air Temperatures
The thermal calibration shows that CFD-ACE can accurately calculate air temperature. The
buoyancy-driven flow, which is important in the building heat transfer, can be well simulated.
The capabiliry of the CFD-ACE to simulate the mean radiant temperature (MRT) of the
surrounding surfaces cannot be calibrated. The MRT is important in determining the Predicted
Mean Vote (PMV) and thus the comfort degree of the indoor atmosphere. The program has the
ability to simulate convective and radiative heat transfers simultaneously.
8.4.2 Airflow Patterns and Velocities
Though it has not been extensively observed, the CFD-ACE is able to produce realistic airflow
patterns. Despite the lack of field data in confirming the external airflow pattern of the Texas
Tech. building, the CFD-ACE results show very logical airflow patterns (such as the presence of
eddies behind the building). A reference of internal airflow pattern is provided by Baker (i.e.,
stack effect inside a simple cavity). CFD-ACE could simulate the internal airflow, which was
very similar to Baker's experiment (see Figure 8-18 to Figure 8-23)'
8.4.3 Air Humidity
There is no data readily available to calibrate the capability of the CFD-ACE program in
simulating air humidity though it has the facility to calculate the humidity. Calculating air
humidity will increase the complexity of the calculation. Considering that the air humidity inside
the Javanese building does not vary widely, it may then be represented as a constant.
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8.5
a
8.4.4 Optimised Input Data
The common rule in the CFD application (beside the famous garbage in garbage orl rule) is
always to starr with the simpler model and upgrade it gradually until a satisfying result is
obtained. In the CFD program, a problem can be isolated so that missing input data is tolerable.
In the experiment for aerodynamics calibration, for example, the heat transfer calculation option
has been disabled leaving only the flow problem. There is no field data on the involvement of
heat (solar heat) in the airflows around the Texas Tech. experimental building, even though the
heat will theoretically affect the air temperature as well as air humidity and density. The absence
of such data has forced the experiment for aerodynamic calibration to use the default setting of
the CFD program (which is based on ordinary atmospheric conditions) and only to calculate the
flow. This has thus reduced the complexity of the problem without necessarily sacrificing the
results.
Summary
The aerodynamics and heat transfer calibration show that the CFD-ACE program could
become a reliable research tool. The parameter deviations between CFD-ACE results and the
references (field data of the Texas Tech. building and Baker's work) were very small.
For external flow simulation, aerodynamics calibration, it was found that a combination of
three-dimensional model, atmospheric boundary layer, and standard k-e turbulence model
could well reproduce the real world airflow.
For thermal calibration. it was found that combination of three-dimensional model with a
standard k-e rurbulence model was sufficient.
The following chapter (Chapter Nine) will discuss the experiment studying aerodynamics
performance of Javanese residential buildings.
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Figure 8-12 Grid design of the Texas Tech experimental building
model generated by CFD-GEOM based on structured grid system.
Figure 8-13 hessure distribution on the surfaces of Texas
Tech. experimental building based on 3D-case3 (applying
atmospheric boundary layer and standard k-e turbulent
model) (calculated by CFD-ACE).
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Figure 8-15 Non-dimensional
temperature plot in a two-dimensional
vertical square with Ra=l0s(atier deVahl
Davis).
Figure 8-14 Non-dimensional temperature plot rn
a squure with Ra=10'(calculated by CFD-ACE).
Figure 8-17 Non-uniform grid design for
the two-dimensional square generated by
CFD-CEOM based on structured crid
system.
Figure 8-16 Unitbrn grid design ftrr the enclosed
cavity generated by CFD-GEOM based on structured
grid systent.
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Figure 8-18 Non-dinrensionul tenrperature pkrt in an enclosed cavity and the horizontal nrid-
plane: Ra= I .5x l0'; Pr=0.7 I (afier Baker)
t-
Figure 8-19 Non-dimensional tenrperature plot in an enclosed cal'ity und the vertical rnid-
plane: Ra= I .5x I 0'; Pr=0.7 I (alier Baker)
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FigUre &20 Non-dimensional temperature plot in the enclosed cavity (based
on Bakcr's data) as 
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Figure 8.21 Non-dimensional temperature plot at the horizontal mid-plane
(calculated by CFDACE).
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Figure 8-22 Nondimensionat temperature plot at the vertical mid-plane
(calculated by CFD-ACE).
Flgure 8.23 Iso nonndimensional temperature surfaces (calculated
AcE).
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Figure 8-2,4 Vectors inside the enclosed cavity'
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OJAVANESE BUILDINGS AND AERODYNAMICS
PERFORMANCE
9.1 Introduction
This chapter presents and discusses the results of experiments on the aerodynamic performance
of Javanese buildings. The tests observed the airflow pattern around Javanese buildings and the
resulting pressures on their surfaces. The results of this experiment, the pressure values, were
used as inputs for thermal comfort performance studies of Javanese buildings (discussed in the
next chapter).
9.2 Model Selection
Table 4.2 (Forms of Javanese Buildings) shows various styles of Javanese architecture. As has
been discussed previously, this research is focused on Joglo and Limasan styles. These two
styles are the most common residential Javanese buildings, in particular, for /rrralr level.
For this experiment, simple variants of Joglo and Limasan presented by Prijotomo' *ere
developed. The only practical consideration behind this selection is that Prijotomo had specified
the dimensions of Joglo (with kitri) and Limasan (with .sd). Two other models were built based
on those two styles by applying different petung,an values. From Joglo kitri and Limasan.rri can
be derived, Joglo sri lnrJ Limasan kitri.Even though the Joglo and Lintasan, which are available
in Prijotomo's book, are simple variants, they are relatively large in dimension and probably
were used as royal buildings. Smaller versions of Joglo and Limasan (as commonly used by
lurah) were also studied. These smaller versions were developed frorn the basic form of Joglo
and LimasaLr (see Table 4.2) by adding n penanggap sector. Thus, the larger version has a three-
levelled roof form, whereas the smaller version has a two-levelled roof form. For comparison,
two simple form buildings (a large hipped roof and a small hipped roof) were built. These two
buildings do not apply petungan in their dimensions and do not use clay tiles. They were
designed according to present common practices, where functionality and cost are the major
considerations in building a basic house; they have the simple forms, functional dimensions (i.e.,
no spiritual values), and use inexpensive materials (eg. comrgated steel).
In this experiment, the change from sri to kitri, or vice versa, was done by changing the
length of blandar pantanjang and blanclar panyelak of the grrnr sector. This action reflects the
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assumption that pettntga[ is primarily appliecl at Surlt sector' The pitches of the roofs were
unchanged. It should be noted the tenns Jogb sri and Joglo kirrl (as well as Lirnasan sri and
Limasankirri) do not exist in the real world. The term Joglo kitri' for example' is used here to
simplyindicateaJogbtype,whichapplieskitriasitspetunganvalue'
9.3 GeometrY
The construction of the model geometries was guided by results of the aerodynamic calibration
tests discussed in chapter Eight. These tests determinecl suitable distances between inlet 
and
,,tret inthe cFD flow and the builcring mocrel. They arso estabrished suitabre turburence models.
The scenarios were based on the detailed discussion in Chapter Six- Each scenario
combines parameters of atmospheric, geographic gnd human factors' There are potentially an
infinite number of scenarios depending on the values assigned to each of those parameters' As 
a
simplification, average values were used as showed by Table 9-l' (This scenario wa-s also used
for the subsequent thermal performance experiment.) For each large version model
(approximately 101,000 cells), the calculation took at least six hours to converge' (CFD-ACE
uses iteration calculation to solve the non-linear equations' This involves a huge number of
individual calculations until all the equations are fulfilled' The CFD-ACE writers suggest that a
calculation can be considered to have a good convergence if it can reach at least four to five
order lower residual numbes relative to the initial values.)
The expenrnent tested eight rnodels of Javanese buildings and two models of hip roofed
buildings. It hoped to show the effect of different petnngan (ie. kitri and sri) and styles (Joglo
and Lintasall) on the aerodynamic perfonnance of the buildings' The eight models of Javanese
buildings were:
o Large version (three-levelled roof) of:
' 
Jogb sri
' 
Joglo kitri
o Lintttsun sri
. Limasan kitri
(Note: This version is bascd on data tbund in Prijotomo's book')
o Small version (two-levelled roofl of
o Joglo sri
o Jogloi kitri
o Limasan sri
o Limasan kitri
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Table 9-l Scenario.
R, :il,-ft J, l
itmocpheddchrud Topography/geograPhY Euman
The sun
radiation
intensity.
W/m:
Minintum.
cloutJy
360
Cround
roughness
height
Stands alone
sunoundcd bY
paddy lield,
lL'raln
cltcgory 2
0.03
Clothing
values. clo
Minintal:
Bare chesl,
shons. bare
feet
0.1
Average,
scattured
clouds
540
Sunoundetl
by rvoods,
tcrrarn
cotcgory 3
0.3
Averagei
typicnl
uopical
clothing
ensenrhle
0.3
Maxinrum,
cleLu sky
I 000
ln thc city.
surounded bY
rnulti-lcvel
buildings.
tcrrain
catcsory 4
Maximum:
light
sumlller
clothing
0.4
Air
tenrpera-
ture, "C
Minitnutu
20
Atnospttc-
ric
boundary
layer,
thickness.
nt
Stunds alonc
sunounded by
prdtly lield.
tenain
cilicgorv 2
300
Mr.tabolic
rtte, nlet
Minimum;
slceping
soundly
0.8
Avcroge
.r'1
Sunounded
by wcxxls.
tenain
catesory J
400
Average:
relax,
reading,
chatting
1.0
Maximum
l4
ln the city,
sunounded bY
multi-luvel
buildings,
tcrrain
categorv 4
500
Maxirnuml
sedcntary
work.
t.2
Air
vclocity,
m/s
Mininrum,
calnr
0
Avcragc.
nonnal 3.53
Maximum.
windv 5.56
Air
humidity,
ch
Minimunt,
noon, bright
sun
70
Average 80
Mn-ximunr,
momrng or
aftcr raining
90
Wind
direction,
degr*-
from the
north
Minor, thc
third most
ficquent
direction
180
Averagc,
the second
nlost
f'rcquent
direction
2lo
Mujor. the
most
frcquent
dircction
240
skv
condi-
tions,
estimatcd
duration
of
conslnnl
solar
rudiation,
hour
Hcavy
overcast
cloud
0
Normal,
intermittent
cloud
l
Clear sky 2
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Tabte 9-2 The models'
Linrusan Hipped rooflrtglo
Jrl kitri .srI kiti
Extcrnal External ExternalExternal External
Ca-se-A3S
Case-A3L
Cnse-A4S
Case-A4L
Ca-se-A-i# I S
Crse-A5# lL
Cnse-A-i#2S
Case-A5#2L
Crsc-AlS
Case-AlL
Ctrsc-A2S
Case-A2L
N.,t", C"*+,t X*all version); CaseAlL(arge vcrsion)
Since Joglo and Limttstt? are symmetricat (as are mostly other Javanese buildings)' only
half the building has to be moclelled. This rule. however, is only applicable if airflow is
perpendicular to the builcling. For oblique airflow, the model should be constructed in full'
For the pilot experiments a lower grid resolution was used' A higher grid resolution was
used after the experiments using the first settillgs showed no error in the data input' The
experiment Case-AlL, for example, used about 101,232 grid cells for the higher grid resolution'
For the lower grid resolution it used 34,328 grid cells'
Table 9-3 tists the model climensions. Joglo kitri (L) and Lirttasan.rri (L) are based on
data found in Prijotomo's book2. Joglo sri (L) was constructed by reducing the dimension of
Jogto kitri (L)'s guru sector by one foot (from 17'xl}'to l6'xll')' Other dimensions were
conserved. Limctsart kitri (L) was constructed by increasing the dimension of Linra'san sri (L)'s
gfiru sector by one foot (from 26'xl6' ro27'x17'I The small buildings were constructed by
reducing the guru sector dimension of their large building counterparts by five feet (one cycle of
petunga,) and eliminating the panitih sectors. Thus, the dirnension of Joglo &ilri (S)'s gurtt
sector (12'x7')wasdefinedbysubtractingtheclimension of Joglokjrrl(L)'sgl"'"sectorbyfive
feet (from 17'xl?' to l2'x7').
9.4 BoundarY condition
Applying the atmospheric boundary layer to the aerodynamic calibration showed that it gave
better results. In this experiment, the reference velocity (V) was 3'53m/s' This is the average
wind speed in Yogyakarta Special Region. Atrnospheric boundary layer profile (constructed
according to the power lawrl and roughness height (of terrain category 3) 
o 
were applied to the
incoming wind and ground surface (see Figure 9-l). This modelled the incoming wind to be as
real as possible. This experiment did not involve any heat transfer processes' Three phenomena
were observed: patterns of airflow, wind velocity and pressure coefficients (Co)'
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9.5 Flow domain
The flow domain was defined as occupied by turbulent
airflow with an atmospheric boundary layer' The
turbulent kinetic energy (k) and turbulent energy
dissipation rate (€) were calculated using the same
method as presented in Chapter Eight' To reduce the
manual calculation in CFD-ACE, instead of manually
calculating the value of e, the length of the diagonal of
the inlet can be used. The atmospheric boundary was
definect based on terrain category 3 (suburban areas'
small towns, and well-wooded areas)'
9.6 The Experiment
Data input for this exPeriment:
r Scenario: Scenario as seen in Table 9-1' This
scenario reconstructs a normal day situation both
inside (i.e. the occupants) and outside (ie' the
environment) the building by combining certain parameters (represented by the shaded
cells). In this experiment, the building's short axis was aligned to the wind' This was to
reduce the calculation time and memory space, as only the half-model was required'
Air properties for air temperature at 27oC: conductivity (k)=0'0267 WmK; density(p)=
l.l77kglmr
Gravity: -9.8 m/s2
Table 9-4 shows some of the models used by CFD-ACE to calculate the external airflow
around the Javanese buildings. This table also shows the locations of the points of maximum
positive and negative pressures. Some points are at the building construction frame' This rnakes
the ventilation potential unusable, as it is difficult to place openings at those positions' It should
be noted that not all of the models are presented here, as some of them are eff'ectively duplicated'
The Joglo kitri (large version), for example, has the same points as the Joglo sri (large version)'
They only have a small difference in the dimension of their gilr, sector. Also, hipped roofs were
built in different pitches, 26o and 34". Only the latter is presented in Table 9-4
o
a
o
123
aar velocl-ty
Figure 9-l AtmosPheric boundarY
laycr gencrated bY CFD-ACE to
simulate a realistic wind profile around
Javancse buildings. It was bascd on
terrain categorY 3.
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Table 9-4 Models of Javanese buildings and important points (generated by CFD'GEOM)'
b kitri (small version
re9-3 Litnttsan sri (small versicm)
root #2 (small version); 34"
Figure 9-5 Jogto kitri (large version)
,/./
9-6 Limasan sri
9-7
roof #2 (large version); 34"
The following tables show comparison of:
. Javanese building small version (Table 9-6)
o Jog,lo sri
o Jogb kitri
o Lintctstm sri
o Limaseut kilri
' 
HiPPed roof #2
This table gives detailed findings of the experiment
presents the extemal airflow patterns, the pressures
models were also compared to the simple hipped roof'
o Javanese building large version (Table 9-7)
o Joglo sri
t Joglo kitri
o Limasan sri
t Limasan kitri
' 
HiPPed roof #2
This table has actually the same format as Table 9-6 except that it reports the experiment with
the large version models.
Some of the infonnation in those tables should be read carefully. The maximum negative
pressures at the corners, for example, can be misleading' Preliminary studies found that CFD-
ACE sometimes under- or over-estimate these values. To avoid inaccuracy, these unrealistic
values were not included in calculations to find average values.
Table g-6 and Table 9-7 present rletailed information based on the post-processing of the
CFD-ACE results and compare the findings between models. These tables have 14 items to
results with the small version model' It
on the building surfaces, etc. The four
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observe and compare. They are divided into two fields: the roof and the walls. Each area is
studied for its airflow pattems and pressure coefficients. Figure 9-8 presents a comparison of
pressure coefficient difference at roof level. This aids understanding of Item l3 of Table 9-6 to
Table 9-8.
Table 9-5 ltems of observation.
Itcms C0rnlncnts
l
Roof Positive-negrtive pressurc
distribution
To study thc distribution of the prcssures on the roof surfaces. The
prcssurc md suction kx;ltions arc useful to predict lhe direclion of
airllow throuch the linear Faps.
Nlaxinrunr positive an<i
nesativc Drcssurc ut thc rool'
To study if thc fomu of thc building affcct the location and
magnitutle of nositive and ncgirtive prcssure ctrllicients.
--)
Maxinrunr AC,, at rool! To study thc nrrximunr pressurc coefficient difference which occurs
irt roof lcvel, its locution md magnitude. lt will sholv the possible
flow path that will ocsur between thc lowest and the highest C'.
Average C' at thc roof To study lhe average prcssure coclficient on the roof surfaccs
(windwlnl. side and lceward).
) Airflows paucrn around therool To study the pattem of thc airfiow around thc roof
6 Air spced around the roof To study thc air speed uound thc roof.
Wall Positive-negative pressurc
distribution at walls
(Basically. item 7 to 12 arc similar to item | 1o 6 applicd at wall
lcvcl)
8
Maxinrum positivc and
negltivc prcssure at the
walls
9 Maxirnurn AC. at walls
l0 Average C,, at walls
ll Airllorvs pattem iuountl the
walls
t2 Air spced xround lhe wxlls
l3 Possiblc nraximunr AC. at
roof, bosed on averagc C,,
To study the potcntial rrf vcntilution through thc roofs pores.
t4
Possiblc miuimunr AC,,
b!.tweun roof anrj walls.
hiscd on averaqc C,,
To study the potential ol'ventilation hctween the walls and thc roof if
thcre is ccilings. This shows the ventilation porentiality if thc walls
urc also porous.
9-9
Figure 9-8 Comparison of,Pressure Coefficient difference (ACJ at roof level' ACraf Joglo is higher than
ihat of Linzasan; aen af kitrrtis higher than that of sn. The differences are insignificant' srnall Javanese
buildings have higher Acp than their large count€rparts. Small-hipped roof buildings (non-Javanese styles)
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9.7 General Findings and Discussions
Table 9-6, Table 9-?, and Table 9-8 have given preliminary comments on the comparison
between Javanese and non-Javanese buildings. lt involved studies on the eff'ect of styles'
petutxgilnancl scales. This sub-chapter further discusses the findings by combining comments 
in
those tables with Figure 9-8 and Figure 9-9'
o Table 9-6 and Table 9-7 show comparison of' respectively, the small and the large versions
of two Javanese building styles: Joglo and Lintasan' Those two tables also compare between
two petungaH values: sri and kirri. The tables show that applyin g kitri (for both Joglo alnd
Lintasart) creates higher AC,, than applying srr- Figure 9-8 graphically shows a consistent
phenomenon that ktlri creates higher ACo than sri' If ACo is seen as the potential to generate
ventilation, higher ACn indicates more ai
and kitri (see Chapter Four) is based
on the function of the building' The
former is for dalem (private space for
the fanrily, sleeping, sitting) and the
latter is for pendaPa (semi Public
space, entertaining guests, etc.) It
might be assumed that the dalenr is for
lower levels of activitY (and less
people) than the PanduPa, thus
generating a different ventilation requirement for pendapct' (Note: This argument is only true
for enclosed pendapas. Most pendapas do not have walls.) In terms of magnitude' however'
the difference of Aco (between applying kitri and sri) is very small, - 0'025'
Joglo has higher ACo than Limusan.
The difference is small, - 0.01.
Small versions of Joglo and Limusan
have higher ACn than their large
version counterparts' The difference is
small, -0.06.
In general, the patterns of the external
airflows around Joglo kitri, Joglo sri,
Linmsan sri and Limasan kitri are
almost the same. Wake fonnations
exist at the leeward walls, sidewalls and at the leeward
Figure 9-10) The hipped roof #2 (see Figure 9-l l) has
roof behind the guru sectors. (see
an almost identical airflow pattern
ingto petungon, the application of sri
Figure 9-10 Airstream around a Jog,lo &itri building
llarrge version). Gurn scctor lbrms wake behind it'
(Sirnulated using CFD-ACE)
'/r-)
Figure 9-11 Airstream around a 34' hipped roof (#2)'
Backward airflow occurs at the whole leeward
surfaces. (Simulated using CFD-ACE)
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except that the wake exists at all the rear roof side' not only behind the ridge 
(or gttru sector
at Joglo and Litnascu? styles). The slope of the roof influences the wake formation' The
smaller the slope the weaker the wake fonnation. Figure 9-12 shows that wake 
formation
does not occur behind the 26o hipped roof'
In all Joglo and Littwsan
roofs, guru sectors create
vortexes behind them. At the
34' hipped roof, the wind
flows backward in all the
leeward side. The absence of
backward airflow at the
leeward roofs (excePts behind
the g,uru sector) might induce
the indoor air to flow out
Figure 9-12 Airstream around a 26'hipped roof' Notc
that air llows smoothly on thc rool's surface' The
backwartl tlow occurred at 34" hipped roofdocs not
occur here. (Sirnulated using CFD-ACE)
easier because the gaps between clay tiles face downward'
At roof level, Joglo and Litttasan, have their maximum positive and negative Co at points A
(at gnru sector) and B (see Figure 9-2 and Figure 9-3) The hipped roof has its maximum
positive and negative Co at points A (at the overhang) and B (see Figure 9-4)' For the whole
building, however, the maximum positive Co is founcl near the top of the windwefd walls 
(at
point G for Joglo and Linnsnr or at point D for the hipped nrof;' The locations of the
maximum negative pressures are at corners (of the walls, roof hips, etc')' This makes these
maximum negative pressures unusable, as those places are usually used for constructiOn
reinforcement.
The overhangs have their highest negative pressure at the windward corners with Joglo
having a slightly higher value than Litnasan.Aynsley has mentioned this phenomenon'u This
will have a significant mechanical and structural implication, but in terms of indoor
ventilation it might have no significance'
Positive pressure only exists at windward sides (of the roofs and walls) at both sides of the
centre lines (becorning negative towards the hips or corners). The corners of the walls, hips
and ridges of the roofs have high negative pressures. This distribution of positive and
negative pressure shows that most surfaces are affected by wind suction' Considering that
Javanese roofs are porous, these wind suction effects generate a good ventilation effect
where the indoor air can easily ventilate through small gaps between the clay tiles' During
the field study, this phenomenon was obvious as smoke from the traditional stove rose and
escaped through the gaps even on a relatively calm day'
The maximurn possible Aco (based on average co) at roof level is different between '/oglo
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and Lint^son. For Jogto it is between the windward and the side surfaces of the roof'
whereas for Limasatr it is between windward and leeward surfaces of the roof' This might
cause different internal airflow patterns'
There are small areas on the windward sicle with slightly higher Co at points A and F' These
areas with higher C,, do not occur in the hipped roof'
Considerirrg only the roof level, both "/oglo and Lintasun (with srl and kitri) have a higher
possible maximum ACn than the hipped roof. Thus, Joglo md Limasan have higher
ventilation potential than the hipped roof'
For the whole buitding, the possible maximum ACo is found between the windward walls
and the roofs. Since the original Javanese building design did not recognise windows' this
potential for ventilation was not explored. However' it cannot be considered as a design
flaw, as traditional Javanese building designs clo prevent the occupants receiving excessive
wind exposure. ln new buildings, this potential might be useful'
High negative pressures are found at sharp corners such as at hips, ridges' and wall corners'
Though they provide more potential for ventilation, they might not be easily utilised' since
usually they are obstructed by the building's construction' Redesign of these sharp corners
mieht be introducecl to maximise the potential of the ventilation.
9.8 Javanese Building Design and Aerodynamic Performance
The experiment found some facts about the aerodynamic performance of Javanese buildings
which can be related ro their petutlgun (sri and kitri) and styles (Joglo and Limasan)' As has
been mentioned, Javanese building designs are guided by specific orders (petung'anlnumerology'
which gives a unique spiritual value to the building) and general traclitional orders (styles' which
give a unique form to the building). The results show very consistent changes between spiritual
values (i.e. sri and kitri), between styles (i.e. Joglo and Limasun'), and between building scales
(small and large scale), which indicate that spiritual values, styles, and scales all affect the
aeroclynamic performance of Javanese bui ldin gs'
The finding that klrri allows more ventilation potential meets the recommendation of the
petl,tgn^. Examples in Prijotomo's textT (derived from the traditional references) clearly show
that Joglo type applies kitri and Limasan applies sri. However, this recommendation is applied
under a circumstance that it has to meet the petunSan for the function of the building as well' It
has been mentioned lhat petuttgarr is more related to the function of the building rather than the
style. (See Chapter Four for detailecl explanation of Javanese architectural orders') If a building
is functionin g as a pendapr: (a semi-public space to welcome and entertain guests) than it should
have kirri. On the orher hand, if the building is utilised as a dalem (the main space for the family)
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it should have srtl. Meanwhile' there is no restriction in using a Joglo ts t dalent xnd a Limasan
as a pendttpc. In that case, Joglo 
'lnd 
LimasaLr should have sri and kirri, respectively'
Joglo and Lintasan (and other styles) share common appearance, which generate the
image of Javanese architecture. Two prominent characteristics of Joglo and Lintusan are 
their
combination of gttrtt sectors and the two- or three-levelled roofs' The experirnent found that
these combinations affect the pressure coefficient distribution ancl the wake formation 
on the
roofs. The two- and three-levelled roof type creates a non-linear pressure coefficient decrement
at the windward side. Areas with slightly higher positive pressure are found near the fold line'
which is not the case with the hipped roof'
In general, most surfaces are under negative pressures. The stronger positive pressures
are found at areas around the centre line of the windwarrd side of the roof and the wall' They
become negative toward the corner of the wall' the hip of the roof and the ridge' Since Javanese
roofs are porous, these negative pressures would suck the indoor air out: meanwhile the 
positive
pressures would push the fresher outdoor air in. This process works continually if the wind is
blowing.
with the ceilings at the .gttnt sector, the biggest Aco rvas founcl between two points: the
top of windward wall to the intersection point between the hip of the gartr sector and the hip of
Ihe pananggdp sector. The good potential of the biggest ACo rnay be ineffective in creating a
good cross ventilation. The air movement will take a short path between those tw<l points' even
though it will also induce air circulation in the room'
9.9 The Performance of computational Fluid Dynamic Program
During the experiment of the aeroclynalnics performance of Javanese building' some facts about
the CFD program (i.e. CFD-ACE) were found. In general, the CFD-ACE has proved a user-
friendly and versatile program even though motlerate times are still needed to master it'
However, once mastered, there should be no diffrculty in using this general-purpose program to
simulate building aerodynamics. There were some experiences worth noting:
r CFD-GEOM (Grid generator): The program is basecl on a structured grid method' This
sometime makes simple geometry (such as a builcling with overhangs) seem complicated and
can introduce bad cells. These bad cells encourage convergence problems'
r CFD-ACE (Flow solver): The flow solver is very sensitive to bad cells and sudden changes
of cell volume. To rernedy this problem, volume change between cells should be smoothed
and uncler-relaxation should be turned high. Those result in, respectively, a huge number of
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grid cells and slow convergence. To get the residual number reduced by five orders'
approximately six hours of computing time is needed for each sirnulation' A batch file can
be made to automatically order the computer to execute many simulations' For the ten
models of Javanese builctings, for example. the computer could run three days non-stop'
This, however, does not mean the process can be totally unattended' In many cases' the
convergence problem cannot be predicted. Sometimes, only after three hours running' does
the flow solver start showing convergence problems. This means that the computing should
be aborted and re-executed after the cause of the problerns can be found and fixed' If the
problernisinthegricldesign,thenthegridshouldbereviewed'
9.10 SummarY
It was found that changes in petungan values, styles and scales afTect the aerodynarnic
perfonnance of Javanese buildings. ,/oglo style, kitri value and srrall-scale building create higher
possible maximum ventilation potential at roof level than Limasan' sri' and large-scale building'
respecti vely. The di fferences, however, are i nsi gni fi can t'
ln general, at roof level, Javanese buildings have a higher possible maximum ventilation
potential than non-Javanese builclings (representerl by the hipped roof buildings)' The use of
porous roof materials (clay tiles) in small Javanese buildings (and gaps in large Javanese
building) can be considerecl as a clever idea to utilise that ventilation potential' However' the
possible maximum ventilation potential between wall and roof level is higher in non-Javanese
buildings than that in Javanese buildings. This inclicates that Javanese ventilation design is
concentrated at the roof level.
Other findings:
r Javanese buildings and steep-hipped roofs (34") create a long wind shadow on the leeward
side. The less steeply hipped roofs (26"), on the other hand, produce only a short wind
shadow.
r Maximum positive and negative pressures occur at locations with sudden geometry changes
such as corners of walls, hips of roofs, and ridges' These locations have potential for
ventilation but are difficult to utilise as they are usually at roof support structure locations'
The following chapter (Chapter Ten) will describe the thermal performance experiment'
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Endnotes
I Priiotomo. J., 199,5, Petungan: Sistcm Ukuritn dalartr Arsitekrur 'lawa' Yogyakarta: Gadjah Mada
University Press, PP. 107- 109.
'ltrid.
J Aynslcy, R.M., Melhournc. w. and vickcry, B-J., lr)11 ,Architectural Aerodynarrrics' London: 
Applied
Science Publishcr. Ltd.' P.lt9.
' Priiottrrrt,. J.. loc.cit.. pp' 107- 109-
5 tbid.
(' Aynslcy. R.M.. op.cit.' p.140'
t Priint..rmu. J., loc.cit.. pp. 107-109'
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Figure 9-13 The grid design of a Jogb kitri model based on structured
grid tyst.m (generated using CFD-GEOM)'
Figure 9-14 Prossure coefFcient plot on the surfaces of Joglo ftirri (L) (front view)'
ii'g,Io sri(L) has rhe same plot with slightly different magnitude. A high positive
pressure area occurs at windward side ofgaru sector- High negative plessures occur at
the ridge and hips. Vortexes occur behind lhe guru sector'
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Ftgure 9-15 hessure coefficient plot on the surfaces of Limasan sri (L) (front view)'
tilasan kitri (L) has the same plot with slightly different magnitude.
Figure 9"16 Pressure coefFcient plot on the surfaces of hipped roo{#2 (L) (ftont
"fwj. rn" high positive pressure-ar€a occuni at the 
windw-ard gvT$s. Backward
airflow occurs apnost at ihe entire leeward surface of this 34o pirch9d roof" It is not
,il 
"; in hipped roof buildings #l 
which have their roof pirch 26o '
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Figure 9-17 kesstne coefficient plot of Joglo /ritri (rear view).
Figure 9-lt Pressure coefficient plot of Lirnasan sn (rear view).
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Figure 9-19 Fressure coeffieient plot of a hipped roof (rear view)'
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Figure 9-20 Vecton showing the backward airflow behind the guru sector of Jo3 lo kitri 
(L) '
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F.igure 9-21 Vectors showing the change of airflow from backwardflow (behind the guru
seJtsr) to forward flow (off tie grru seitor;. Please cornpare with Figure 9-19'
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Figtrrs 9.22 Vectors showing tha backward airflow al the leeward side of a hipped roof #2 
(L)'
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Figure 9-23 Vectors showing the backward airt'low at the leeward side of a hipped rool#2 
(L)'.
This is not the case at rt" luilo aw) Linrusan where the backward airflow only occurs behind the
grrr4 seclor.
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.Ioglo,tr?rf (S)
Linwsun sri.(Sl.
Hipped roof#? (S) (:t4" )
Hipped roof#l (S) (26d )
Figure 9-24 Comparison of air velocity distribution around small version models' The hipped roof#l(S)
has the sh:ortest wind shaclow while Liiwsan has the longest' Small pitch of the hipped roof 
#l building
cr€ates smooth airflow. In t€rms of ventilation' short wind shadow (area with v€ry low air speed) will
eiu; u U.rr* air speed for clcrse downwind buildings than lgng wind.shadow' It is thus 
good for dense
building areas such as in urban housings. For Javaiese buildiigs, this issue is irrelevant as their design
was intended for scattered buildings.
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JuNb kitri lLl
I-inutstut sti lLl
Hipped rool'#2 (L) (-14" )
Hipped roof #l 111 (26" )
Figure 9-25 Ctlmparison of air velocity distributicln around large version models'
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S
Jo,g/o tirri (S)
Linta.s<tn .sri (S)
Hipped nxrf#2 tS) (34" )
Hippcd roof #l (S) (26.')
sl\\
Figure 9-26 vectors around small version models show almost the same airt'low pattern. The hipped 
roof
#l shows the smallest vortex.
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10. JAVANESEBUILDINGSANDINDooRTHERMAL
COMFORT PERFORMANCE
10.1 Introduction
This chapter discusses in detail experiments exploring the thennal comfort performance of
Javanese buildings. It begins with descriptions of model selection' boundary conditions 
and tlow
domain, followed by a discussion of the experiments and their findings.
This exploration involved two main experiments' The first experiment studied the effect
of solar radiation on the clay tiles' temperature and focused on a single clay tile' Using the
results from the first, the second experiment studied the thermal performance of Javanese
builttings, focusing on the internal parts of the buildings. Some minor experiments were also
conducted to study the effect of partitions and airtight roof materials.
10.2 Model Selection
The effect of solar radiation on the clay tiles' tetnperature was calculated separately using the
models listed in Tabte l0-1. The experiments studying thermal perfonnance of Javanese
buildings used only the internal parts of the buildings (see Table l0-2)' These models were
derived from models which were used in the aerodynamic performance experiment by omitting
the exterior. Since the grrrr sector always has a ceiling, only the interior under this ceiling was
modelled. It was assumed that the ceiling completely separates the cavity above it from the room
below it.
Table l0-1 Models for experiments of the effect of solar radiation on clay tiles'
Note: The pitches of the rool'pans were 1;1ointuin"A ,ne same lbr 'rri and kitri' Since the effect of solar
inciclence angles is simply represented by clifterent solar radiation intcnsity received by the clay tileffice,ffi';;;;';";;';;;;ilr"'th. r;om, morret. smalt vcrsion moders cio not have panitih
sectors.
Joglo Limasan
Jn kitri JT' kitri
Clay tilcs Clay tilcs Clay tiles Clay tiles
Guru, pancutgg,ttP,
pa.nitilt sectors
Cunr pananggaP,
nunitih sectors
Guru, panung,gctP'
nmitih sectors
Guru, panan.ggttP,
nem.itih. sectors
Case-B I Case-82 Case-B3 Case-84
l0-r
Clrsc-CS#lS
Casc-C5# I L
Casc-C5#2S
Ca-sc-C5#2L
Ca-sc-C-'lS
Cusc-C-lL
Casc-C2S
Case-C2L
Case-ClS
Ca^se-ClL
Table 10-2 Modets for experiments of the thermal performance of Javanese buildings'
Notc: Case-Cl S(mall vcrsion): Case-C lL(arge vcrsron)
Besidesusingthemode|sastistedinTablel0-landTablel0-2'experimentswerealso
conducted for some model variations as follows:
e A small version model of Joglosri with internal partitions. This was to study the airflow and
thennal comfort insicle a pattitioned Javanese building'
r A small version model of Joglosri with gaps at the lower part of the walls' This was to study
theeffectofsupplyingoutdoorairintoaJavanesebui|dingwithoutwindows.
r Large version models of Jogkt kitri ancl Litttttscut sri which use wood shingles as roofing
material (with attached ceilings). This was to study the effect of different materials on indoor
thermal comfort.
r A model of a clay tile hippe<l roof builcling typical of modern Indonesian houses' This was to
study the effect of clay tiles on the thermal perfonnance of buildings which do not apply
Javanese style and numerology (pcturtg,tttt)'
10.3 GeometrY
The ideal thennal simulation should directly involve the sun' Thus, the eff'ect of the solar
radiation on the roofs' temperatures and their effect on lhe indoor air can be obtained
simultaneously. CFD-ACE has the ability to simulate porous media, but not at the same locartion
as other boundary conditions such as walls (which are required for defining hot bodies)' To
model the effect of porosity (which is, in fact, evenly distributed small gaps)' some linear gaps
were constructed in the roof. The roof s surfaces were defined as solid and had the material
properties of clay tiles. Manual calculations coutd be done to calculate the roof temperatures and
the results applied to the computer model. However, these would involve the heat balance
calculation from conduction, convection, and racliation and would therefore require many trial
and enor calculations (iterations). As such an approach is very time consutning' it is therefore
impractical and was not used in this experiment'
to-2
. Clay tile model:
The solar radiation experiment on clay tiles used a two-dimensional model' This model
represented the longitudinal section of a clay tile- Only one model was required' as the effect 
of
different angles of the roof (relative to the sun) can be represented by applying different solar
radiation intensities. The thickness of the model is the thickness of the real clay tiles'
r Interior modelling of Javanese buildings:
As already discussed, the thermal performance experiment used the interior part of the models
created for the aerodynamic performance experirnent. Table l0-4 shows the exterior models and
the corresponding interior models. The experiment utilised of the symmetry of Javanese
buildings by only constructing on half of the model'
Table l0-3 Roof pitch, ( o from horizontal)'
Guru PananggttP Panitilt
Pamun-
jang
(ngaieng=
Wingking)
Pant'elak
(kiwa=
Tengen)
Panruniang
(ng,ajeng=
w'ing,ting
Panyel'ak
(kiwa=
Tengen)
Pamaniartg
(ngajeng=
Wingkittg)
Panyelak
(kiw'a=
IenSert)
56.5 61.2 26.6 76.6 11.3 17.3Joglo sli
kitri 56.5 6t.2 26.6 26.6 17.3 t 7.3
Lintesant sri 45.2 49. I 27.7 17 15.2
28.4
kitri 45.2 49.1 27.7 t1 I _5.2 28.4
Table l0-4 lnterior and exterior models'
Interior Exterior
Jaglo sri (S)
Joglo kitri
(s)
Limasan sri
(s)
Limasatr
kitri (S)
t 0-3
Hipped roof
#l (s)
toglo sri (L) I
Jaglo kitri
(L)
Limasan sri
(L)
Limasan
titri (L)
Hipped roof
#l (L)
--
Note:Theinreriorg"o,nsbyeliminatingoverhang,floorsand
space above the ceilings. Hipped roof models #2s are made by changing the roof pitch of hipped 
roof
moclel #l from 26o to 34".
Table l0-5 Interlor models of Javanese buildings'
Limasan sri(S)Joglo kirri(S)
l0-4
Limasan sri(L)Joglo kitri(L)
Hipped roof #l (S)Hipped roof(L)
Note: Joglo sri and Joglo kirriare similar 
"*tpt ttt"t ttt" f9ry:t has a smaller Suru 
sector' The
above three-dimensional models were generated by CFD-GEOM and viewed using CFD-VIEW'
10.4 BoundarY Condition
o Clay tile model
The clay tile model has its boundaries defined as CFD-ACE wall types' The upper side was
defined to have a heat flux boundary condition, whereas the tower side was defined as a v'all
with convection and radiation heat transfer to the surroundings (i.e. indoor) air; sidewalls were
defined as adiabatic. Calculations determining the magnitude of the heat flux were based on the
solar radiation intensity and the roof pitch. The temperature of the clay tiles was measured at the
lower side (facing to the room) of the model after thermal balance was achieved' This
temperature was used to define the temperature of the roof of the interior model'
The large versions of Javanese roofs usually consist of twelve planes (four planes for
each guru, p(manggap, and panitih sector). To simplify the calculation, this experiment assumed
the sun was at its zenith. As a result, only six surfaces needed to be calculated' Any two opposite
surfaces have the same temperafure increase, for example, guru parnanjang ngajeng = $uril
pamanjang wingking, gunt panyelak tengen = $urtt panyelak kiwa. (front 8r{r,, sector = rear
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grrr sector, left guru sector = right gttrtr sector)'
r lnterior models
All the surfaces of the interior models were definect as GFD-ACE rvall's' The roofs hnve linear
gaps ro model the effect of porosity of the clay tiles. Some of the gaps were defined as inlet
boundary conditions. Others were defined as outlet boundary conditions' The decision 
to apply
inlet or outlet boundary conditions to the gaps was based on the results of the aerodynamics
performance.
10.5 Ftow Domain
Properties of rnaterials need to be defined so that heat transfer and airt'low can be modelled'
o Clay tiles
The clay tile model was defined as solid. There was no fluid flow in it and the material properties
of clay were applied. Thus, to simulate the effect of solar radiation on the clay tiles' only heat
transfer calculations were conducted'
o Interior models
The interior models were defined as an airfl0w domain. The flow domain inside the model was
defined as occupied by turbulent airflow. The material properties of air at 300K (27"C) were
applied. The turbulent kinetic energy (k) ancl turbulent energy dissipation rate (e) were
calculated using the same method as presented in Chapters Eight and Nine' In CFD-ACE'
instead of manually calculating the value of e, the width of the inlet can be inputted' The
program will autornatically calculate the value of e'
10.6 Assessment Tool
The purpose of experiments wils to study the environmental performance of Javanese
architecture (i.e. aerodynamic and hear transfer) and its relation to comfort (i.e' thermal comfor-t)'
In other words, the effects of Javanese building environmental designs, specifically building
aerodynamics ancl thermal characteristics, on the thermal comfort were to be observed' The most
logical assessment criteria thus involve thermal comfort standards-
There are some thermal comfort. standarcls available in references such as those
developed by Houghton and Yaglou, olgyay, and Fanger (see Table 6-7)' There is also a user-
friendly program, ASHRAE Thermal Comfort program, which can be used to evaluate thermal
c'mfort. Standards are available in chart form (psychrometric and bio-climatic charts) or as
formulae. For the CFD program the formulae form, Fanger's equation' is easier to use as it can
be directly incorporated into the program post-processor module'
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In this experiment, the thermal comfort formula develope<l by Fanger' is used' The
formula is based on the six thermal comfort parameters: air temperature' velocity' humidity'
mean radiant temperature, clothing, and metabolism. To avoicl bias in assessing Javanese
building thermal comfort perfonnance, some scenarios of the environmental and occupants'
habits within and around Javanese buildings were developed. Material from Chapter Three 
(the
physical and non-physical conditions of Yogyakarta Special Region) and Chapter Six (Javanese
residential building and their indoor thermal comfort performance) was used to construct the
scenario.
The comfort criteria were supplied to the CFD-ACE post-processor module (CFD-
VIEW). The CFD-VIEW can present the results graphically to show the thermally comfortable
locations within the building. Fanger's Predicted Mean Vote (PMV) was used as the thermal
comfort criteria. The PMV equations found in Mclntyre's bookr and Innova Air Tech
Instruments web Sites were translated into a simple sub-routine and attached to the post-processor
module. To calibrate the sub-routine, the comfort equations were translated into a simple
FORTRAN program and compared to the ASHRAE Thermal Comfort program' To assess
potential discomfort the PPD (Predicted Percentage of Dissatisfied) was also calculated'
Fanger's comfort equations are as follows:
PMV = (0.303.e-o0r6M + 0'028)[(M-W) - H - E. - C,", - 8,",1
H = to(A,/Apu)f.r [(t.r+27 3)4 - (\+27 3;+1 + f.1h.1t,1-tu;
T.r = tsk - I.1k1f.1 [(t.r+273)a - (t.+273)4] - I.1f.1h.(t.;to)
kr = eo(A,/Aou) = 39'6' l0'')
h. = 2.38.(t.,-tn)o'" or 12. | .(Vu,)o't which ever is bigger
f"r = 1.00 + l '29'I.r for I.r<0'078 mr'Cnv or
1.05 + 0.645.I"r for I.1 > 0.078 m2oc/lv
t*r=35.7-0.028'(M-W)
E" = 3.05.10-3.[5733 -6.99.(M-W) - p"] + 0.42.(M-W-58'15)
C*,=0.0014.M'(34-t,)
E,", = l.72.lor.M.(5867 - p.)
pPD 
= I00 - 95.e-(0'0rls'1 
PMv^4+o'2179"2)
to-7
Where,
M = Metabolic rate, W/mjW = Effective mechanical Power, W/m'p" = Humidity' Partial water vapour pressure' Pa
to = Air temPerature, oC
t, = Mean Radiant TcrnPeraturc' uCf.r = Clothing are factor. The ratio ol'the surlace area o[the cltrthed body to the surf'ace area of the
naked bodY
V* = Relativc mcan air velocity. The air velgcity relative to the occupant' including body
movcmcnt, m/s
Lr = Clothing surfbce temperature' "C
L = Clothing insulation. mloc nVE6 = Evaporative he4t exchange at the skin, when thc person cxperiences a sensatitln of neutrality'
W/nr'
Cr", = Respiratory convective heat exclrangc' W/m'E,", = Respiratory evaporative heat exchange' W/ntlT,r, = Skin temPeraiurc, "CH = Dry heat loss. Heat loss from thc body surtirce through convection' radiation and conductionPMV = Predicted Mean Vote
PPD = Predicted Percentagc of Dissatisfied
PMV and PPD can be used to measure the degree of comfort at the occupants' zone'
Typical heights normally chosen are at 0.l5m (ankle), 0.6m (back level, seated). l '2 (head level'
seated), andl.Sm (head level, standing). In this experiment, the occupants' zone was considered
to be that shown at Figure 6-3. It covers the area from the floor to about the lread level of a
standing man. For simplicity, the measurement is done at l '2 rn which is the average head height
of seated people. This simplification should not give significant impact' since some
measurements found that vertical temperature gradient at the occuPants' zone (0 - l '8 m from
the floor) is very small, in the order of 0' l "C'
10.7 Experiment on the Effect of Solar Radiation on the Clay Tiles' Temperatures
This experiment substitutes the need to conduct a manual calculation to find the temperature
increase of roof surfaces under the sun. The geometry has been discussed previously'
Roof materiarls are different between small and large buildings' The small versions of
Joglo and Limasan, which are usually used by common people, use clay tiles and only have a
ceiling on the gtril sector. The large versions, which are commonly used by royal families' often
use wood shingles and have ceilings over all sectors. These ceilings are often directly attached to
the roof. As a result, the large buildings have their internal roofs' surfaces lower than the small
buildings do. Also, these large buildings may not have ventilation through a porous roof'
However, they usually have linear gaps between sectors, which might produce the same effect as
the porous roof. Thus, large versions will only be used as if they have the same materials as the
small version.
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The effect of different solar radiation incidence angles can be simply simulated by
specifying different radiation intensities, calculated using the following simple formula:
/tr = /'cosc
Where lcr = Solar radiation at the clay tile upper surface' W/m2
I = solar radiation intensity perpendicular to the horizontal plane, w/ml
c = the pitch of the roof, 
., (see Tab|e 10.3, for the roof ang|es)
Data to be used in the calculation:
r Roof marerial: clay tiles (density, p = 2645 kg/mr; heat capacity. c = 960 J/kg'C = 0'267
Wh/kg"C; thickness, 6 = 6 mm; emissivity, e= 0.6; conductivity, k = 0'775 W/mK) 
1' 6 is the
average thickness of claY tiles'
o Roof pitch ( O, see Table l0-3
r Air temperature:27"C (300K)
r Convection heat transfer coefficient, h. = 16 w/m2"C (This figure was assumed, as there is
no measured data available for Inclonesian buildings. The rate of heat transfer by convection
is usually a complicatecl function of surface geometry and temperature' fluid temperature and
velocity, and fluid thermo-physical prope(ies5, which is beyond the scope of this experiment
to discuss in detail.) Koenigsberger6 offers 9.48 for underside of the roof' For external
surfaces, he offers a range from 14.20 (for sheltered roof; to 56'70 (severe exposure roof)'
Mills? gives h" range from 3 to 25 for air free convection'
. Solar radiation intensity, / = 540 W/m2
The simulated roof temperatures presented in Table | 0-6 show a temperature range from
312 to 323K (3g to 50"C). The temperature range closely resembles field data (32 to 5l"c)'
which was meiNured using the Wallac thermometer. To repeat, in order to reduce the complexity
of models, this experiment defined the roof surfaces as flat' Thus, some unique features of
Javanese roofs (such aS the overlapping arrangement of tiles with air gaps; mould layers on the
tiles, surface) could nor be easily rnodelled. As a result, Table l0-6 might give slightly higher
temperatures (2 to 3"C) than may be the case if those unique features were considered'
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Table 10-6 Roof temperatures from experiment' I = 540 Wm2'
PanitihGurn Patuutg,gtt2
Pcunun-
jurg
(ngujeng=
xurgliirtg),
K ('C)
Pant'elak
f &iv'a-
rcngen), K
("c)
Puttutiuttll
( ngcrjeng--
rvirfkirrf), K('c)
Punyeluk
(/i:jttzr=
tenHen), K('c)
l,utuenx=
rirrgtirrf). K
("c)
Punyelak
(,til a=
tengen),K
("c)
3t I (+8) 322 (.r9) 322(4el
Jogkr .sri (Cme-
Ar)
-114(41) 312 (39) qr 1 148)
kirri (Case-
A2)
3t4 (4r ) _r t2 (39) 12l (.18) 32t (48) -122 (49) -122 
(49)
l.itultsutl sri (Case-
A4)
-1 t7 (.1+) 3 I6 (43) 32r (.18) 322 (.19) -1?3 (50) 321 
(48)
Aild (Casc-
43)
-r t7 (44) 316 (43) t2l (4E) 322 (49) 323 1-s0) 12t 
(.18)
inn inrr"nsitv ol 54OW/mIwas takcn ils an average (scc 3.4): Thc root pltches are llsleoNOte:Solarradiationintensityof 0 / - ast ilsanaveragc\srruJ'a'' rrrv 'vr
in Table l0-3. Each calculation could be solved within three seconds with residual number ol'ten 'rders
lower than the initial values.
10.8 Bxperiment on the Thermal Performance of Javanese Buildings
Data input for this exPeriment:
. The scenario can be seen in Table l0-7. It reconstructs a norrnal day situation both inside
(i.e. the occupants) and outside (i.e. the environment) a Javanese building by combining
certain parameters (presented by shaded cells)' The selected values (shown by the shaded
cells) are the average values for nonnal days'
r Air properries for air temperature 'at 27oC: conductivity (k)=0'0267 WmK; density (p)=
l.177kglml
o Gravity:9.8 m/sl
Data input tbr this experiment is basically the same as that used in the aerodynamic
perforrnance experiment. The results of the clay tile temperature exPeriment were applied to the
roof surfaces. This scenario, which was used in the experiment of aerodynamic performance.
usecl also in experiments of thermal perforrnance' The emissivity of surfaces is set to 0'9
(Koenigsbergers ranges the emissivity of red brick, stone and tile from 0'85 to 0'95)' This
experiment did not account for the possibility of any internal heat sources'
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Table l0-7 Scenario
Atmmpheric/climatic Topography/gcograPhY
Hunran
The sun
radiation
intcnsity.
Wm:
Minimum,
cloudy
360
Cround
roughncss
height. RH.
Slands alone
surroundcd ttY
paddy ltcld,
lenain
cntcuorv 2
0.01
Clothing
vir,lucs. clo
lvtinintal:
Barg chcst,
shorls, bare
[eol
0. 1
Avcrage,
scatl.cred
clouds
540
Sunounded
by woods,
terrain
cale8ory 3
0.3
Average;
typical
tropical
clothing
cnscmblc
0.3
Maximutn,
clcar sky
| 000
In thc city.
surroundcd bY
rnulti-lcvcl
buildings.
t!'rririn
cNcsorv4
-i
Ma,rinrum:
light
sunlmer
clothing
0.4
Air
lempcra-
ture, "C
Minitnum
20
Attnosphc-
ric
boundary
layer.
thickness,
tn
Stands ulone
surrounded hy
p.tddy lield.
terain
c:rtcqorv 2
-'100
Metabolic
rate. nlel
Mininrum:
sleeping
soundly
0.8
Avcrage
n
Surrounded
by woods,
lcrrain
calL'sorv 3
400
Averlgc:
rchx.
reading,
chatting
1.0
Maxirnum
l4
ln thr'city,
surrounded bY
rnultilcvel
buildings.
terrain
catesory 4
500
Maxinrum:
sedentaty
work,
1.2
Air
velocity.
m/s
Mininrum.
calrn
0
Average,
nonDul
3.53
Maxinrum.
windy 5.56
Air
humidity.
Co
Mininrunr,
noon. bright
sun
70
Avcracc 80
Mcximum,
morning or
aftcr raining
90
Wind
direction.
de-qree
fronr thu
north
Minor. thc
third most
frequent
dircction
180
Avcrdge,
the second
most
liequcnt
direction
2t0
Major, thc
nlost
licquent
direction
240
skv
condt-
lions-
Heavy
overcast
cloud
0
estimatcd
duration
of
constant
solur
radiation,
hour
Nomtal,
rntennlltonl
cloud
I
Clear sky 1
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As already mentioned, CFD-ACE cannot simulate heat transfer through porous media'
Thus, to moclel that phenomenon, some linear gaps were consttucted on the roofs and 
defined as
inlets and outlets. Ir was expected rhat these linear gaps would not be able to perfectly 
substitute
the Javanese roof porosity, which creates evenly distributed ventilation' However' airflow
through these linear gaps is important in simulation of driving forces for air movements 
as well
a-s fresh air supply to the building. There are two options to induce these driving forces: applying
either a fixed velocity or total pressure at the inlets'
o First oprion: applying fixed velocities at the inlets' This option is impractical, as data on the
air velocity at the inlets is not readily available. Even though the air velocity can be manually
calculated from experimental results of aerodynamic performance' it is time and labour
consuming.
o Second option: to apply total pressures to the inlets' In this option' total pressures obtained
from experiments of aerodynamic perfbrmance can be used directly' This option has four
sub-options: no velocity direction, normal, cartesian, and cylindrical direction' of these' the
thirdoptionisideal,astheairdirectioncanbecontro|led.
Table 10-8 Comparison of the small versions'
Linrusan kitri
(Case-C4S)Joglo kitriJoglo sri(Case-Cl S)
Warm roof
heats air un-
derneath and
creates stack
eft'ect. The
ceiling in
,/oglo blocks
the upward air
movement.
OppositelY,
since there is
no ceilings in
Limasan the
air can flow
further and fill
the space at
8rrril s€ctor. lt
also receives
heat from gttra
sector
surfaces.
External air
enters through
inlets, pushcd
upward by
stack effect
and fill in the
.grfril sector,
partly escaped
through the
outlets and
partly {lows
downward to
thc occupant'
zone with a
chaotic
movement.
Extcrnal air
cnters through
inlets, pushed
upward by
stack effect
and lill in the
grr! scctor,
partly escaPed
through the
outlets and
partly t'lQws
downward to
thc occupant'
z.one with a
chaotic
movement.
External air
enters through
inlets, pushed
upward by
stack effect,
crawling
undcrneath tlre
ceilings, partly
escapcd
through the
outlets and
partly flows
downward to
the occupant'
zone with a
chaotic
movement.
External air
enters through
inlets, pushcd
upward hy
stack eil'ect,
clung to thc
underside of
the ceilin,es.
pflrtly escapcd
through thc
outlets and
partly flows
downward to
the occupant'
z-one with a
chaotic
m0vement.
Airflows pattcrn
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Limasan and
kitri create
higher air
velocity than,
respectivelY,
Joglo and sri'
The difference
is insignificant
and the air
velocity is
0.342 m/s;
snrall
lluctuated
specd.
impcrceptible.
0.303 m/s:
small
lluctuated
specd,
imperceptible.
0.304 mis:
small
fluctuated
speed,
inrperceptiblc.
0.294 m/s:
small
fluctuated
spceil,
imperceptiblc.
Air velocity
Joglo and kitri
create lower
air
temperature
than,
respectivelY,
Limasan and
sri. Air
tempel?ture
inside Joglo is
loC lower than
that inside
Linwsan.The
southern Part
of the room is
cooler than the
-28.966'C:
small air
tempcraturc
range.
southcrn part
o[ thc rtrom is
coolcr than
northern Part.
-29.987"C;
small air
tcmperature
range,
sQuthern part
of the roonr is
cooler than
northern Part.
-27984"C;
small air
te mperature
rangc,
southern part
ol the room is
coolcr than
northern part.
-27.989"C;
small air
temperature
range,
southern part
of the roonr is
coolcr than
nclrthcrn Part.
Air temperaturc
Joglo awJ kitri
create more
thermally
comfortable
indoor air
than,
respectivelY,
Linrusanand
sri with the
tendencY to
warm.
0.478;
com[ortable,
slightly warm.
0.549;
contlbrtablc,
slightly warm.
0.049;
comfortable,
tend to slightly
warm-
0.071;
com[ortable,
tcnd to slightly
warm.
loglo ar.d kitri
create more
thermally
comfortable
indoor air
than,
respectivelY,
Limasan and
sri with a less
percentage of
people
dissatisfied.
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l0.gRelatingtheExperimentalResu|tstolndoorThermalComfort
The experiments proved Javanese buildings of Joglrt and Limasnn style to be thermally
comfortable. At daytime, occupants wearing typical tropical clothes (clo value = 0'3) and
perfonning seclentary tasks (met rilte = 1.0) would feel comfortable though slightly wann'
Different petltng(m values and types have caused very small diff'erences' However, in general'
Joglo has betrer thermal performance than Lintasan. Also, applying kitri will generally give
better thermal performance than applying 'tri'
ceilings can influence thennal comfort in two ways. First, a ceiling can partly prevent
the heat of roof surfaces from transfening to indoor air. Second, ceilings at Suru sector direct the
cooler outdoor air supply through the occupants' zone. The second phenomenon was obvious
through companson of the indoor airflow pattern in small version models af Joglo and Linusatt
style. In the Lintcrsan model, the outdoor cooler air supply was pushed upward by the buoyancy
effect of the hot roof surfaces and filled the .gurrr sector area. In Joglo sryle the buoyancy effect
could not push the air supply up further as the ceiling of the .gttrtt sector blocked it' This
mechanism thus improved the indoor air comfort by introducing a higher velocity and cooler 
air
fiorn the outdoor supply (see Figure l0-6)'
The porosity of the roof has been proved very important in avoiding excessive heat gain
from the hot roof to the indoor air by enabling the indoor air to ventilate' The cooler outdoor air
supply prevents the indoor air temperature from rising too high' In the case of the hipped roof
which uses airtight comrgatect steel, without any outdoor (cooler) air supply' the indoor air
temperature approaches the temperature of the roof surface' Although heat was added to the
indoor air (by the hot roofl), no heat was removed from it' The indoor air temperature has far
exceecled the tolerable temperature for comfort. The value of cooler air supply in reducing the
indoor air temperature becomes obvious through an experiment with a ventilated-hipped roof'
When gaps were applied to the hipped roof, the indoor air temperature was dramatically reduced'
from above 40"C to 28"C. This shows the importance of ventilation. In terms of a building
without windows such as the original Javanese building designs' the non-airtight traditional clay
tiles of Javanese buildings are vital. They provide continuous ventilation night and day'
10.9.1 Air TemPeratures
Under average conditions (the scenario in Table l0-7) the indoor air temperature of the small
version of Javanese buildings is relatively warrn, between 28 and 29"C' For the large version' the
indoor air temperature is slightly higher at arouncl 29.5"C. Convection and radiation from the
warm roof do not create excessive heat inside the builcling. It has been proved that kilri causes a
l0-18
lower temperature than sri. Joglo has lower temperature than Limasan; however' the difference
is negligible.
The upper zone of the building had a lower temperature than the lower zone (occupants'
zone). This wzrs because the cooler outdoor air, which was entering the building through the gaps
in the roof, was induced by the stack effect of the hot air from the hot surfaces to f'low upward
rather than downward. This rilixed air was still cooler than the air at the occupants' zone' This
can be seen as both a positive and negative aspect of Javanese building design' Even 
without
windows, Javanese buildings are comfortable; however, the cooler outdoor air supply is not 
used
to its optimum. An experiment with a gap near the floor gave further irnproved thennal comfort
(see Figure l0*6). The indoor air temperature of Joglo ftitri can be reduced frorn 28oC to 27oC'
With the wind flows from the south, the north-western part (sentlnng klwa) and north-eastern
pnrt (serhong tetrgen) are warrner than other parts' The north part (senthong tengah) is cooler
than other parts of the building. (see Figure l0-6 and l0-7)
10.9.2 Airflow Patterns and Velocities
Indoor air velocity in all the buildings is very
low, less than I m/s. It is imperceptible' The
airf-low pattern is chaotic. The air enters
through gaps in the roof, flows upward, then
flows downward, sweeps the occupants' zone
before flowing upward again, and escapes
through the opposite gaps. This rnight be
beneficial to controlling air pollution without
necessarily introducing perceptible air
movement.
Figure l0-5 Chaotic air movementin a Limasan
as showed by particle tracking.
The lack of air movement inside Javanese building shows the preference of Javanese
people for building as a total shelter from wind. It brings to mind the traditional Javanese
wisdom that wind can do bad things to health'
10.9.3 Predicted Mean Vote and Predicted Percentage of Dissatisfied
The experirnent found that Javanese buildings are comfortable with the tendency to be warrn'
The pMV and ppD scales identify that the indoor climate of Javanese buildings is comfortable'
Figure l0-3 and Figure l0-8 show comparisons of the PMV' Joglo is more comfortable than
Lintasctn. Small-scale buildings are more comfortable than large-scale buildings. Figure l0-8
-=f;t
r0-19
shows various PPD inside Joglo sri under an average climate condition' The occupants' zone 
is
comfortable. The figure also shows that the mi<ldle of the northern part of the building is the
mostcomfortablelocation.Itisthelocationofsen|ltottgteng,ah'
10.9.4 Air HumiditY
CFD-ACE has the ability ro calculare the relative hurnidity inside the building' When modelling
atmospheric air it is often necessary to inclucle the effect of humiclity in the system' This is
especially true for sorne HVAC (Heating Ventilation and Air Conditioning) simulations where
the intent is often to control the humidity level. CFD-ACE can be used to model humidity effects
by solving a mixing calculation that includes water vapour rnixed with dry air' This' however'
requires some manual calculations to define a mixture of dry air and water vapour to 
obtain the
desired level of humidity. Also, it contributes to the complication of the CFD-ACE calculation
that might lead to a convergence problem. To sirnplify the calculation, based on the field 
data in
this experiment, the relative humidity was clefined as a constant of 807o and incorporated into 
the
PMV equation.
10.10 Javanese Building with Partitions
Javanese buildings ire mostly single rooms' Figures l0-10 to l0-12 show the CFD-ACE results
of J\glo sri (Joglo for dalenl. The partitions divide the room into senthong tengen' senthong
tengalt, and senthong kivta.All of the apertures (doors and windows) were opened'
Figure l0-ll and Figure 10-12 show thil sethong teng,en and kiwa is warmer than
senthong tengah and dctlent- outdoor air, set to 27uC, introduces cooler air into the room' But'
away from the openings the air temperature increases as a result of heat transfer from the hot
roof. In the expenment without internal partitions the locations of senthong, kiwtt and tengen
have a slightly lorver temperature than dalem. Thus. partitions change the distribution pattern of
air temperature. The air temperature is affectecl by the airflow. Locations with higher air velocity
have a lower temperature. Stagnant locations have higher air temperature' Figures l0-13 to l0-
l5 shows the distribution of air velocity, including stagnant locations' Figures l0-18 and l0-19
show the path of airflow and the direction.
Clothes irffect the level of thermal comfort. Figures 10-16 and 10-17 show that for
people wearing minimal dress (shorts and T-shirt) senthong tengen (and kiwa) are more
comfortable than dalem. Dulern will be a bit cooler. But, forpeople wearing trousers and shirt'
senthong ftiwa will be slightly too wann'
l0-20
l0.llThePerformanceofComputationalFluidDynamicsProgram
As in the aerodynamics experiment, in this CFD-ACE has provecl to be a user-friendly and
versatile program. It is not only successful in reproclucing real conditions but also makes it 
easy
to study the effect of changes such as geometry, surface temperature' and air velociry 
on thennal
comfort.
10.12 SummarY
cornputer simulation using a cFD program confirmed that Javanese buildings are thermally
comfortable with the tendency to be warm. They are far more comfortable than non-Javanese
buildings (hipped roof buildings with comrgated steel)' The key feature is the ventilated roof' It
keeps the indoor air thermally comfortable even with the absence of windows' However' 
with the
presence of windows the superiority of Javanese buildings over non-Javanese buildings is not
entirely obvious, even though the latter have a much higher roof temperature than the former do'
This also shows that the effect of heat radiation from hot comrgated steel can be offset by
ventilation.
Other findings:
. Style only affects the thermal cornfort performance slightly. Joglo is slightly more
comfortable than Limasan'
. Spiritual values affect thermal comfort performance . Kitri has consistently created a different
thennal comfort value from sri. Applyin g kitri creates a more comfortable indoor climate
than applying sri. However, the difference is insignificant, as it can only be seen from CFD-
ACE results.
o The clay tiles of a Javanese roof are essential for providing continuous ventilation since they
are not airtight. The ventilation exists at the upper zone of the building so that it does not
introduce perceptible air movement at the occupants' level' This is especially true for
buildings with closed windows (as in the original Javanese building designs)'
windows can improve the thermal perfbrmance of Javanese building' However' they
introduce perceptible air movement that might be not preferred by Javanese people' It seems
that original Javanese building designs do not emphasise indoor ventilation to optimise the
physiological cooling effect of air movement. (Note: Javanese people have other places to
take the benefit of physiological cooling effect from perceptible air movement' as in taking 
a
nap on the veranda during a hot day.)
Constructing gaps ilt floor level has been proved to increase the thermal performance as a
consequence of introducing perceptible air movement'
l0-2 l
The following chapter (chapter Eleven) will sunrmatise the enti'r€ study of the environmental
perf.orrnanee sf Javanese buildings: and comment on the research tool.
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1 1. coNcLUSroNs
11.1 Introduction
In this concluding chapter, the main and subsidiary questions raised at the outset are 
addressed
under the following headings:
o Main question on Javanese building design and thermal comfort performance'
e Subsidiary questions:
.UniqueformsofJavanesearchitectureandtherma|comfort.
.Uniquemateria|sofJavanesearchitectureandthermalcomfort.
o Modelling simplification and simulation accuracy'
Some recommendations for further study are also made'
ll.2 Main Question on Javanese Building Design and Thermal comfort Performance
Hctw do Javanese builtling clesigns contribute to lhennal comfort performance?
Having explorecl every possibly related aspect of this question, it is now appropriate to deal with
it in general.
It has been proven that traditional Javanese builclings were built according to an integrated
understanding of those design features, contributing to a thermally comfortable indoor climate'
while not an explicit objective within traditional design methods, the experimental results
indicate a consciousness, which has informed wider building practice. Experimental data has
reinforced this point, revealing traditional Javanese buildings to be comfortable' with a tendency
to be wann. This study has substantiated the perception that they are more comfortable than 
non-
Javanese buildings (represented by hipped-roof buildings, with comrgated steel roof' and no
application of petungan values; see Figure I l-l)
The role of thermal comfort and interior climate considerations in traditional Javanese
building technique is implicit rarher than explicit. These considerations are revealed through
scientific data linked ro thermal comfort using a descriptive analysis method. The principles are
inherent to rhe traditional Javanese building design guides found within traditional literatures
(i.e. Serat centhini, Primbon and Kawrtth ketlang),presented in the forms of stories and songs' ln
these forms, building practice (the dos and don'ts) is linked to metaphysical considerations
I l-l
resulting in good or bad luck upon the building's owner, and not to aerodynamic and 
thermal
environmental consequences. However, studying modern building science texts pertinent 
to
warm humid climate environmental design strategies has revealecl prolific application of
environmental considerations in Javanese clesigns. Nrrmerical analysis methodology (using
Computational Fluicl Dynamic program) reinfbrced this descriptive observation'
Javanese building designs use a holistic (integrated) approach to thermal comfort' From
the landscaping and the building orientation to the roof's form and materials' all have been
adjusted to warm humid climatic conclitions in order to create thermally comfortable indoor air'
Despite its integrated approach, Javanese architecture focuses special attention on roofs 
as they
reflect the styles and spiritual values of the builclings. Aerodynamic and thermal performance
experiments proved that the roofs are also important contributors to indoors thermal comfort'
Their forms (styles) and materials (clay tiles) act simultaneously to produce the end result' a
thermally comfortable indoor climate. Using a Javanese style without also applying its unique
materials will create a less thennally comfortable environment' Similarly' applying those unique
materials to non-Javanese buildings will not allow the full aerodynamic benefits of Javanese
styles.
Tests of aerodynamic and thermal performance shows Javanese buildings to have an
integrated roof ventilation system. Finding this is consistent with the discovery that original
Javanese designs did not involve lhe use of winclows to any great extent' The experiments found
the ventilation superiority of Javanese buildings over non-Javanese buildings is obvious only
under those circumstances. The introduction of windows has irnproved the ventilation
performance and the thennal comfort of Javanese buildings as well as those of non-Javanese
builclings and makes the superiority of the former less significant.
f lJ SubsidiarY Questions
11.3.1 The unique Forms of Javanese Buildings and Thermal comfort
The unique forms of Javanese buildings are a combined result of their styles and petungan
(Javanese numerology). Both have been found to affect thermalcomfort'
r The Style
In terms of styles, J}glohas been proved to be thermally more comfortable than Limasan' It has
been found to have an indoor air temperature I 
oC lower than Linnsan-
l r-2
The multi-angled forms of Javanese roofs create higher positive pressures at the windward
surfaces, especially near the fotded lines (between sectors), and creates high ventilation potential
at roof level. Thus, Javanese buildings have higher ventilation potential than non-Javanese
buildings (represented by single angle hipped roof buildings)' This superiority is only true at roof
level.
The ventilation potential from pressure differences between wall and roof level shows 
that
Javanese buildings have relatively similar ventilation potential to non-Javanese buildings' Again'
this is consistent with the original Javanese building designs, which rely on the roof ventilation
rather than on windows and doors. In other words, the ventilation superiority of Javanese
buildings is only obvious when there are no windows ancl doors opened' (See Figure I I -2)
ceilings are important in directing the cooler outdoor air (penetrating through the roof gaps)
to the occupants' zone. The presence of a ceiling at the glru sector of Joglo deflects the airflow
clownward. That is not the case for Lintttsan where the absence of ceiling has allowed the
buoyancy effect to push the cooler incorning outdoor air up'
o The Petungan
In terms of spiritual values (petttngan),titri creates a more thermally comfortable indoor air
space than sri does. However, the difference is barely significant. Petttngan thus contributes 
little
in the issue of superiority of Javanese buildings over non-Javanese architecture' The aspects of
architectural design, which contribute to thennal comfort issues' afe not dictated by a
numerological system, but by pragmatic design choices within traditional constraints'
11.3.2 The unique Materials of Javanese Buildings and Thermal comfort
Traditional clay tiles are unique materials for Javanese buildings. These traditionally hand made
roof materials are mostly used in residential buildings. The experiments found that the
combination of low conductivity and high porosity of the traditional clay tile roofs gives
advanrages for buildings in hot humid climate in reducing solar heat gain' As heat insulator
materials, the clay tiles' inside temperature does not rise very high (less than 5l"C) under
average solar radiation intensity.
clay tiles provide gaps for continuous ventilation, which can be induced by wind force
and stack effect. The experiments found that these gaps have a significant effect on thermal
comfort. without any wall openings, Javanese buildings have been proved much more
I l-3
comfortable than non-Javanese buildings (hipped roof buildings with comrgated steel)' since
ventilation occurs at roof level. This ventilation enables the warm indoor air 
(caused by radiation
andconvectionfromthewarmroo0tobereplacedbycoo|eroutdoorair'
The superiority of the clay tiles is particularly true in Javanese buildings when all doors
and windows are closed. with doors and windows opened, the superiority becomes insignificant
as the airflow from those openings dominates the occupants' zone.
Thus'alloftheuniqueaspectsofJavaneseresidentialarchitectura|designscanbe
shown to have an environmental function built into their traditional roles. When inhabited in 
a
traditional manner, these buildings continue to be thermally comfortable' according to user-
requirements.
ll.3.3ModellingSimplificationandSimulationAccuracy
The CFD program has proved a reliable research tool, as shown by the aerodynamic and thennal
calibration results and the experiments with the Javanese buildings' However' calibration of the
prograln prior to its use as a research tool is strongly recommended'
The precision of data input is important for obtaining accurate results' However, unlike
industrial design contexts, in building aerodynamic and thermal performance the required
precision of the input can be reduced. within a buililing context, usually only general ideas of
phenomena are required. However, without forcing unrealistic computer' tirne' and labour costs'
it is always worthwhile to define boundary conditions and flow domain in such a way as to
simulate real conditions as closely as possible. This is particularly the case when detailed
observation of small-scale phenomena in and around the building is required' such as the effect
of window and door style on the airflow'
Running a CFD program with complicated data input has been proved to increase
solution problems (i.e. convergence problems). It is thus wise to make the data input as simple as
possible to avoid complication in model construction as well as calculation' Dividing an
experiment into smaller processes could simplify the input (for example, one experiment uses the
results of previous experiments as its data input and produces results to be used as data input for
the next experiment). Careful attention is needed in transferring data (interpreting the results of
previous experiment to be used as data input), or inaccurate results can filter through'
I t-4
Modelling simplification can be applied to
though the CFD program offers various facilities
inside and around building, a selection can be
keeping tlre model as simple as possible'
the geometry and the airflow models' Even
to model airflow and heat transfer problem
made to obtain the required accuracy while
It was found that for aerodynarnic performance simulation, a combination of three-
dimensional model (with non-uniform grid), standard k-e turbulence model, and atmospheric
boundary layer is sufficient to get realistic results' For thermal performance simulation' a
combination of three-dimensional model, standard k-e turbulence models with convection' 
and
radiation heat transfer is sufficient.
ll.4 Recommendations for Further Research
r Further studies are also needed to explore the ventilation potential at roof surfaces' A new
design might be developed based on Javanese roof <lesign to maximise ventilation 
potential
while minimising the negative effects (rain water spray, dust, etc')' This kind of ventilation
can be very useful in high building density areas where the efficiency of window (and door)
ventilation is minimised by the lack of free air movement'
o The Joglo style, popularly known as the symbol of Javanese architecture' has been proved
more comfortable than Lintasan. Though this research studies both styles (since residential
buildings mostly use these styles), further comparative studies involving other styles (Tajug'
Kampung and Panggcrng pe) might be useful. It would further justify the position of Joglo
as the best style for thermal comfort.
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L.2 The Six Related Aspects of Thermal Comfort
In this research, evaluation of thermal comfort uses six related aspects and methods available
through references: air temperature, air velocity, air humidity, Mean Radiant Temperature
(MRT), clothing values (clo), and metabolic rates (met) are mostly used'
During field observation, it was found that air temPeratures, humidity, and air movement
in pendapa and dalem followed a periodical pattern. Table A-2 shows a resume of thermo-
hygrographs taken from four Javanese buildings'
There was no indication that pendapc always have lower air temperatures than dalern or
versa. In Wardani,s and Sukabsir's houses, the pendapa tends to have lower air
temperatures than the dalem,whereas in Prasetyo's and Suyitno's houses the pendapa 
tends to
have higher air temperatures than the dalems. There are two probable explanations' First'
wardani,s and sukabsir's dalemhave more glass tiles than Prasetyo's and suyitno's 
dalem'
Considering the constancy of sky conditions during the observation (sunny days)' Prasetyo's and
Suyitno's dalem were darker than the other two' Second, the Prasetyo's and Suyitno's dalem
have only small openings, which were closed during the observation. Additionally' all four
dalemhave relatively the same heat sources: TV, radio, lamps and most of the time only one
person (or perhaps two people) as occuPant(s). The activities were also similar: watching TV'
chatting, and sleePing.
Pendapatend to have a larger amplitude of air temperatures (ranging between maximum
and minimum air temperarures) than dalem. This is easily explained' as pendapa are more open
to outdoor air than dalem.
An illustration of daily humidity cycles in a Javanese building can be seen from Figure
A-1. The measurcment was held at the pendapa as it is relatively oPen to the surrounding
weather. Recording at Sukabsir' s pendapafrom 20 December 1996 to 25 December 1996 found
that RH were between 50 and 887o. The less humid air is around mid-day and the most 
humid is
around mid-night. A sharp fluctuation was caused by rain' A record from 8 December 
1996 to 12
December 1996 in Prasetio's pendapa, situated within the city, shows that maximum and
minimum air temperarures are 28oc (at around 13:00) and 23.5oC (at around 06:00) respectively'
Measurement conducted at Suyitno's pendapa between 14 December 1996 and 19 December
1996 found the maximum and minimum air temperatures were 28oC and 23'C' Suyitno's house
is rurally situated (about 18 km from Yogyakarta). Data recording at Sukabsir's pendapafrom
20 December to 25 December 1996 found the maximum and minimum air temperatures 
were
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Table A-2 Climatic datainpendapa anddalem'
"W"ra.pf ...;,":.J
4!e!dgo i $uYitno;:
28.8
23.0
l2:00
06:00
28.2
)))
l2:00
05:00
air temp. pendapa max 30.2
23.5
l3:00
06:00
28.2
23.2
13:00
06:00mtn.
dalent max. 32.5 l3:00 27.0 l3:00
a1 ) l5:00 28.8 l4:00
mln. 24.2 05:00 24.5 06:00 24.0 06:00
24.1 06:00
humidity pentlapa max. 84.5
53.5
06:00
l4:00
90
6'1.5
08:00
l3:00
88
f/
04:00
l2:00
88
50
0l:00
l2:00
mtn.
dalent max. 86 02:00 95 09:00 9r.5 l2:00 9l 08:00
min. 46 l2:00 84 05:00 77 l8:00 64
l4:00
air speed pendapa max. 4.5 l2:00 5.1 l2:00 4.2 l2:00 3.9
l2:00
mtn.
dalent max. 4.5 l2:0O 2.1 l2:00 1.8 l2:00 1.2
l2:00
mln.
MRT pendapa max. 30.95 l2:00 28.4 l2:00 29.42 l2:00
29.3 l2:00
mln.
dalenr max. 32.86 l2:00 27.4 l2:00
'r1 1l l2:00 29.42 12:00
mtn.
28.5"C and22.2"C.Sukabsir's house is located 5 km from Suyitno's house' Measurements 
were
conducted at pendapa,being relatively exposed to weather changes'
n" u tough idea on the real condition of
Javanese buildings only. It is not intended to be used as a comparison O.:Y:",1-tl:-::l]]:l"i::it:1ytl
performance. Too many variables were involved which might result in a misleading interpretation' 
Some
of the reasons that discourage the comparison are: measurements were taken at different times' 
all four
buildings, have differences (furniture arrangement, equipment type,. window configuration' etc') which
-igt, iiau"" various effects on thermal performance, making conclusion difficult'
Data recording at Susilo's pendapa shows a slightly different air temperatures' The
detected maximum and minimum air temperatures 16 November 1996 and 2l December 1996
were 25.5'C (at around 13:00) and 200c (at around 06:00). Susilo's house is situated near
pakern, 22kmnorth from yogyakarta (see Figure 3.2for Yogyakarta Special Region)'
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Figures in the above table were based on data recording using thermohygrographs 
(for
air temperature and humidity), a kata thermometer (for air velocity)' and a black globe
thermometer (for MRT). The air velocities were derived from the following formular:
where V = air velocity, ft/min.
H = kata thermometer cooling power' i'e' the kata factor
divided by the average cooling time, in second'
T,a,b = constants depending on the type of instrument used
t = air temperature, oF
The MRT used the following formula2:
t's x 10-s = t'6 x lT-e + 0. 1028^l v ( t r - t " )
where = MRT, 
oF Abs'
= temperature of globe thermometer, T Abs'
= temperature of globe thermometer, 
oF
Tc= ts* 460
= temperature of air, 
oF
= air velocity, ft./min.
A.3 Simple thermal comfort evaluation
The following is an example involving a simple thermal comfort evaluation of the past condition
of a Javanese building. It was just a common quiet day in the village' The time was 0l:00 p'm'
and the sun was shining. There were scattered clouds; the breeze blew gently- A peasant 
(not so
rich farmer) took a short break after working in the rice field the whole morning' He sat in the
dalem(withthedooropened),relaxed,andhadacupofafterlunchtea.
Analysis:
The peasant house was in a village. It was a one-unit building, surrounded by trees' The walls
were made of timber plank and the roof used clay tiles. It did not have any ceiling. The 
peasant
called his house the dalemwhich was a limasan type. At 0l:00 p'm. the sun was high' 
Thus'
walls were shaded by the overhangs. This makes the roof the only part of the building that
receives direct solar radiation. But, the clay tiles were good insulators and, as they were 
not
| !-_,f'
'=lti-)
Ts
Ta
t"
t!
v
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perfectly matching each other, they had a good ventilation that could reduce the heat
accumulation. So, the mean radiant temperature could be kept low (MRT - 29"C)' He left the
door open. This enabled the breeze to enter his house, although its speed was reduced 
(V 
- 
0'15
m/s). The air temperature (T - 28"C) and the humidity were normal for the afternoon (RH -
60vo';.The peasant wore his working clothes,consisting of a T-shirt and shorts 
(clo 
- 
0'18)' As
other common peasants, he liked having bare feet rather than using sandals' It was 
very muddy in
the rice fields.
Figure A-l shows a simple thermal comfort evaluation. It concludes that the condition
was thermally comfortable (within ISO standards) even though it was warm' humid' and calm' In
this quick check the default physiological data (skin temperature, body surface area' etc') are
used.
Table A-3 An example of data for a simple thermal comfort evaluation'
A-l I
Figiue L:t An exulple of;a simple evaluation to the data prosented al Table Ar3'
Endnotes
London: H'K' I,ewlb & Co' Ltd"P'26'
2 tb.id". p.38,
A.-t2
B.
Field Research EquiPment:
o Kata thermometer (for very low air velocity)
o Anemometer (for low to high air velocity)
r Wallac thermometer (for surface temperature)
o Black Globe thermometer (for mean radiant temperature)
r Hwirling hygrometer (for humidity)
o Thermo-hygrograph (ior2ahoursand 7 days measurement of humidity and air
temPerature)
. SLR Camera + flashlight
o Barometer (for location height above the sea level)
o Ruler
Computer Research EquiPment
o Monitor: Sony Trinitron MultiscanlTsfII
o CPU: Pentium 166,256 MB RAM
o Environment: Windows NT, Networking
o Sofrware for experiment: CFD-GEOM, bpp-CUt, and CFD-VIEW (ver' 4'0 pack)
o other software: corel Quattro Pro 8, Microsoft word 7, systat 5, AutoCAD 14' Adobe
Photoshop 4.0, ASHRAE Thermal comfort Program, Microsoft wordPad 4'0'
Example of data input for experiment of thermal performance - interior model:
TITLE " Joglo kitri large version - interior "
*
*
*
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * MOdel * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
*
MODEL jkhl-intf
*
GEOMETRY
GRID 3D BFC
UsE GRID FRoM jkhl-intf'DTF DTF
* Ce1I T14Pes
END
*
PROBI,EM_TYPE
SOLVE FLOW TURBULENCE HEAT RADIATION
* SLeadY flow
END
*
PROPERTIES
DENSITY GAS_LAW PRESS 1OOOOO MOL_WT 29
VISCOSITY CONSTANT_KINEMATIC 1. 59C-O05
SPECIFIC_HEAT 1005
CONDUCTIVITY PRANDTL O. 59
PRT 1
RADIATION EMISS = 0'9 ABSOR = 0 SCATTER = 0
B-l
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*
MODELS
TURBUI,ENCE_MODEL KE
RADIATION_MODEL S4_AAQ
END
*
*** Boundary Conditions ***
BOUNDARY-CONDITIONS;---C;;;iEy boundarv cond'ition specified
GRAV-X O
GRAV_Y -9.8
GRAV-Z O
RHOREF L.T77
boundarY condition: Default
WALI, ]. L 50 62 L T2 WEST
u = o v = 0 w = 0 RH = 0.005 T = 32I
boundarY cond'ition: Defaul!
TOTAL_P_CART 1 1. 63 65 1 6 WEST
U = 1 V = 0 W = 0 P = 2'788 K= 0'505 D =boundary conditrion: Default
wAr,L L t 63 65 7 t2 WEST
U = 0 V = 0 W = 0 RH = 0'005 T = 32L
boundarY condition: Default
WALL 1 L 47 49 7 12 WEST
U = 0 V = 0 W = O RH = 0'005 T = 32L
boundarY condition: Default
TOTAL_P_CART 1 T 47 49 L 6 WEST
U = l-V = 0 W = 0 P = 2.625 K = 0'505 D =boundary condition: Default
WALI, 1 1- 34 46 L L2 WEST
U = 0 V= 0 W = 0 RH = 0'005 T = 32L
boundarY condition: Defaults
ToTAL-P-CART 1 1 31- 33 1- 6 WEST
U = 1 V = 0 W = 0 P = 2'2LL K = 0'505 D =
boundarY condition: Default
WALL 1 L 31- 33 7 12 WEST
u = 0 v = 0 w = 0 RH = 0.005 T = 321
0L=0.2T=300
0L=0.2T=300
0L=0.2T=300
boundary condition: Defauft
uIALL l 1 1-8 30 1 l-2 WEST
U = 0 V = 0 W = 0 RH = 0.005 T = 322boundary condition: Default
WALL 1- L 15 L7 7 L2 WEST
u = 0 v = 0 w = 0 RH = 0'005 T = 322boundarY condition: Default
TOTAL_P-CART 1 ]. 15 ].7 1 6 WEST
U = lV = 0 W = 0 P = l-'g74K= 0'505 D= 0 L = 0'2 T = 300
boundarY condition: Default
WALLlTI14T1"2 WEST
u = 0 v = 0 w = 0 RH = 0-0001 EM= 0
boundarY condition: Default
EXIT-P l-9 19 63 65 1- 6 EASTU=0V=0W=0P=-3.]-K=0.505D=0L=0.2T=300
boundarY condition: Default
WAI,I, 19 ].9 63 65 7 L2 EAST
U = 0 V = 0 W = 0 RH = 0'005 T = 32]-boundary condition: Default
wAr,r, L9 L9 50 62 t L2 EAST
u = 0 v = 0 w = 0 RH = 0.005 T = 32tboundary condition: Default
EXrT-P 19 L9 47 49 t 6 EAST
U=0V=0w=0P=-3'8K=0.505D=0L=0.2T=300
boundarY condition: Default
wALt 19 L9 47 49 7 L2 EAST
u = 0 v= 0 w = 0 RH = 0.005 T = 32Lboundary condition : Default
WALL ].9 L9 34 45 L 12 EAST
U = 0 V= 0 W = 0 RH = 0'005 T = 32Lboundary condiLion: Default
B-2
EXIT-P tg L9 31 33 1- 6 EASTU= 0V= 0W= 0 P = -2K= 0'505 D= 0L =O'2T= 300
boundary condition: Default
wALr, 19 19 31 33 7 L2 EAsr
U = 0 V = 0 W = 0 RH = 0'005 T = 32t
boundarY condition: Default
WALL 19 1-9 18 30 1 12 EAST
U = 0 V = 0 W = 0 RH = 0'005 T = 322
boundarY condition : Default
EXrr-P 1g tg 1-5 L7 1 6 EAST
U= 0V= 0W= 0 P= -1K= 0'505D= 0 L = 0'2T= 300
boundary condition: Default
WALL 19 19 15 T7 7 L2 EAST
u = 0 v = 0 w = 0 RlI = 0.005 T = 322
boundarY condition: Default
WALL ].9 19 T L4 1 T2 EAST
u = 0 v= 0 w= 0 RH = 0.000L EM = 0
boundarY condition: Default
WALLlLg]-LLL2 SOUTH
u= 0 V = 0 w = 0 RH = 0-0001 EM = 0
boundarY condition: Default
WALL l- l-9 65 65 1" !2 NORTH
u = 0 V = 0 w = 0 RII = 0-0001- EM = 0boundarY condition: DefaufL
SyMMETRYII-9 165 1l LOW
boundarY condiEion: Default
EXIT-P E \A AI 65 L2 L2 HIGHU= 0V= 0W= 0 P= -5 K= 0'505 D= 0 L = O'2T= 300
boundarY condition: Default
WALL 1. 5 63 65 1-2 L2 HIGH
U = 0 V= 0 W = 0 RH = 0.005 T = 32I
boundary condition: Default
WALI, 15 19 63 65 L2 12 HIGHtj = o v = o w = o RH = o-oo5 T = 32LboundarY condition: Default
WALL 1- 1.9 50 62 L2 L2 HIGH
U = 0 V = 0 W = 0 RH = 0'005 T = 32tboundary condition: Default
EXIT-P 6 L4 47 49 !2 12 HIGH
u= 0v= 0w= b p= -3.3 K= 0.505D= 0 L= 0.2 T= 300
boundarY condition: Default
WALL 1 5 47 49 L2 L2 HIGI{
U = 0 V = 0 W = 0 RH = 0.005 T = 32t.
boundarY condition: Default
WALL ].5 L9 47 49 t2 L2 HIGH
u = 0 v = 0 w = 0 RH = 0.005 T = 32!boundarY condition: DefaulE
WALT, ]. L9 34 45 L2 L2 HIGH
U = 0 V= 0 W = 0 RH = 0'005 T = 32!
boundarY condition: Default
WALL l-5 l-9 31 33 L2 72 ITIGH
U = 0 V = 0 W = 0 RH = 0.005 T = 32LboundarY condition: Default
EXIT-P 5 ]-4 31 33 L2 L2 HIGHU= 0V= 0W= 0 P = -2K= 0'505D= 0L = O'2T= 300
boundarY condiLion: Default
WALL l 5 3l- 33 L2 12 HIGH
u = 0 V = 0 w = 0 RH = 0-005 T = 321
boundarY condition: Default
WALL L 19 1-8 30 L2 t2 HIGH
u = 0 v = 0 w= 0 RH = 0.005 T = 322
boundarY condition: Default
WAIL 15 19 15 L7 12 12 HIGH
U = 0 V = O W = 0 RH = 0.005 T = 322
boundarY condition: Default
EXIT_P O TA TS 17 L2 L2 HIGIIU=0V=0W=0P=-1.3K=0.505D=0L=0.2T=300
boundarY condition: Defaul-ts
WAI,L 1 5 15 17 L2 T2 HIGH
u = 0 v = 0 w = 0 RH = 0.005 T = 322
8,3
n bo-trndarli condition: De'f,ault
V[4E1, 1 1g T TA L2 L2 IIIGIT ,ii =-;O V = 0r l.{ = 0 RlXl = 0.0001 E![ = 0
P*
I1i6ITIA&CONDIT-ONS gg=0.2
--:u-=--r1 
= o w =-o p = 0l T = 300 K = 0.505 D =
REslrtrhRlt' FEOU Jkhl-irrbf 'D"UR'
r*
* * * * r * * *. * * * * *,** *** * * * *'gg:L1;ae'*'rb * zt * * * * ** * * * * tr"** * * *'*'r*
*
.:l
SO[,I'TION-CONEROI!
AIT6ORITIS4 SIMPI.EC
s-scH4[EUP$III$DUVW
g-SEHES@ UFWXND EITO
S-SEEEMIE IIPWf,ID K D
SJSCHEME UPIIrIND II
rT85RAtrrolis e000
C-NTEEAISTONS 1
so[,v,ER. WIIOI,E-I U V $l
SOTTVER CG PF
SOLVAR' WHO.I'E-I K D
sor"ltBR CG E
s-rrERATroNS5UVWg-ITEEAgXONS 50'-0. PF
S-ITE.. I$TIONS 5 [( D
S ITERATIONS 5OO H
rNenr:AIr-feCTOR' 0.9 U \r W
INERTIAX,_FACEOR O.8 K D
I$IEts8XAI"-FACTOR 0"7 L[
REI,AX 0.3: F RIIO T VIg
RETTAII- 0'5 RAD'
l4rM/AIJ-1e+020UVVt
MXIWAIJ -1 P
MIN\/AJI 1e-006 BtIo
MISfAJ, Le-0L0 T l/JS'
IfI$TVAL Le-019 K D
MENVAL -1e+o20 fl
I{AXVALIe+020UVW
MA)(\IAL 1e+020 P Rgo
lAelryAt 5000 It'
lfArfir:ef 100 V-IS
Un:nAl 1e+020 K D
D{AIWAL tr-e+020 II
Tr{D
OUEPUTgrrotr3D ol[ EOR!{AISTEE
$CA'LAR*FII"E 1 P 1[' tsOltj - -
iDr'rF Olil
DTF-SAAJJARS F T ITOIF-P
DIAGI{IOETICS OFF'
RESTART-SAVE 5O,OO
EIqD
INTERNAI.,
cRoss-tEFl[s oFF K D
E![D
B4
. Example of data input for experlment of aerodynamic perfomance '+ exte.lior rnodel
ET{E
*
TIf,.frE " Jogrlo kJ..tri large versLon + eNteriior o
*
*
*
*
*
* * ** * ** * * *** * * * * * * * * * *'MOC[6'] rt **r':t'* * * * *dr*'t * * * * * * * * * * *
*
lr
MODEL jkh
*
GFPMETtsV
GRID 3D BFC
usE eRf,D FROM jkh.DgF DtF
* Cel,I fipes
* nirm€: DefairltBr,ocK195L3r24t na$le: Defar'r1n
BI,OCK1-9J.4L2:4
DOMAIN 2
* franne: Default
ELOeK296,0 1419
* name: Def,aults
BrrocK a9 60 1 4 L0 33
* name: De.fault
Broc,K 39 60 t 4 34 4.1
* aarle: Defaul-t
EI"oGK 29 60 5 t3 34 42
* name: Default
B.xJoCK ?9 60 5 L3 l- 9
* naine: Eefault
Br,ocK 29 60 5 X3. 10 33
FROBT"EM_IrSPE
SOI.\XB F:LOW TIIRBUIJENCE
* Stea;d11 fXow
E!{D
x
PROP1SRTIES
DENSITY CONSTANT L.L'17
V,ISCOS fTY CO1^1STANP-KIIilED{4,1[IC 1 . 57 e- 0 05
END
*
MOEEITS
TLI'EIIULSIECE-MODEL, KE
E[\TD
,*
*** Boundary Conditions ***
*
BOUISDARy_COIIE XTn,Or$S
* Gravitll boundartrr' conrdiE,ion s[reeified
GR.AV_I( O
GB.AV-Y _9 - 8
GA.AV_g 0
RITOREI' AIIFO
* boundary con&itiorir: Defar.ll,t
TNTERF'ACE 1 L LL 37 t 24 WEST
* boundarw conditioa: Default
II,XTEBiPhCE 1 9 .14, 37 t t LOW
* boundanlt c-onditLon: Def,aul.t
TIilaERFAeE 1 I L4 37 24 24 iIrGH
* be.r,rrrdarlr e:ooditiorl: De,Eault
6Xr!4{ErRY 9 9 r4t 37 L 2+ EAST
* boundarry corrdition: Defatlt
vAlI, n- 9 L'4 L4 7 24 SCIOTlr
B-5
U = 0 V = 0 W = 0 RH = 0'005
bound.arY condition: Default
sYlo4ETRY t 9 37 3'7 I 24 NORTH
DOMAIN 2
boundarY condition: Default
INTERFAEE 60 60 14 37 T 9 EAST
boundarY condition: Default
iNtsnFa-cB 60 60 t4 37 l-o 33 EAsr
boundarY condition: Default
INTERFAEE 60 60 L4 37 34 42 EAST
boundarY condition: Default
WALL2828L4L9 EAST
u = 0 V = 0 w = 0 RH = 0.0001
boundarY condiLion: Default
INLETLIL4371.9 WEST
U = PROF-YV = 0 W = 0 P = 0 K= 0'505 D = 1'2 L = 0 T = 300
uL7
o 0.1- 0.25 0.6 0.7 1' 2 2.g 3 3'3 4 10 20 30 40 s0 60
0 1.1 1.4 1,.75 L ez r.sB 2.ZS )-.Sg i-.e 2.67 2.8 3.s3 4.2 4.65 A.ee
5 -28 5 -52
boundary condiLion: Default
WALL 52 60 l-4 14 L 9 SOUTH
u=0V=0w=0RH=0.005
boundarY condition: Default
WALL 38 5]- 14 L4 L 9 SOUTH
u = 0 V = 0 w = 0 RH = 0.005boundarY condition: Default
WALL 29 37 L4 L4 L 9 SOUTH
u=0V=0w=0RH=0-005
' boundarY condirion: Default
WALL 25 28 13 L3 1. 9 NORTH
u=0v=0w=0RH=0-005
WALL 25 28 L4 t4 L 9 SOUTH
U = 0 V = 0 W = 0 RH = 0'005
' boundarY condition: Default
SYMMETRY 1 50 3? 3'7 T 9 NORTHb boundary condition: Defaulc
SYMMETR* 1 60 1-4 37 T L LOWk boundarY condition: Default
rNI,ET11513 19 WEST
U = PROF-YV = 0 W = 0 P = 0 K = 0'505 D = L'2L = 0 T = 300
u l-7
0 0.1 0.25 0-6 0.7 L 2 2'g 3 3'3 4 10 20 30 40 50 50
o1.l-L.4L.lst.82L.s}2'36-'.-'5;t'62'672'83's34'24'6s4'ee
5.28 5 -52
* boundarY conditsion: Defaultr
WAL,L 28 28 5 13 l- 9 EAST
u = 0 V = 0 w = 0 RH = 0-0001-
* boundarY condition: Default
SYMMETRY L 28 5 l-3 1 1- LOW
* boundary condition: Default
INLET11].4L9 WEST
U = PROF-YV = 0 W = 0 P = 0 K = 0'505 D = L'2L = 0 T = 300
uL7
0 0.1 0.25 0.6 0.7 L 2 2.g 3 3'3 4 l-0 20 30 40 s0 60
0 1.1 t-.4 l-.75 L.82 L.g8 236-r-.ss r-6 2.67 2.8 3.s3 4.2 4.65 4-99
5.28 5.52
boundarY condition: Default
ITAI,L128LtL9 SOUTH
U = 0 V = 0 W = 0 RH = 0.3
boundary condition: DefauLtSYMMETRYL28L41"t LOW
boundary condition: Default
wAr,L 28 28 L 4 1-0 33 EAST
u = 0 V = 0 w = 0 RH = 0.0001-boundary condition: Default
SYMMETRY ]. 1. 1 4 1-O 33 WEST
boundarY conditrion: Defaults
WALL L 28 t L 10 33 SOUTH
u = 0 v = 0 w = 0 RH = 0.3
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boundarY condition: Default
SYMMETR1 1 ]. 5 13 10 33 WEST
boundarY condition: Default
WALL 28 28 5 13 10 33 EAST
U=0V=0W=0RH=0'000L
boundarY condition: Default
WALL 25 28 13 13 1-0 33 NORTH
U = 0 V = 0 Vrl = 0 RH = 0.005
WALL 25 28 L4 14 10 33 SOUTH
u = 0 v = 0 w = 0 RH = 0.005
boundarY cond'ition: Default
SYMI4ETRY 1 1 L4 37 10 33 WEST
boundarY condition: DefaulL
WALL 52 60 l-4 L4 10 33 SOUTH
u = 0 v = 0 w = 0 RH = 0.005boundary condiuion: Default
wALr, 38 51 l-4 1-4 l-0 33 souTHU=0V=0W=0RH=0-005
boundarY condition: Default
WALL 29 3'1 L4 14 10 33 SOUTH
u = 0 v = 0 w = 0 RH = 0.005boundarY condition: Default
SYMMETRY 1 60 37 37 10 33 NORTH
boundarY condition: Default
EXrr-P 1 1 l- 4 34 42 WEST
U= 3.53V= 0W= 0 P= 0 K= 0'505D =L'2L= 0T= 300
boundarY condition: Default
WALIJ 28 28 1 4 34 42 EAST
u=0v=0w=0RH=0-0001
' boundarY condition: Default
WALL 1 28 L L 34 42 SOUTH
U = 0 V = 0 W = 0 RH = 0-3
' boundarY eondiuion: Default
SYMMETRY ]- 28 1 4 42 42 HIGH
' bound.arY condiEion: DefaultEXrr-P 1- 1 5 !3 34 42 UIEST
u= 3.53 v= 6-w-= o P = 0 K= 0'505 D = !'2L = 0 T= 300I boundary condition: Default
WALL 28 28 5 L3 34 42 EAST
u = 0 V = 0 w = 0 RH = 0-000L
* boundarY condition: Default
WALL 25 28 L3 L3 34 42 NORTH
u = 0 v = 0 w = 0 RH = 0.005
WALL 25 28 1'4 1"4 34 42 SOUTII
u = 0 v = 0 w = 0 RI{ = 0-005
* boundarY condition: Default
SYMMETRY 1 28 5 !3 42 42 HIGH
* boundarY condition: Default
EXIT-P L t T4 37 34 42 WESTU=3.53V= 0W= 0 P= 0 K= 0'505D =L'ZL= 0T= 300
* boundarY condiEion: Default
WALL 29 37 L4 14 34 42 SOUTHU=0V=0W=0RH=0.005
* boundarY condition: Default
WALIJ 38 5L L4 a4 34 42 SOUTH
u = 0 v = 0 w = 0 RH = 0.005
* boundarY condition: Default
WALI, 52 60 14 L4 34 42 SOUTH
u = 0 v = 0 w = 0 RH = 0.005
* boundarY condition: Default
SYMMETRY L 60 37 37 34 42 NORTH
* boundarY condition: Default
SYMMETRY 1 60 14 37 42 42 HIGH
lNITIAI,-CONDITIONS
* FuI1 Eiefa initial conditionsU= 3.53 V= 0 W= 0 P = 0 T = 300 K= 0'505 D = 7-'2L = 0
RESTART FROM JKh.AUR
END
END
*
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